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Note to Readers

We are delighted you’ve chosen to read our initial, online-only edition book. We wrote it because we find its stories of climate action so motivating and are eager for your input to make it stronger as well as your advice for sharing this edition ever-more widely. We prepared this book—for your review—during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. We hope that publishing it initially online will make it easy for readers to weigh in. Then, we will incorporate all of your feedback and decide how best to publish the result. Also, a note about the “voice” in which the book is written. I chose to use the “we” voice often because this work is very much a team effort, as you will see in the extensive acknowledgements. When I am also referring to my compatriots, I use “we Americans.” The “I” voice I use only when referring to an experience or feeling that is distinctly mine. Now, please, dig in and read with a critical eye!

—Frances Moore Lappé and the Small Planet Team

Link to feedback form here!
College students respond to *It’s Not Too Late!*

“I really appreciate the optimistic tone the author incorporates in their writing. This can be a very dreary and negative subject to some, but the writing style is so inclusive and positive; leaves me feeling hopeful rather than pessimistic.” —Suffolk University student

“The climate crisis is generally discussed with such doom and gloom due to the scale of the problem and its consequences. However, while the global situation is certainly dire, this pessimism and doomsaying can be counterproductive if it only encourages nihilism and inaction. To avoid making the reader feel powerless in the face of such an obstacle this book has a clearly different approach. From the book’s title to each chapter’s heading, its optimistic tone and focus on the achievability of specific climate goals leaves the reader empowered with a clear road map to climate success.” —Suffolk University student

“Passing comprehensive climate change legislation at the federal level often feels like an insurmountable task, especially with the how partisan the current government is. Describing examples of domestic climate success emphasizes the achievability of managing climate change through policy.” —Suffolk University student
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Introduction: Humanity’s Emergency & Vast Opportunity

We write this modest book amid history-making events, both tragic and immensely promising.

A global pandemic is bringing vast suffering, loss, and forced isolation, while simultaneously revealing our deep connection and interdependence. Its economic devastation exposes in sharp relief our nation’s wealth divide, one of the world’s most extreme. At the same time, finally, our culture may be beginning to reckon with its deeply rooted racism and to awaken to the immediate threat of climate chaos—most harmful for those already burdened by racism. Additionally, the threat climate change impacts weigh on our heavy hearts as a 2021 international Arctic mission and subsequent sea ice analysis revealed that the loss of summer ice cover could be a clear indication that irreversible global warming impacts are already underway.1diet

In this unique moment we also see great possibility: From suffering, loss, and shock can come new clarity, passion, determination… and even courage.

We are taking the unusual step of offering our book “for review only” because we believe that, in facing the existential climate threat, despair is humanity’s worst enemy. Thus, we could not wait for a prolonged publishing process to share what keeps us out of that deadly pit: the remarkable, yet underappreciated, climate-smart steps being taken by bold citizens in diverse communities and at every level of leadership across America and beyond our shores. Preparing this book has opened our eyes to new possibilities and fortified our commitment to action.

Plus, now that Americans have chosen a president pledged to make climate action a priority, we dare to hope this book can help the new administration—and all of us—quickly grasp what’s been working so that we can immediately take it to scale.

Part of our new clarity is an enhanced awareness of our connected fates. We can see that awareness now reflected in the notably large share of Americans who prioritize climate action: More than 70 percent of us agree that it’s important for the US Congress to act on climate and back legislation to achieve a 100 percent clean energy economy by 2050.2 The public also appears more open to addressing the climate crisis with a Green New Deal.3

Even before the pandemic, in early 2020, a survey of Americans’ views about climate found a majority agreeing that dealing with climate change should be a “top priority” for the president...
and Congress. Almost 80 percent of Democrats agreed, but among Republicans only about one-fifth were on board.⁴

Yet, with our economy suddenly in meltdown and broad appreciation of the trillions of dollars required to revive it, more and more Americans might say: “Of course, let’s invest it in ways that also soften the blows of our human-made, climate disaster.”

Thus, we offer this brief book in the spirit of possibility.

~~~~~~~~

Our title is bold. And we stand by it—though we know it’s already too late to avert much suffering and loss brought on by the climate crisis.

Floods, droughts, and heat waves already ravage the lives of millions, not to mention the devastation we’ve wrought for other sentient beings. It is too late to save the uncountable number of species lost due to the increased extinction rates that are a direct result of our hyper-industrialized Anthropocene.⁵

With ice caps melting, forests dying, and permafrost thawing, we now know the risk of “abrupt and irreversible change” is much higher than we’d grasped even a few years ago, warns the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.⁶ As of early 2021, we are on track for worst-case melting of polar glaciers and the resulting sea rise.⁷ The high temperatures in the High Arctic during the last 15 years weren’t predicted to occur for another 70 years.⁸

Still, a sense of possibility drives our own motivation to do all that’s still very much within our power. We’re convinced that it is not too late to turn the climate emergency into our species’ greatest opportunity to reset our sense of ourselves: to move from seeing only deadly division to recognizing our common humanity—one people who will, together, live in dignity or die.

In such do-or-die moments, humans have sometimes achieved huge shifts in consciousness, allowing choices that before were believed to be impossible.

In the mid-eighteenth century, for instance, how many would have bet that a handful of unruly British colonies could give birth to the world’s first constitutional republic? Or, amid the worst pain of the 1930s’ Great Depression—with one in four Americans jobless—how many of us could have imagined that the very next decade would usher in four decades during which every income class doubled its real family income?⁹

This is not a time to let self-doubt trip us up.

Since the climate crisis is the first global emergency touching all of us and—more specifically—threatening all our lives, is it not ridiculously presumptuous simply to assume that we are not up to the task?
Deadlines + Possibility = Action

When stakes are high, many of us find deadlines helpful, but never before has our species shared a common one—a deadline that, in this case, gives the term a literal twist. Deadlines focus the mind, so we can thank the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change for giving us clear ones—dates backed by hard science and the realities of cascading climate chaos.

But the question for many remains: Is meeting them even possible?

Above, we claimed that the basic human need to jump into action—whether it’s to achieve racial justice or women’s right to vote or to stop a wrongheaded war—is a double awareness: We need to feel, first, that acting is essential to protecting what we love, and second, that our action might make a difference. With these two pieces, humans don’t need certainty nor even a high probability of success to get going. If we care enough, all we need is a sense of possibility.

So, this book’s premise is not naïve optimism nor head-in-the-sand denial. Rather, it’s that getting our heads and hearts to this place of possibility is worth the effort required—the invigorating effort of digging deep into the roots of the crises and connecting with solutions.

Oh, you say: Really? A sense of possibility amid all the frightening climate news?

Yes, it’s a stance we can actively cultivate.

~~~~~~

Now to some of the big realities that ground us.

The potential impact of rising greenhouse gas levels has been known for more than a century, and in 1979 scientists at the first World Climate Conference began calling on us to act to prevent the harm of a warming climate.\textsuperscript{10} By late 2015, at the 21st conference of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, parties pledged to hold the average global temperature increase to “well below 2°C above preindustrial levels” before 2100.\textsuperscript{11} It went into effect in 2016.

The Paris Agreement to address the climate crisis, adopted by 196 Parties in 2015, has now been ratified by almost all of the world’s countries.\textsuperscript{12} They’ve pledged to keep the global temperature spike to 1.5°C or less.\textsuperscript{13} As of early 2020, it was 1.16°C.

Note well: The agreement links its goal to a requirement to work together to bring greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by the second half of the 21st century.

In 2019, the UN Secretary General called world leaders to a Climate Action Summit in New York City to commit to “concrete, realistic plans” to quicken the pace of action in line with reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 45 percent over the next decade and reinforced the deadline of 2050 to reach net zero emissions. He stressed that he wanted “plans” not “speeches.”\textsuperscript{14}

Importantly, the parties stated in the agreement that they would go about reducing emissions on the “basis of equity, and in the context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty.” Throughout the book, we highlight this foundational understanding.\textsuperscript{15}
Then, in late 2019, the UN issued a dire warning that earth is on track to warm by a potentially catastrophic 3.4 to 3.9 degrees Celsius by 2100. Greenhouse emissions would have to be slashed more than 7.5 percent every year for the next decade to have “any hope of keeping warming below 2 degrees.”

In 2020, global emissions did fall by a historic 7 percent, but the cause was our global pandemic—not the solution we’d planned for. Additionally, the lasting impacts of the Trump administration’s climate change rollbacks and lax emissions standards have hindered our progress and left our nation in a dangerous state of apathy, as 145 coal units in 75 power plants across the United States have been idly emitting 15% of our nation’s coal production capacity since Trump’s inauguration in 2017.

Clearly, we’ve missed the opportunity to avert much suffering, but it is also true that our united action now holds the possibility of avoiding almost unimaginable loss.

The trajectory leading to climate chaos is not a straight line. Rather, “what we’re talking about is a point of no return, when we might actually lose control of this system,” observed Australian National University researcher Will Steffen, co-author of a paper in Nature published leading up to the late 2019 UN Climate Summit.

“How humans are playing Russian roulette with Earth’s climate by ignoring the growing risk of tipping points that, if passed, could jolt the climate system into a new, less habitable ‘hothouse’ climate state,” the researchers warned. Especially alarming, they wrote, is new evidence that if we exceed the tipping point of one system—for example, the loss of Arctic Sea ice, major destruction of boreal forests, or widespread thawing of the permafrost—we escalate the risk of pitching the entire biome into chaos.

“It’s not going to be the same conditions with just a bit more heat or a bit more rainfall,” Dr. Steffen warned. “It’s a cascading process that gets out of control.”

But if we act now, it is not too late to reduce the likelihood of such system collapse.

Of course, addressing any system breakdown—from a family to a nation—requires identifying and healing its root causes. In today’s world, that means examining and reshaping our economic and political rules so that they support the life we want.

Here in America, we see the roots of the climate catastrophe in both in our grossly unfair economic system and our deeply compromised democracy—each reinforcing the other.

Specifically, what are the economic roots of the climate crisis?

Greenhouse gas emissions reflect, in large measure, an economy driven by what brings the highest return to wealth-holders, with scarce accountability to the “general Welfare” that our Constitution’s preamble puts forth as a founding national purpose.

Given this brutal form of capitalism, it follows that over the last half-century, incomes of the top one percent have grown one hundred times faster than those of the bottom 50 percent.
Three individuals now control as much wealth as the entire bottom half of our country’s population.22

So, today, in addition to the almost 40 million Americans trying to survive in abject poverty, another 122 million working-class Americans earn on average $18,500 a year.23

Not only do such meager livelihoods limit the possibilities to become engaged in public solutions, they make us vulnerable to destructive “shame and blame” messaging. Our culture’s “up by our bootstraps” mythology encourages us to blame ourselves if we’re struggling economically, and racially tainted messages encourage us to blame the “other.” Both divert attention away from real solutions requiring equity and cooperation.

Moreover, such extreme concentration of economic power enables those profiting by climate harm—including the oil giants—to discredit climate science and twist public policies toward their ends. Exxon and other fossil fuel companies have spent more than $5 billion to cast doubt on climate science and to fight clean energy policies.24

Cognizant of the depth of the inequity crisis, throughout this book, we show how solutions to the climate crisis can simultaneously address climate justice—i.e., benefiting those most harmed by the crisis and those with the least capacity to protect themselves.

And the roots of a democracy in crisis—how do they relate to the climate challenge?

The power of private wealth over public decisions denies citizens the effective democratic problem solving essential to addressing any crisis. Aware of the undue influence of private, moneyed interests in our democracy, many Americans are near despair about our federal government’s dysfunction. No wonder trust in our government has fallen from 77 percent in the mid-1960s to 17 percent today.25

Distrust and despair are truly dangerous, as they lead us to retreat from engagement just as it’s needed more than ever. Our final chapter fights such danger by celebrating the underappreciated, yet powerful, work of everyday Americans on behalf of democracy—work that is essential to avert catastrophe.

With Joe Biden as president, we have an opportunity to counter despair.

As a candidate in spring 2020, he enlarged his campaign pledges on climate action and infrastructure investment centered in environmental justice. Now, early in his presidency, Biden seems to be making good on his promises to uphold the “Biden-Harris Plan for Climate Change and Environmental Justice” as a cornerstone of the administration’s platform.

Merely days after being sworn in as our 46th President, Biden signed an impressive total of 50 executive orders, 19 of which were direct reversals of the damage caused by his predecessor. Among them were the cancellation of the Keystone XL Pipeline, renewing the United States’ commitment to the Paris Agreement, and beginning the process of reversing the Trump Administration’s attacks on the environment.26

In the US, over the last half century, incomes of the top 1 percent have grown one-hundred times faster than those of the bottom 50 percent.

–Gabriel Zucman, University of California, Berkeley, 2019
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Biden’s appointment of John Kerry to the new post of Special Presidential Envoy for Climate is another signal that he prioritizes the climate crisis.\(^27\)

We hope readers will find this book helpful in keeping the pressure on and in persuading others of the importance of not only voting, but also insisting that democracy and climate-equity measures be central to the new president’s economic recovery agenda. Passing legislation is only the beginning. Then comes the work of holding legislators, corporate actors, and ourselves accountable.

Throughout our research, one observation grounding our sense of possibility is the positive link between the distributed power of citizens—as promised and protected by democracy—and distributed energy sources, made possible by our choice to go green.

The immediate triggers of the climate emergency arise from our dependence on wasteful, non-renewable energy sources, wildly inefficient transportation systems, chemical-dependent and corporate-controlled agriculture, and more. So, throughout, you’ll find our focus is on energy, while we also discuss transportation and agriculture.

Fossil fuel dependency tightens both energy power and human decision-making power. As fossil fuel sources are spatially concentrated and fossil fuel requires huge capital investments to extract, process, and deliver, it thus lends itself to monopoly. Fossil fuel corporations’ profits are greater than the entire GDP of most nations.\(^28\)

Note also that these industries have been major players in keeping us on our dead-end trajectory toward climate catastrophe. This travesty has been abetted because our political system allows—even welcomes—the vast influence of private power over public choices. In 2018, fossil fuel industries made almost $90 million in political contributions, primarily to Republicans, who protect their interests in Congress.\(^29\)

By contrast, green energy—wind, solar, water and geothermal sources—are dispersed, and the equipment needed to make them—turbines and panels, for instance—can also be decentralized in manufacturing, installation, and control.

Of course, without sound regulation to prevent it, monopolies could also emerge in green energy industries. And that’s one reason we must step up our work to remove the power of large corporations, and private wealth more generally, within our democracy—a theme to which we return in the final chapter.

Our point here is that political democracy can nurture and draw sustenance from green energy.

~~~~~

Throughout our book—because of evidence that hope itself has the power to organize our brains toward solutions—we focus on solutions already arising across the nation. We share
breakthroughs about which most Americans are still unaware in order to trigger the vastly greater engagement needed to take them to scale.

In Chapter 1, we offer a quick overview including the scale of the climate challenge: its key contributors and health impacts, plus ways we can cover the big public investment required. In Chapter 2, we showcase public policy tools already showing promise in cities and states. In Chapter 3, we briefly explain our strong focus on wind and solar power. Then, in Chapter 4—which most lifts my spirits—we share stories of states and localities responding to citizens’ climate concerns in partnership with their constituencies. Chapter 5 digs into the underappreciated contributions of farming, land use, and our diets, both to the problem and to win-win solutions. Finally, in Chapter 6, you’ll hear about some of the citizens’ climate mobilizations most energizing us. This closing chapter challenges the assumption of extreme political polarization among Americans on key matters and introduces the energizing citizens’ Democracy Movement that’s already making progress toward healing our damaged democracy.

Fortunately, as you’ll read in the pages that follow, many savvy, courageous Americans are addressing the climate crisis with strategies that intentionally deliver the greatest benefits to low-income communities. These strategies can especially improve the lives of Americans historically thwarted by racism—and, more generally, by climate disruption and fossil fuel pollution.

We also seek to remind readers that people are the major changemakers in our country—not governments. All of the inspiring stories of success we share feature the efforts of hopeful, courageous individuals and grassroots organizations who used their voice and freedom to make an impact—on that is gradually shaping our nation. And you, reader, are among these leaders. In addition to educating yourself through the chapters of this book and using your democratic liberty to vote, we urge you to support the many organizations leading the charge in this essential work. A compiled list featuring these groups is available in our Into Action section.

In unleashing solutions-oriented action, we meet the very deep human need for a sense of personal power—of knowing we have a real voice in our future. And, in the process, we also satisfy our equally essential need for meaning beyond ourselves and for connection with others in common purpose.

Thus, amid the beginning of our reckoning with systemic racism during a deadly plague—not only of illness but also of loneliness and meaninglessness—the growing and global movement to save our planet offers new life.
Chapter One: The Power of Possibility
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Chapter One: The Power of Possibility

Welcome to our book on climate solutions. But of course, no problem can be solved without first exploring where one stands; so, we begin with a quick intro to current realities.

As noted, the UN International Panel on Climate Change lays it on the line: To prevent utter catastrophe, we must cut global, net, human-caused carbon emissions by almost half in a decade and reach net-zero emissions by 2050.\(^1\)

Now, that’s a tall order.

Yet, it is one we can choose. In this moment, we can escape the paralysis of fear and despair, while creating new meaning and purpose in our lives—and discover that by meeting the climate crisis vigorously and holistically, we not only protect future life but reap multiple benefits today.

Roughly eight in ten Americans accept scientists’ consensus that human activity is what fuels climate change, and about half of us believe “action is urgently needed within the next decade if humanity is to avert its worst effects.”\(^2\)

That’s a start.

But action that is up to meeting this unprecedented challenge first requires a shift in perspective—the realization that acting to prevent all-out catastrophe is not a “choice.”

Here’s what we mean.

If, say, your child was dying of a disease that only a costly drug could cure, wouldn’t you go to any lengths to get it? Stupid question! Of course, you would. You wouldn’t pause to make a “choice.” You’d simply spring into action.

And that’s exactly where we are today, as 97 percent of climate scientists sound the alarm over our human-caused climate crisis.\(^3\) With our children’s future dying, not to mention a habitable planet for millions of other species, action is no longer a choice. It is simply what we must do—and with all the smarts and energy we’ve got.

Grasping Where Things Stand

In choosing where and how to focus our action, we need first to wrap our heads around the big picture and how our country fits in it.
Humanity’s challenge is not just to swap fossil fuel for renewables. Yet we must start by appreciating that getting beyond fossil fuel means electrifying virtually everything—beginning with vehicles and homes. That means globally we’ll need to double the share of our end-use energy that is electricity.\(^4\) At the same time, scientists estimate that overall demand for power will be 57 percent lower when we transition to renewables.\(^5\) And soon we’ll explain why this counter-intuitively makes sense.

In this transformation, what jumps out first?

**We Matter**

Earlier we noted that as humans, we share a basic need to feel that we count, that our voice matters. But to jump into action to meet this need two perceptions are necessary: first that acting is essential to protect what we love, and second, that our action might make a difference.

In this vein, consider our potential influence, starting with the negative:

Just two countries—China and the United States—together emit almost half of the world’s carbon dioxide. In 2020, the Chinese were responsible for almost 30 percent, and Americans for 15 percent.\(^6\)

From 2012 to 2015 China kept its CO\(_2\) emissions from fossil fuel and industry essentially flat.\(^7\) By the end of 2019, China’s solar installations had reached a cumulative impact that was almost double its 2020 goal, amounting to three times US solar capacity and greater than that of the EU-28 and US combined.\(^8\) In 2018 the country began cutting subsidies.\(^9\) Still, China is by far the world leader in producing solar equipment.\(^10\)

Nonetheless, China, still mining about half the world’s coal, is not giving up on that climate-destroying fuel.\(^11\) Between 2015 and 2019, it built 360 coal-fired plants.\(^12\) And China’s emissions are on the rise, propelled by a 4.5 percent increase in coal use per year. A similar trend is afoot in India, which saw a whopping 7.1 percent rise in coal use in 2018.\(^13\)

So, China looks bad. But our population is only about a quarter the size of China’s, meaning that on average each American is a much greater greenhouse gas emitter. In fact, each of us contributes more than double the emissions of each Chinese citizen—16.6 tons vs. almost 7.1 tons.\(^14\)

Put another way, today an average Chinese citizen contributes about 70 percent more than the world average of 6.7 tons, whereas an average American citizen contributes more than three times their share.\(^15\)

Taking a historic snapshot, the United States looks even worse. Over time, we’ve emitted more CO\(_2\) emissions than any other country—since 1751, adding 400 billion metric tons, or roughly a quarter of total historical emissions.\(^16\)
On the one hand, I’m ashamed our country has become such a negative outlier. On the other hand, we can acknowledge that since 2007 we’ve begun a gradual, albeit unsteady decrease in our own annual emissions rate.\(^{17}\)

Also note many European countries, with much lower per-person emissions, provide ample evidence that enjoying a comfortable standard of living doesn’t require our huge carbon footprint.

On the other hand, I see an odd twist here: The very fact of our grossly outsized negative impact means that any positive change we make can also bring outsized benefits. Moreover, because the US has long been viewed as a “world leader,” our action has often set a bar for others in the community of nations. Presently, we set a very low bar—with global impact. Imagine the ripples as we reset the course.

And, overall, in what direction is our world heading?

Not a good one.

Above we noted earlier progress, but global carbon emissions in 2018 hit an all-time high of 33 gigatons —and remained at this level in 2019.\(^{18}\) In 2020 global emissions fell 7 percent, but of course this progress reflected the pandemic’s slowing of economic output, not necessarily positive steps.\(^{19}\)

In the European Union, a political and economic alliance of 27 countries with a total population nearly 36 percent larger than ours, emissions have leveled off. Of course, leveling off is better than rising, but way worse than the region’s prior decades of “strong falls” in carbon emissions.\(^{20}\)

And what about all those signers of the climate agreement?

As of early 2021, 189 countries, together causing more than 80 percent of global emissions, had ratified or otherwise joined the Paris Agreement. Several—including Canada, Germany, and Mexico—have come up with long-term plans to “decarbonize.”\(^{21}\)

Unfortunately, however, plans put forth by almost three-quarters of the signatory countries are “partially or totally insufficient,” observes a team of international scholars writing in 2019 for the Universal Ecological Fund. In their eyes, only a small group of about 35 nations have plans that are sufficiently ambitious. They include each EU country, plus a few more, such as Norway, Switzerland, Moldova, and Ukraine.\(^{22}\)

With this news, it’s no surprise that these scholars warn us that the world is on track to heat up by a catastrophic 5.4° to 7.2°F (3° to 5° C) by the end of the century.\(^{23}\) That’s double the temperature cap that the best science now declares necessary to avoid all-out disaster. Among any number of devastating consequences, we would have to abandon many islands and coastal population centers, including Venice, New York, Tokyo, and Sydney.

Clearly, we must radically alter the current trajectory.
New Eyes

This do-or-die mindset changes everything.

Suddenly, we begin to see possibilities that we’d totally missed before. And, today, with remarkable speed, this shift is galvanizing millions of Americans.

Many are quickly moving beyond denial: More than half of us report seeing climate-change impacts in our own communities—from heat waves, floods, and droughts, to damage to forests, plants, and wildlife. More than two-thirds agree our government isn’t doing enough to battle it, and that includes a significant number of Republicans. More than three quarters of us—including nearly two-thirds of Republicans—say that, to meet energy needs, developing renewable energy is more important than expanding fossil fuel.

Plus, courage is showing up among key elected leaders.

In 2019, Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Senator Ed Markey made history when they stood up with insight and courage to propose H.R. 109—a Green New Deal that grapples with the huge scope of the crisis. By early 2021, 101 members of the House and 14 Senators had signed on as co-sponsors. Two important movements—Justice Democrats and the youthful Sunrise Movement—helped motivate this resolution to address the crisis via a decade-long mobilization that would help cut global greenhouse gas emissions roughly in half by 2030, compared to 2010. The strategy would meet 100 percent of US power demand “through clean, renewable, and zero-emission energy sources,” while creating millions of new jobs. Over 80 percent of registered voters were soon on board.

Unfortunately, though, this existential threat hasn’t yet opened everyone’s eyes. Key Republicans immediately mocked the Green New Deal as “radical” and “socialist.” Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell called it “delusional.” Even a few key Democrats challenged the approach. They included Senator Dianne Feinstein, who admonished young environmental activists that “there’s no way to pay for [the Green New Deal].” But the Senator failed to note the cost of not acting.

Estimates are in the hundreds of billions a year—and that’s not considering the impact of truly catastrophic events like reversing the Gulf Stream or the melting of Greenland’s ice cap. On top of the impact of climate heating itself, the cost of not acting also includes continuing pollution largely from fossil fuel—now linked to seven million deaths each year. To put that toll in perspective, it is more than three times the deaths from COVID-19 so far.

In a sense, our whole book takes on such attacks, showing just how wrong they are.
Holistic = Realistic

Instead of being turned off by the Green New Deal’s ambitious scope, many Americans love it. They see that, because our entire economy and its infrastructure are implicated in the climate crisis, its challenge can be addressed only through a multi-faceted approach and in ways that engage—and directly benefit—all of us, not just in the distant future but today. The Green New Deal’s wide scope, they argue, is its core strength.

For the Green New Deal to be successful, however, it must address the lack of adequate infrastructure. This is most prevalent in rural areas, particularly on Native American reservations.

In fact, by cross-referencing a map of county poverty rates with a map of Native American reservations, one will discover that there is a significant overlap between counties with the highest poverty rates and counties located within reservations, including Standing Rock, Cheyenne River, and the Navajo Reservations.36

On these reservations, there is a severe lack of essential services and infrastructure like hospitals, electricity, and clean running water. Reservations are also often locations of food apartheid, like the Navajo reservation, approximately the size of West Virginia, which has only 13 grocery stores.37

The term “food apartheid” is used to highlight how racially discriminatory policies have shaped the geography of poor communities and caused limited access to healthy food.38

Economic Gains of Going Green

Writing amid a historic pandemic that’s fast sinking our economy gives new urgency to this book’s message. Now is a rare and exciting moment of choice: Can we generate economic recovery by tackling the climate challenge with investments bringing better quality of life for all?

In this chapter and throughout, we explore the economic benefits to be realized in facing the climate challenge. Yes, we have a lot of work to do. But the great news is that in addressing the climate crisis vigorously and holistically, we not only protect the future life but also reap multiple benefits today.

Since a premise of the Green New Deal is that economic equity and environmental health are inseparable, what do we know about the potential for good jobs—simultaneously contributing to climate solutions and to greater equity—as we escape the danger of greenhouse gases?

Even with little national leadership or mobilization, already roughly 3.2 million Americans work in the clean energy sector, outnumbering fossil fuel jobs about 3 to 1.39 These jobs typically pay very well. Energy-efficiency workers are earning about $5,000 more than the national median, and solar workers’ pay is averaging above our national median wage of $17 an hour.40 Moreover, the nature of renewable energy jobs, with installation, construction and repairs, are naturally local, creating and maintaining jobs at home, limiting outsourcing.

Already, roughly 3.2 million Americans work in the clean energy sector, outnumbering fossil fuel jobs about 3 to 1.

Also note that green infrastructure projects and public works jobs cannot be outsourced—and industrial policy in the Green New Deal, like clean energy incentives and job training programs, can ensure that green jobs remain in the United States. Plus, green jobs aren’t concentrated in a few spots. They are being created across the country, from the coasts to rural communities, including the Rust Belt.

Seventy percent of wind farms, for example, are in counties with below-average income and each year they bring in more than $222 million to rural landowners. Overall, the financial bonanza could rise to over a billion by mid-century if the US achieves the goal—spelled out in the US Department of Energy’s 2015 Wind Vision Report.

The Department has modeled scenarios to achieve sourcing one-fifth of our electricity from wind by mid-century. Most of it would be from land-based turbines, but about a fifth is projected to come from offshore wind, with lease payments rising from $15 million to $440 million in 2050. Yes, we have a lot of work to do. But in addition to creating new jobs and leasing income, our savings will also be enormous.

Take just wind energy alone: It could result in “cumulative system cost savings of $149 billion by 2050,” reports the Department of Energy. That’s about $9 billion a year.

The Department also predicts that wind energy has the potential to support over 600,000 jobs in manufacturing, installation, maintenance, and related services by 2050.

Wind energy alone could result in a “cumulative system cost savings of $149 billion by 2050.”

– U.S. Department of Energy

Globally, each day air pollution caused by fossil fuels costs us $8 billion.

– Aidan Farrow, Kathryn A. Miller, and Lauri Myllyvirta, Greenpeace, 2020

Plus, embracing clean energy—benefiting working-class and low-income Americans the most—can help address our economy’s extreme unfairness. One measure of this unfairness takes our breath away: The three wealthiest Americans control more wealth than the poorer half of the population.

Keep in mind, too, the worldwide economic burden from which we free ourselves as we embrace clean energy: Greenpeace Southeast Asia and the Centre for Research on Energy and Clean Air (CREA) found that globally, air pollution caused by fossil fuels costs us $8 billion a day—by 2018 adding up to almost $3 trillion a year.

Meeting the Climate Crisis—It’s Good for Your Heath

Meeting the climate crisis improves not only our economic well-being but also our health. A 2019 report found pollution to be the largest cause of premature death on the planet, responsible for nearly one death in seven.

This realization is especially good news as the COVID-19 pandemic sensitizes all of us to the heightened threat of disease for people with underlying health conditions, now suffered by too many Americans.
The Green New Deal resolution calls on us to “secure for all people of the United States for
generations to come: clean air and water; climate and community resiliency; healthy food; access to
nature; and a sustainable environment.”

Such a lofty list could sound dreamy, but looked at with a different lens, it is bracingly
realistic.

Consider, first, our air.

Right now, roughly half of Americans breathe unhealthy air. That’s nearly 150 million of
us. So, by one estimate, moving away from fossil fuel could prevent almost 63,000 deaths each
year from polluted air.

The harm is felt especially among those relegated by income and racism to neighborhoods
with greater industrial pollution. Compared to the air the wealthy breathe, the air that poor
Americans of all races breathe has a third more dangerous small particles that lodge in the lungs. African Americans get doses roughly 50 percent higher than white populations and are more likely to die from that pollution.

A recent NAACP study identified 75 coal plants in the US—of the remaining 241—as the worst environmental-justice violators: More than half of the 4 million people living within three miles of them are people of color whose average per capita income is $17,500—well below the average in every US state.

And worldwide? Every year air pollution kills 7 million people. Consider that toll, as we
suffer shock and grief at more than 2.7 million deaths from COVID-19 as of early 2021.

It turns out that not only do fossil fuels worsen air quality, but the warming temperatures
they cause also end up making some polluting substances even more dangerous.

One is ozone.

A common gas generated by both natural processes and combustion, ozone in the
stratosphere is critical and beneficial to life on earth. It forms a protective blanket shielding us from
destructive ultraviolet rays. But ground-level ozone is something else entirely. It is dangerous—a
potent lung irritant. When inhaled, it can burn lung tissue, worsening chronic lung disease and thus
contributing to early death.

Soot—ultra-fine particulate pollution from all forms of combustion—is another common yet
deadly health threat. We have long known that wildfires, wood burning stoves, coal-burning power
plants, and diesel engines not only contribute to climate change, but also emit these tiny soot
particles into the air around us.

No more than one-thirtieth the width of a human hair, they can lodge deep in our lungs,
triggering asthma attacks, heart attacks, and strokes, and contributing to lung cancer—all
shortening American lives.
We’ve Stepped Up Before

It’s encouraging to recall that when Americans have faced serious pollution emergencies in the past, both political parties have responded to citizen pressure to protect us from environmental danger. In 1963, under Democratic President Lyndon Johnson, Congress passed an early version of the Clean Air Act—the first federal law to control air pollution. Then, in 1970 and 1990, under Republican administrations, Democratic Congresses amended the Act in major ways to further reduce these harmful emissions.

As a result, by 2017, the US had cut emissions of key air pollutants by almost three quarters since 1970. Sulfur dioxide was down 88 percent, ozone down 22 percent, nitrogen dioxide, 56 percent. Compared to 2000, fine particulate pollution was down 40 percent.

Unfortunately, though, in recent years we’ve reversed course: By 2018, pollution worsened again, causing an estimated 10,000 additional deaths. Today, eleven of our most-polluted cities still violate the Clean Air Act’s air quality standards.

Climate action can compel us to meet commitments we’ve already made. Limiting coal and other fossil fuel emissions has saved lives in the past, and as we rise to leave those emissions behind for good, we will save vastly more.

And Water in Hotter Times?

Of course, just as much as clean air, we need water to thrive.

Our warming climate is making precipitation patterns more unpredictable and extreme. Though it was not expected until around 2100, the Arctic Circle in June 2020 hit a record 100.4° Fahrenheit. Temperatures in this range are expected to trigger a cascade of negative effects from an influx in wildfires and disrupted hunting seasons to melting permafrost and the flooding of coastal cities.

Parts of the West and Southwest are expected to become much drier, with more frequent droughts and massive fires, while the Northeast and upper Midwest become wetter, with more frequent and severe sudden downpours.

As temperatures rise, droughts become more frequent. Already fifteen significant U.S. rivers are running dry—including the Colorado River that runs through the Grand Canyon and the Rio Grande. And here’s a new threat of a drier climate I hadn’t imagined: Dust now blowing off these dry Western lake beds is becoming a serious health hazard.

And then there is the problem of stormwater runoff triggering polluted water.
In the East and Midwest, more frequent and powerful rainstorms are causing outdated sewage infrastructure in many cities to dump billions of gallons of raw human waste into recovering waterways, including some public water supplies.\textsuperscript{65} More severe weather can also increase the incidence of manure “lagoons” at huge livestock holding pens overflowing into our waterways. Imagine: North Carolina’s pigs alone produce 10 billion gallons of manure every year.\textsuperscript{66}

As water becomes ever more precious, keep in mind these startling facts about how much water our current energy production uses: Fossil-fueled power plants using oil and gas—providing almost all our electricity—are mostly driven by heating water to make steam that’s converted to electricity.

Chiefly to cool their equipment, these plants take up roughly 47 percent of all water used in the U.S., according to the latest data collected in 2015. And in the process, this type of water usage harms ecosystems as well.\textsuperscript{67} I was shocked.

But the good news?

Renewable energy saves water—a lot of it.

Wind turbines and solar panels don’t need water to operate—of course. In 2015, as the US generated 191 million megawatt-hours via wind—instead of coal, natural gas, or nuclear power—we saved nearly 73 billion gallons of water.\textsuperscript{68}

This water savings comes to 220 gallons saved yearly for each American.

Of course, our need isn’t just for water; it’s for clean water. The Green New Deal’s emphasis on strengthening our infrastructure addresses this problem, too. “Infrastructure” sounds pretty boring, until you take in horrific facts like this: Because of our decaying, long-neglected water infrastructure, childhood lead-poisoning rates in nearly 4,000 neighborhoods nationwide are at least double those of Flint, Michigan, during the peak of its water-contamination crisis.\textsuperscript{69}

While Americans living in poverty are the most harmed by lead, these thousands of communities span the whole country, endangering rich and poor, rural and urban, Black and white.\textsuperscript{70}

Thus, mobilizing for new energy infrastructure as part of a Green New Deal opens opportunities to greatly reduce harm as we also reconstruct water delivery systems, ensuring to all Americans the long-abused human right to clean water.
Growing Proof, From Far and Wide

Instead of moaning and groaning under the weight of the challenge, we can take heart in recalling that countries enjoying a “standard of living” comparable to ours already have achieved per-person greenhouse gas emissions far below ours. On average, each citizen of Europe emits less than half as much carbon per person as we do.\textsuperscript{71} Such contrasts offer living proof that we can vastly improve our energy mix and efficiency.

Here at home also lies striking evidence of possibility.

As we explore in depth in Chapter 4, in less than two decades, oil-rich Texas barreled into leadership in wind energy. If it were a country, Texas would rank as the world’s fifth-largest wind-energy producer.\textsuperscript{72} In 2019, nearly a quarter of the state’s energy came from wind.\textsuperscript{73}

Plus, ten states already generate a fifth of their electricity from solar and wind combined.\textsuperscript{74}

In Kansas, that’s a third, and in Iowa and Oklahoma the share is more than a quarter.\textsuperscript{75}

Also striking is the estimate of what’s possible. Taken nationally, rooftop solar offers the “technical potential” to generate about 75 percent of our residential electricity consumption, estimates a 2018 federal laboratory study, as long as required storage is built in. Plus, the report emphasizes: The highest potential is in lower-income counties.\textsuperscript{76}

Are there other motivating signs?

Energized (and worried) citizens are succeeding in pushing their legislators to act boldly, showing the way for others. Chapters 2 and 4 zero in on what their leadership is achieving.

Plus, people’s movements are gaining momentum with youth in the lead, perhaps more strongly and convincingly than perhaps ever before—and we celebrate this in our closing chapter. Those movements offer evidence that hope is not what we find in evidence, but what we become in action together.

When We Humans Step Up...

As noted, to gain confidence in possibility, it helps to grasp evidence of our past climate progress. Many Americans may not realize that our carbon emissions dropped 14 percent during the eleven years after 2005.

Unfortunately, the biggest drop—contributing a third of the improvement—resulted from our moving away from coal toward natural gas, when natural gas is not a clean-energy, renewable solution. However, wind power’s expansion provided another fifth, followed by our reduced use of electricity, mainly by industry.\textsuperscript{77}

The decline took us halfway to the 2025 emissions goals set in the Paris Agreement.\textsuperscript{78} Then, in 2019, US emissions fell by 2 percent, again led by less use of coal.\textsuperscript{79} In 2020, the COVID-19
The pandemic brought the biggest drop in world emissions on record; and the U.S. experienced the single largest national decline—12 percent.\textsuperscript{80}

The very fact that we have continued to progress even without federal leadership suggests what’s possible. Chapter 4 fills in this picture, shining the light on states, cities, and farms taking strong action.

Our point is simple. Given that we managed to make forward strides in the past, even without committed national leaders or a sense of urgency among most citizens, surely it is not naïve to imagine a climate-solutions movement taking off as more Americans wake up to the crisis.

We’ve seen throughout human history that it’s not the magnitude of a challenge that crushes the human spirit, it’s feeling futile that does us in. And this do-or-die-moment offers so many ways to feel needed. So, we can resist the naysayers dimming our confidence, as we step up.

We Can Do This!

Fortunately, we now have a wide array of proven approaches to address the global climate emergency—across industry, transportation, our food supply, forestry and land use sectors—leaving fossil fuel behind.

And we also have in-depth, far-reaching—yet easy to grasp—guides to a safe trajectory to clean energy.

One such pathway has been developed by Stanford professor Mark Z. Jacobson, UC Davis researcher Mark A. Delucchi, and colleagues across the country. In 2011 they cofounded the Solutions Project, now based in Oakland, to spread the word. This team took on the gigantic task of modeling the energy needs of 139 countries—those for which enough data is available—and how they can be met without fossil fuel or nuclear power.\textsuperscript{81} Their infographic “roadmaps” involve electrifying all energy (transportation, heating/cooling, industry, agriculture, forestry, and fishing), then making virtually all electricity from solar and wind power. The Solutions Project predicts that transitioning to solar and wind, plus small doses of hydroelectric and tidal/wave power, could meet each country’s energy needs and keep us from surpassing the 1.5° C additional global warming limit we must heed.

In 2017, however, \textit{Scientific American} published sharp criticism of this team’s work for modeling flaws and understating the challenge.\textsuperscript{82} Jacobson and colleagues, however, responded by digging deeper to refine their strategies and projections, and in 2021 Cambridge University Press published Jacobson’s extensive textbook \textit{100% Clean, Renewable Energy and Storage for Everything}, which cites dozens of studies reinforcing his team’s findings.

Note also, the Solutions Project’s projections are in line with those of the International Energy Transition Commission, led by dozens of global leaders across energy, finance, and academia. The Commission projects that we can indeed reach a net-zero emissions economy by mid-century.\textsuperscript{83}

Note well: There may be debate about how fast we can go, but a lot of agreement on what we must do.
An obvious piece of good news that had escaped me, making their projection more believable, is this: Because the process of turning fossil fuel into useful energy itself requires so much energy, this shift would, by 2050, reduce US energy requirements by 59 percent; and for the 139 countries studied, by 42.5 percent. We would simply need a lot less power.

How could that be? How could our need for energy decline so much?

Just visualize, for example, all the energy that would no longer be needed to pump oil from a well in Saudi Arabia, ship it across the ocean, transport it to a refinery, transform it into gasoline, and ultimately ship it to a filling station and finally to pump it into your tank. That’s a lot of energy no longer needed.

Note also that the oil, gas and coal sectors emit about 30% of the annual methane leaked into the atmosphere by human activities. Given that methane is 86 times more potent than CO2 in the short term, transitioning to 100% renewable energy can have an even greater and more immediate impact on greenhouse gas emissions.

Moreover, worldwide, reduced air pollution could today mean 4.6 million fewer deaths. Another benefit? A 24 million net increase in long-term jobs.

Globally, energy would also become more reliable, with fewer disruptions; and people’s access to energy would greatly increase—making our unfair world fairer.

And the land required for this clean energy transformation? Well, less than 1 percent in the 139 countries studied.

Next, let’s look at the cost.

We Can Pay for It!

In mid-2017, when the Trump administration began formally withdrawing from the Paris Climate Agreement, it deemed the “United States’ pledge to reduce greenhouse gas emissions” to be an “unfair economic burden imposed on American workers, businesses and taxpayers.”

In fact, the burden is fossil fuel. Leaving it behind will save us enormous sums.

Looking at the challenge for the whole planet, the Solutions Project estimates the cost of transition for the previously referenced 139 countries, plus an additional four, at $73 trillion. That sum could sound impossibly high until you learn that it’s lower than the cost of continuing business as usual. Getting off fossil fuel, as noted, could cut global energy requirements—and thus reduce energy costs by more than half, or about $11 trillion a year. Thus, the transition to healthy energy could pay for itself in less than a decade. Plus, consider the lives saved, illnesses averted, and productivity gained as we leave behind fossil fuel.
Note that the Solutions Project is talking about virtually the whole world. Yet the detractors of the Green New Deal claim that cost for the US alone would be $93 trillion.92 Hmm...hard to take seriously.

Let’s look at other cost estimates for a US clean energy transition that scholars are taking seriously. Economist Robert Pollin at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, projects that the US would need to spend $18 trillion to reach net-zero carbon in twenty years, coming to about 2 percent of GDP by 2050. “Eighteen trillion dollars is real money,” Pollin told NPR. “But when you spread it out over 30 years, it’s entirely feasible, and it will have a lot of economic benefits in addition to getting us down to zero emissions.”93

Other estimates are lower: The Solutions Projects’ price tag for achieving a US transition to clean energy is $7.8 trillion.94 And in 2019, the energy research firm Wood Mackenzie estimated the cost at $4.5 trillion.95

At the same time, the Solutions Project estimates that as much as $742 billion each year could be saved in health care costs alone.96 So, transitioning to clean energy, this team of scholars estimates, could pay for itself in as little as a year and a half in these big improvements: lower healthcare costs because of less air pollution, and lower costs overall from fewer climate-change disruptions.97

Not a Cost, an Investment

Still, climate naysayers insist that strong action on climate change will wreck our economy. Actually, the opposite is true—as we have noted and will show throughout this book. Climate-smart action is creating new jobs and widening the benefits of growth: With the support of EU member states, “the European Commission intends to make its $1 trillion Green Deal the centerpiece of its COVID-19 recovery,” reports Forbes.98

It’s becoming ever clearer that not acting to tackle climate emergency will quickly become vastly more expensive. If the world’s nations fail to cut greenhouse gas emissions in half by 2030, estimated an international panel of scholars, damages from climate change-fueled hurricanes, droughts, fires, and floods alone will total $2 billion a day.99

Of course, the long-term cost is incalculable, as few are willing to put a price tag on life itself.

Those blocking urgent action also fail to appreciate that “greening our economy” is not simply an expenditure—public or private—but an investment. It is an investment bringing many immediate returns and huge, long-term benefits. Investments in new energy sources, energy efficiency, and public transport all spawn new enterprises and new living wage jobs that generate greater private wealth and public revenue—as well as the “co-benefits” celebrated above. These include better health and thus lower health care costs, and so much more.
Nonetheless, investments do need sources of capital, and, fortunately, many are available to us now.

First, we can cut our losses. If we are truly prepared to reorient our economy to ensure a viable future supported by a habitable climate, the scope of opportunity both for savings and revenue is vast.

For starters, the US can stop shelling out tens of billions of dollars a year to subsidize fossil fuel—more than any other country except China.100 These subsidies include those going to the fossil and nuclear fuel industries through a wide array of goodies: credit subsidies, liability caps, purchase mandates, tax breaks, and billions for storing nuclear waste.101 Taxpayers provide an even bigger subsidy by not insisting that the fossil fuel industry cover the costs of the vast damage it causes, which may reach hundreds of billions here in the U.S.102

On a global level, the size of hidden subsidies is vast.

The world’s carbon polluters dump harmful waste into the atmosphere at no charge, reports the International Monetary Fund—while the public is forced to pay for the damage, a bill amounting to a $5 trillion hidden industry subsidy. Nearly 90 percent of greenhouse gas emissions are released with no one made to pay for healing or compensating for their harm, observes the Fund.103

Next, consider the revenue that would be available to deal with climate chaos if corporations contributed their fair share to the public purse—just as the rest of us do.

In 2019, sixty Fortune 500 companies paid zero taxes, including Amazon, which posted an $11 billion profit that year.104 We can also stop corporate legal tax evasion via offshore havens that cost our nation many billions annually in foregone revenue.105

Plus, we can restore reasonable tax rates on the wealthiest, including on dividend earnings. Indeed, in 2018, for the first time, the top 400 US earners paid a lower effective overall tax rate than working-class Americans.106

And, then there’s waste to be eliminated from our military budget. A suppressed 2015 Pentagon report estimated that savings alone at about $125 billion over five years.107

Small Communities, Big Savings

We have trillions of dollars to gain when we shatter old thinking and begin to design with renewable energy in mind. So, we close this chapter by turning from the global and national to the very local: to discoveries by two communities seeing with fresh eyes.
A school district in New Jersey that serves the towns of Flemington and Raritan wanted to build a new school. After construction had begun, town leaders realized that they were going to miss their energy savings target. The manager called everyone together to come up with new ideas. The subcontractors came back with 16 improvements to save energy. But the manager wasn’t happy. Because their combined price tag would come to $125,000, he knew the school couldn’t afford them all, so he’d have to pick only a few of the projects.

But then it dawned on one of the architects that if they embraced all the proposed conservation measures, it would be a game changer. The reduced heating and cooling load would allow the school to switch to a much smaller overall heating and ventilation system. The school district predicted that over 15 years the changes would mean more than $326,000 each year in energy-cost savings, bringing the total savings to over $6.4 million. So, the district seized the opportunity.

Similarly, in Lexington, Massachusetts, town leaders rejected older heating systems for two new pre-schools and chose instead bold new technologies. The Maria Hastings Elementary School and Lexington Children’s Place, by going geothermal, will produce more energy than they’ll use—pumping heat from the ground in cold months and pumping it back when it’s warm. (Please see Chapter 3 for more on geothermal energy.)

As a result, the Lexington schools will save $250,000 a year on energy. Instead of dangerous, expensive, and climate-destroying fossil fuel, the schools will save enough to pay for new teachers and programs!

In higher education, take a look at Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania. Founded in 1864, it is determined to meet today’s urgent challenges. “We are translating sustainability from a value into a core component of campus culture and operations,” Director of Sustainability Aurora Winslade, a dear friend, told me. Through a multi-year, collaborative process, the school is making big strides toward a carbon-neutral and zero-waste campus.

Its energy and utility master plan—called Roadmap to Zero—lays out a path for decarbonizing campus energy. And it is quickly moving from vision to reality. In the spring of 2020, for example, Swarthmore broke ground on a new, nearly all-electric dining hall and community commons designed to net-zero, “living building” standards. It includes a central, geothermal system offering carbon-free heating and cooling campus-wide.

The depth of the college’s commitment also shows up in a President’s Sustainability Research Fellowship program, designed for students to learn by becoming leaders in tackling sustainability challenges on campus and in the community.
We Matter—Someone’s Always Watching

We humans are social creatures who take our cues from each other. When we see others behaving badly—whether drinking too much at a party or failing to vote—it’s easy to be a copycat. We too often go with the crowd.

Yes, that’s who we are. But note that it is not just recognized “leaders” who are seen. In truth, we are all influencers, moment to moment. True leaders are those with the courage to break with the pack—both for those they care about and for the survival of life as we know it.

As each of us sees that it is “not too late,” and takes action, we can be sure someone is watching, someone becomes aware, and someone maybe gets motivated, too.

I love a story author Rebecca Solnit often shares about a rainy day in the early 1960s when a handful of members protested above-ground nuclear testing in front of the Kennedy White House. They reported feeling “foolish and futile,” she writes.110

Years later one of the protesters learned that Dr. Benjamin Spock had driven by that day and thought to himself, if these women “are so passionately committed, he should give the issue more consideration himself.”

The world famous “baby doctor” then became one of the most ardent and effective national leaders opposing above-ground nuclear testing, and by 1963, President Kennedy had signed a test ban treaty.

Sometimes, sparks from individual acts ignite a positive firestorm.

We must also recognize that because of our nation’s size, economic power, and clout, its voice—our voice—carries much farther and has more weight than that of many countries in the way of climate-responsibility.

In this vein, consider our potential influence.

Ponder for example these questions; in the years the US hasn’t acted as a leader on climate, did we influence other countries also to not? On the flip side, are we inspired by other countries that do amazing climate work, and can the United States’ change of policy inspire other nations to follow?

We’ll never know for sure. What we do know is that now, with a new president championing climate action, we can have greater confidence that our pressure for strong climate measures counts. On that note, President Biden has declared that he will re-commit the US to the Paris Agreement as one of many steps his administration will take on climate.111

Another remarkable example of humans watching one another are the powerful reverberations of the voice of Greta Thunberg, age 17. We celebrated when Time made her person of the year in 2019 for her outstanding climate-crisis leadership, inspiring 4 million people to join in a global climate strike on September 20, 2019—the largest climate demonstration in history.112

We can’t just continue living as if there was no tomorrow, because there is a tomorrow. That is all we are saying.

—Greta Thunberg, 2019
Most of us don’t imagine ourselves to be another Greta, but each act of boldness in the service of life is seen; and we never know who’s watching.

Here in the US, the Sunrise Movement engages millions of young people and their allies. In June 2019, Sunrisers sat in on the steps of the Democratic National Committee offices for three days until the DNC agreed to support a climate debate between the candidates for the Democratic presidential nomination.

In addition, in October 2018, drawing on theater, art, and tree planting, a leaderless and decentralized movement calling itself Extinction Rebellion gathered in London’s Parliament Square “to announce a Declaration of Rebellion against the UK government.”

In our final chapter, we return to celebrate these growing citizens’ movements, followed by a “moving into action” guide. Now, in Chapter 2, we feature exciting real-world strategies—tools already working across the US to help prevent and mitigate the worst impacts of climate chaos as they improve our lives now.

Be prepared to be surprised and inspired by how much is happening. We were.
Chapter Two: Tools That Work
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Chapter Two: Tools that Work

We humans are social creatures who love living in community—always trying to figure out how to make it work. Our communities live or die in large measure by the quality of the rules we make and live by. Whether spoken or unspoken, the quality of our rules should probably be judged by the degree to which they serve life, human and not.

So here we’ll explore some new rules that Americans and others are making to guide our communities to meet the climate crisis and thus to serve life.

Standards Succeed

A lot of us feel good about “standards” and want to believe our own are quite high—whether in choosing a mate or a mattress.

But… “regulations”? Not so much. Unfortunately, to some, the word feels like a constraint, with “big government” bossing them around.

So, why not try a reframe?

Some clever folks did just that. They came up with the label “Renewable Portfolio Standard,” a policy approach that we are delighted to report has spread rapidly with real impact.

The Renewable Portfolio Standard is a public mandate, typically initiated by a state legislature with the purpose of increasing energy from renewable sources—wind, solar, and other alternatives to fossil fuel and nuclear power. Another purpose has been to drive innovation by signaling a predictable, growing market. The law sets production targets for utilities—either in the amount of energy they produce or as a share of their energy output—along with consequences for not meeting them, usually a fine.¹

Way back in 1983, Iowa became the first state to try it. The state’s Renewable Portfolio Standard mandated that Iowa’s two main utility companies own or secure by contract a total of 105 megawatts (MW) of renewables, or enough to power several hundred homes.²

³ Thirty states plus Washington D.C. and three territories have adopted Renewable Portfolio Standards, and since 2000 roughly half of the growth in U.S. renewable energy generation can be attributed to the policy.

– Galen Barbose, Berkeley Lab; National Conference of State Legislatures, 2020

¹ Also called Renewable Energy Standards
Not terribly impressive... but a start. From this baby step came a big leap. By 2019, the state was the second-largest wind power producer, after. Wind energy powered 57 percent of Iowa’s net electricity generation—a bigger share than any other state.³

As of early 2021, about 5,100 wind turbines were generating 110 times the energy of Iowa’s original 105-megawatt renewables target.⁴

Iowa’s success has played a pivotal role in moving others to use the Renewable Portfolio Standard.⁵ Now, 30 states, plus Washington, D.C., and three territories have adopted the policy or a similar approach.⁶

In 2004, as the most oil-dependent state in the nation, Hawaii changed its renewable portfolio "goal" to an enforceable standard.⁷ In a 2015 update to the standard, Hawaii became the first state to set a 100% renewable energy target by 2045. Governor David Ige explained, “Hawaii spends roughly $5 billion a year on foreign oil to meet its energy needs. Making the transition to renewable, indigenous resources for power generation will allow us to keep more of that money at home, thereby improving our economy, environment, and energy security.”⁸

And in 2018, California took the same steps by setting a 100% renewable energy production goal by 2045 as well. Understanding the urgency of this act, then-Governor Jerry Brown declared to the press, “It will not be easy. It will not be immediate. But it must be done.”⁹

The results are impressive. Clearly, lack of federal leadership did not stop significant state action.

Almost half the growth of U.S. renewable energy from 2000 to 2019 can be linked to such state Renewable Portfolio Standards— with more expected over the next decade.¹⁰ But that’s about the only blanket statement one can make about them.¹¹ They range from Washington, D.C.’s call for 100 percent renewable energy by 2032 to Iowa’s modest, but long-surpassed, 1983 renewables goal.¹²

Different states use different financial tools for their renewable portfolios, too. Some specify particular technologies, while others give extra credits for favored technologies.¹³ Some states impose penalties or fines—sometimes hefty—for noncompliance. Still, most states have met their portfolio targets, made easier by the falling cost of renewables.¹⁴

In creating investment certainty, states’ “standards” mandates have been astonishingly successful in driving the growth of renewable energy and advancing renewable energy technology. In fact, the US now generates more than double the total renewable energy that was called for in the 29 states’ standards all together.¹⁵

Early actors, especially Iowa, helped spur the demand for renewables by providing a stable market. These sales enabled the industry to grow and innovate, continually making solar and wind projects ever cheaper.

---

8 This reminds us of Justice Brandeis’ observation nearly 90 years ago, perhaps no more important than today: “It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments .....” New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 313 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
Then, in 2018 and 2019, ten states took even bolder steps—upping their renewable standard requirements, moving their timetables forward, or increasing their percentage goals. Standards vary widely by state, as noted, but many mandate that renewables comprise a minimum share of retail electric sales—generally between 10 and 45 percent. But fourteen states are more courageous—requiring 50 percent or greater.

Rather than mandating that a particular share of energy be renewable, two national leaders, Iowa, and Texas, require specific amounts of renewable energy capacity.

Since 2015, other developments are increasingly encouraging renewables. They include the continued declining costs of energy as well as such successful state energy policies such as “net metering”—to which we’ll soon turn.

If you want to discover where your state stands on these energy measures, here is a handy interactive site from the US Energy Information Administration: www.eia.gov/state/index.php.

### Make a Regional Pact to Act

The climate challenge is so huge that some states are working together for more impact. This “team” approach makes a lot of sense, as we humans seem to prefer being part of a group when we are entering new territory; and we tend to follow through more when we’ve made public commitments.

An example is the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), a multistate effort building on the earlier, proven success of market-driven emissions-control approaches nationally implemented in the federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Founded in 2005, RGGI—pronounced “Reggie”—now coordinates the climate action of ten northeastern US states, from Maine to Delaware. Its purpose? To unify approaches so that all gain, including an agreement to cap emissions and then trade among themselves the permits to emit carbon.

Some point out that RGGI is not just a “cap-and-trade” program—it is really a “cap and invest” scheme. Member states not only agree to limit power plant carbon emissions but also to make plant owners and operators pay for allowances for their pollution. That is key. The annual emissions

---

The US now generates more than double the renewable energy that—together—was called for in the 29 states’ Renewable Portfolio Standards.

— Galen Barbose, US Department of Energy: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 2019

### Progress in 1st Decade 2005-2015
Northeast Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative

**Emissions down.** CO₂ emissions from power plants were 50 to 90 percent lower than in the rest of the country. Carbon emissions reductions achieved by households going green totaled, over their lifetimes, equivalent to taking 1.6 million cars off the road.

**Prices down.** Electricity prices fell by almost 6 percent, while prices in the rest of the country increased.

**GDP Up.** The GDP of the nine states grew by 47 percent—almost a third more than the rest of the country.

**Health benefits up.** Between 2009 and 2014, the value of RGGI’s health benefits were estimated at $5.7 billion.

—The Acadia Center, 2019

---
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limit ratchets down over time, and the money collected is invested in clean energy and energy efficiency projects.\textsuperscript{21}

So, is RGGI speeding the transition to a green economy?
The answer is “yes,” although critics point that its carbon cap has been set way too high.\textsuperscript{22}

During the program’s first ten years, RGGI states achieved big advances, enumerated in the accompanying box.\textsuperscript{23} And, by 2014, so successful were these states at reducing emissions that they decided to lower the 2008 cap on emissions by almost half. It helped that natural gas became cheaper than coal; and power plants shifted their energy production to lower-carbon fuels.\textsuperscript{24}

At that point, one of RGGI’s Massachusetts champions, former state environment commissioner David Cash, said in 2019 he was ready to “uncork the champagne!”\textsuperscript{25}

Then in 2017, RGGI members again reduced the cap, agreeing to tighten it by another 30 percent by 2030.\textsuperscript{26}

### Cities Unite for Green

States are not the only standouts among climate action leaders. Cities are stepping up, too.
The Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy is an UN-supported alliance of more than 10,000 cities and local governments in nearly 140 countries. It represents 800 million people—that’s more than one in ten of us.

Since 2016, its goal has been to turn pledges outlined in the UN’s 2015 Paris Climate Agreement into action.\textsuperscript{27} So, the Covenant supports local-climate commitments and reports them to the world, fueling faster action against climate chaos.

By the fall of 2020, 174 US cities—home to more than 65 million people, or nearly a fifth of the nation—were participating in the Covenant.\textsuperscript{28}

Washington, D.C., is one. Among many steps, it’s working to improve climate resilience and reduce its carbon dioxide emissions through something the city calls “The DC SmartRoof Program.” Varied forms of special roofing—covering an area adding up to 643 acres—is being installed on office buildings, schools, and hospitals to battle the impacts of climate change.\textsuperscript{29}

The city’s goal is multifold—generating clean energy, reducing heat and flooding, and absorbing harmful carbon.

So far, toward its first goal, the city has added enough solar photovoltaic (PV) cells to the city’s roofs to power 1,125 homes.\textsuperscript{30} For the second goal, now more than 669,000 square feet of white-colored “cool roofs” are mitigating the impact of climate-related heat islands. And third: Over 400,000 square feet of new vegetative roofs, or “green roofs,” are projected to reduce stormwater runoff by almost 100,000 gallons a year, reducing the threat of climate-related flooding from extreme weather.\textsuperscript{31} And this is just a brief overview, I’ll return to the District’s exciting roofing initiatives, as well as its other green efforts, in Chapter 4.

Despite its status as an environmental leader, our capital city didn’t make it into the top ten “green cities in the world,” judged by Green City Times.

But we are pleased to report, two US cities did:
San Diego, California, comes in eighth. It was the first major US city to commit to 100 percent renewable energy. (Burlington, Vermont, deserves credit as the first.) And to get there, officials pledge to shift half of city vehicles to electric by 2020 and to recycle close to 100 percent of methane emitted by its own sewage and water treatment plants. As of the end of 2019, the city more than doubled the number of electric-vehicle charging stations and committed to adding more electric and 100 hybrid vehicles to their safety fleet next year.

Portland, Oregon, ranks ninth. It has protected 92,000 acres of green space connected through trails and parks—surely one reason that it ranks first among US cities for biking to work. Its transit options include buses, light rail, commuter rail, and streetcars. Impressive.

These examples affirm our opening claim that humans prefer to be part of a group—with common commitments—when trying something new.

Humans are also rule makers. So, another powerful tool is rules such as the Renewable Portfolio Standard that we create and enforce to achieve shared goals.

### Green-Energy Users Become Producers

Another powerful tool in getting more of us producing and using clean energy is what most of the world calls a “feed-in tariff”: Households and businesses share the renewable energy they generate—beyond what they need—through the utility’s grid and get paid for it, often under long-term contracts.

But don’t let the term “tariff” confuse you—it is the opposite of a tax.

Households as well as businesses can count on a good rate—sometimes above retail price—for the renewable energy they generate, and for a set period—usually 15 to 25 years. I think of it as a “clean energy-producing credit.”

The approach has been strikingly effective, with Germany the world’s trailblazer. The country introduced the feed-in tariff in 1991, and in 2000 updated the policy to reflect the fixed-cost model that is more common now. Today 40 percent of Germany’s electricity comes from solar energy at peak production times. In the first quarter of 2020, renewables in Germany jumped to supply more than half of the nation’s energy for the first time. Note, too, Germany is a solar champion even though clouds cover its skies for about two-thirds of all daylight hours.

And, the customer-as-producer strategy has caught on broadly.

In Spain, it’s helped double the nation’s share of power from wind-energy to more than 37 percent between 2006 and 2015. This approach quickly spread to Algeria, Egypt, India, Israel, Japan, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand and Uganda, plus nearly half of the EU’s 27 nations, among others.
Ten years ago, Kenya introduced the strategy, offering consumers a 20-year contract for generating electricity from renewables.\textsuperscript{42} Since 2018, renewable energy has been supplying 70 percent of the country’s installed-electricity capacity.\textsuperscript{43}

Remarkably, today three-quarters of global solar power can be linked to the use of “feed-in tariffs.”\textsuperscript{44}

Another positive? The feed-in tariff encourages decentralized energy production and control, as well as citizen participation—in a major way. As evidence, advocates cite Germany, the global instigator of the approach. There, most renewable-energy generation is by private individuals and cooperatives, with only 5 percent from power utilities.\textsuperscript{45}

The U.S. has lagged in these feed-in tariffs, but six states now have similar, mandatory programs, and several utilities offer customers a voluntary option.\textsuperscript{46} Ours have typically been small, but Los Angeles is set to be a big exception. In 2019, it approved an expansion of the country’s largest feed-in tariff program, one with generous pricing for consumer-producers.\textsuperscript{47}

In the US, 43 states have a variant of the approach—“net metering,” in which consumers are paid the going retail price for the energy they contribute to the grid. Note this is not a “bonus” price like some other countries use to encourage participation. Plus, the US variant doesn’t typically involve long-term contracts, unlike in other countries.\textsuperscript{48}

In all cases, energy meters must be able to register not just consumption but output as well.\textsuperscript{49} With net metering, individuals, businesses, or groups, with solar panels, for example, earn credits when their electrical meters effectively run in reverse.\textsuperscript{50} And was I surprised to be one of them, when a fat check arrived in the mail from my local utility for the “extra” energy our rooftop panels supplied in the previous year.

Go solar!

Overall, in the US, renewable-energy growth has relied more on net metering, tax-credit incentives, and state Renewable Portfolio Standards than on “feed-in tariffs.”\textsuperscript{51}

**Beyond the Rooftop—Community Solar**

Even if you would have a hard time covering the upfront cost of solar panels, or if you don’t own your own home like about one-third of Americans, you could still tap into solar energy to lower your energy bills and cut CO\textsubscript{2} emissions by using “community solar.”\textsuperscript{52}

Community solar is simple.
Instead of solar panels owned by a single household, community solar panels are owned by many residents. Community solar makes it easy for people who rent, live in multi-unit buildings, or simply have shady roofs to draw on the sun to power their homes.

A huge example is California’s Imperial Irrigation District community solar, owned by 12,000 households that rely on more than 100,000 solar panels. Locals call it the “first-of-its-kind community solar” because it enables low-income customers to enjoy renewable energy and at the same time reduce their electric bills.53

Benefitting from such economies of scale, community solar is not only a cost-effective way to address the climate emergency and benefit low-income homes, but it also democratizes control of energy. No wonder it’s so popular.

Forty states have at least one community solar project, making its aggregate capacity nationwide now over 2,000 megawatts, enough at peak capacity to power up to 380,000 homes.54 With demand for residential solar predicted to double in the next three years, community solar could get a big boost.55

Two keys to its success?
First are the strong, state Renewable Portfolio Standards we praised earlier, because they compel utilities to shift to clean energy. Second are laws that allow not only utility companies but also third-party providers—aka private businesses and social-benefit organizations—to provide renewable power.56

Roughly thirty states plus D.C. and Puerto Rico allow power-purchase agreements that enable consumers to receive energy at a reduced price from solar photovoltaic systems on property owned by a third party.57 The arrangement offers more flexibility for customers interested in using renewable energy but who aren’t planning personally to invest in the purchase and maintenance of rooftop solar.

And note well: We can all bring pressure to bear. Let’s tell our utilities to go for clean power and to open up their markets to businesses and households that will provide it. It’s predicted that in ten years we could have enough community solar to power 8 million more homes, or almost 7 percent of all households.58

And as more of us learn about community solar’s potential, we can speed that growth. Finding enough land should not be an obstacle: “PV panels on just 0.6 percent of the nation’s total area could supply enough electricity to power the entire United States,” estimates the US Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy.59

There are many ways to get into the act.
State and local governments are getting creative, too, working to bring renewable energy to the people. In Nebraska, residents of cities and towns are taking advantage of the public utility’s SunWise Community Solar Program, approved in 2016. In Omaha, in under just two months, every share in the program was snatched up by eager customers of the city’s Public Power District. 60

And here’s a surprising opportunity arising from going solar:
Near Washington, D.C., in Fort Washington, Maryland, a former landfill turned out to be a great spot for a green-energy installation. So, a large-scale community solar farm is brightening the area, producing enough electricity for more than 1,000 homes.61
We’ll close this section with some underappreciated advantages of solar, especially community solar, and recap its multiple advantages.

Control of solar power is more decentralized than the monopoly-controlled fossil fuel it is replacing. Small-scale—as opposed to “utility scale”—solar made up about 40 percent of total solar capacity connected to the grid, as of late 2018.\footnote{62}

Plus, small-scale community solar draws neighbors into shared, local decision-making, an example of what we like to call “climate democracy.” Unlike household-owned rooftop solar, community solar brings people together to work face-to-face to act to stop climate chaos. Moreover, it can be highly cost-effective and land efficient—even putting to good use otherwise problematic brownfields and other low-value, empty space.

Plus, community solar is less complex to implement, operationally simpler, and cheaper than going rooftop to rooftop.

What’s not to like?

Plants & Solar Panels as Partners

Another breakthrough tool in getting to climate-safe energy is taking advantage of synergies.

A great example underway for solar power is called “agrivoltaics”—where agriculture and solar power meet in the field.

It couldn’t happen as long as solar panels required concrete foundations that removed precious topsoil. But in 1981 German scientists hit upon agrivoltaics—that is, generating solar power while protecting healthy soil to serve as a (much needed) carbon sink. With solar panel costs continuing to fall, farmers now can generate power along profit to recoup recent farm-income losses and enjoy an additional, steadier income stream.

The key to agrivoltaics is two-meter high, raised panels that enable producers to generate solar-electric power right along with growing crops.\footnote{63} Both the crops and the solar installation do yield less when they share land, but experts assure us the net gain is still significant.\footnote{64}

China has the largest such project, combining solar panels in fields of goji berries. The panels help cut soil moisture evaporation as much as 40 percent and increase biodiversity. France is Europe’s leader with a surge in agrivoltaic projects.\footnote{65}

Combining solar panels with grazing is another obvious paring, says the American Solar Grazing Association.\footnote{66}

This breakthrough underscores for us the power of “fresh eyes” on old challenges.

Later we will celebrate whirling wind mills amid growing crops in west Texas, a great win-win for wind.

More Bang for Your Watt

Energy efficiency in our homes and vehicles may be our least “sexy” weapon against climate chaos, but it’s a strategy that’s been quietly humming away for decades.\footnote{67} Energy efficiency simply means doing the same—or more—with less energy, so fewer greenhouse gases are wreaking havoc.
And, of course, we save money, too. Efficiency standards—set by the states since the 1970s and in some areas by Congress—have brought us more efficient motors and lighting, as well as better appliance and home design. To imagine the energy they are conserving, here are homey but striking statistics: Over 35 years, from 1980 to 2014, we cut the energy we use to wash our clothes by 70 percent and to run our refrigerators by two-thirds. Homes meeting new, model building codes now use 40 percent less energy.68

There must also be targeted efforts to increase the efficiency and resiliency of rural housing. According to the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Office of Policy Development and Research, there is a higher rate of substandard houses in non-urban areas compared to the national average due to a variety of factors.

Residents moving to urban areas leaves behind vacant houses that deteriorate on top of a decreasing home value. Loans to rehabilitate and modify the homes are, therefore, harder to secure. Additionally, houses are older and more inaccessible to those living in them, so if the residents cannot keep up with the mounting costs, they must move out.

Some towns have created solutions to this issue, like Bowdoinham, Maine, which created accessory housing units, and Harpswell, Maine, which put together a team of volunteers providing repairs and modifications to those in need.69

Another way of measuring efficiency is in the power it takes to create a dollar’s worth of goods. And, over the years 1980 to 2015, the US economy cut that amount in half, reports the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy.70

Thus, over these decades, energy efficiency has spared us from a huge amount of carbon dioxide.

Still, “efficiency” may not excite you. Keep this in mind: Even the renewables we love to tout, especially wind and solar, still do require energy to produce.


Of course, efficiency improvements on a massive scale depend crucially on strengthening and enforcing efficiency standards of energy providers—read utility monopolies—and on manufacturers.

Given capitalism’s drive for short-term profit, private utilities may not be motivated to sell fewer kilowatt-hours to save fuel rather than to burn it. That’s why a market system needs accountable, trustworthy government, if it is to serve the “general welfare,” as called for in the preamble to our Constitution.

In the 1980s, however, President Reagan began undermining trust in government—calling it “not the solution” but “the problem.” And from that frame, observed Peter A.A. Berle, the

Standards Work!
The requirement that appliance makers meet efficiency standards is a key reason that between 1980 and 2014 Americans cut energy used to wash our clothes by 70 percent.

President of the National Audubon Society in 1989, Reagan failed to “create a national energy policy built on conservation and energy efficiency,” and instead “sought to rush the transfer of coal and oil from public lands and waters into private hands at bargain prices.”

Fortunately, though, green energy prices have been falling because it is becoming cheaper to produce than fossil fuel energy. And, due to state-level rule-setting—needed to establish the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative and Renewable Portfolio Standards, among others—the momentum has kept going.

So has ground-level, citizen advocacy—an approach abetted by robust support for energy efficiency across political orientation and age groups. Whether red or blue, few Americans like waste, and greater efficiency itself promises huge gains.

By using a range of efficiency-promoting policies, from those that encourage retrofitting older homes to more efficient appliances and electric vehicle charging outlets, Americans could reduce their energy use by a third by 2040—putting us “on the path” to savings of 50 percent by 2050, reported the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy in 2016.

Getting There, Literally

Twenty-eight percent of all carbon-emission equivalents we Americans put into the atmosphere come from getting us and our stuff from place to place. Transportation is the biggest culprit among US economic sectors when it comes to climate harm.

But before jumping into transportation solutions, I want to pause to remind readers of the logic of this book’s flow: As you’ve seen, our primary approach has been to ask how we move to green power sources across sectors responsible for more than 60 percent of emissions—those numbered 2, 3, and 4 in the accompanying box on emissions by sector.

The 5th sector—agriculture and diet—gets its own chapter (Chapter 5) because farming is central in creating both the climate problem and its solutions. That leaves us with number 1: transportation, which contributes 28 percent of emissions and is predicted to grow faster than others. Reducing emissions for how we get around demands many changes in our society.

Note, also that 72 percent of global transportation emissions are from road vehicles, involving a lot of individual choices. And per mile private autos—per passenger—emit roughly 50 percent more greenhouse gases than do buses, and triple the average of all types of rail travel.

Energy trends in transportation are both good and bad.
Per person, the US has one of the highest rates of car ownership in the world. But some good news is that since 2000 the number of registered automobiles has fallen about 17 percent, even as population has grown almost that much.\textsuperscript{77} But in five major US cities household vehicle ownership has been growing significantly faster than the population.\textsuperscript{78}

I’d heard that young people are increasingly rejecting car ownership. It is true that because millennials tend to live in urban areas and get married later, they also have lower car-ownership rates. But—after controlling for those factors—it turns out younger generations actually drive slightly more.\textsuperscript{79} They are, though, less likely to enjoy and “romanticize” cars, which could make them more open to public transportation options as they become more available and convenient.\textsuperscript{80}

When discussing the availability and efficiency of public transportation, it is key that we mention the disparity between services in urban and rural areas. Though the U.S. rural population has decreased, rural ridership has increased by 7.8 percent between 2007 and 2015.\textsuperscript{81}

Rural areas stand to benefit greatly from public transportation systems due to the lower mean income of rural residents, who may struggle with the high costs of personal transportation, and the higher proportion of senior citizens living in such areas who may have difficulty driving.\textsuperscript{82}

Unfortunately, our federal spending on transportation for most of a century has prioritized travel by car—building highways linking “job centers and typically wealthier, whiter areas” and forcing most Americans “to drive more and further,” notes Files for Progress.\textsuperscript{83}

Clearly, we must refocus on public transportation and do much more. So, what tools are proving to best reduce this huge negative for our climate? As with energy use in our homes, the rules we set through accountable government are key.

\textit{Luring More Riders onto Public Transit and into Ride Sharing}

Among individual actions, a shift from private to public transport offers big returns in terms of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Per passenger mile, buses produce 33 percent lower emissions than single-occupancy cars, and subways and metros are responsible for a whopping 76 percent lower emissions.\textsuperscript{84}

A couple of years ago, I shifted to the bus for my own commute. Not only did I feel like a much better “climate citizen,” but I enjoyed other rewards. An unexpected one was simply the opportunity to get to know my neighbors as we chat at the bus stop.

To get us out of our cars, about 100 cities worldwide—especially in Europe—now offer free public transit.\textsuperscript{85} And recently, some US cities are showing interest. Olympia, Washington, just launched a five-year pilot making buses free and in the first few weeks saw a 13 percent uptick in
ridership. In the fall of 2019, a toll-free pilot in Lawrence, Massachusetts, saw the use of buses jump by a quarter.

Cities and states can also expand ways to encourage ride sharing, also lowering our carbon footprint. For example, preferential lanes and tolls for “high occupancy vehicles” helps. Now, many advocate offering similar perks to encourage electric vehicles.

To get us out of our cars, about 100 cities worldwide—especially in Europe—now offer free public transit.


Car-free Zones in Central Cities

The COVID-19 pandemic is fueling measures to offer alternatives both to cars and public transport, where crowding increases infection risk. In the spring of 2020, swaths of London were closed to cars and vans, and the city increased by 30 percent its fee imposed on weekdays for drivers headed into central London. Mayor Sadiq Khan celebrated what he called “one of the largest car-free areas in any capital city in the world.”

Photos of happy bicyclists, joggers, and walkers no doubt caused many to wonder whether this change should be continued post-pandemic. Barcelona has had car-free zones for years.

Electrifying Cars

Worldwide, electric-battery powered cars—with the potential to be carbon-free—jumped from a little over 100,000 in 2012 to 4.8 million only seven years later. And the French love them: During December 2020, about a fifth of French passenger car registrations were for plug-in electrics—up almost six-fold from the same month a year earlier.

In the US, their share of the market is still tiny, but Americans can press our government to accelerate this option via research into better electric-vehicle batteries, investing in electric charging stations, creating incentives for developing electric light trucks and small delivery vans, and—as mentioned—giving perks to electric-car drivers, such as toll-free lanes. On the supply side, it’s already beginning: In early 2021, General Motors surprised a lot of people when it committed to stop producing gas-powered cars, vans and sport utility vehicles by 2035 and to reach net-zero carbon by 2050.

Hydrogen Help

If you haven’t already, you are likely soon to hear a lot more about hydrogen fuel cells. They will be a key to making the shift to electricity, as they use the chemical energy of hydrogen to produce electricity without combustion or emissions.

Sounds good to me!

They work like batteries: Oxygen from the air and hydrogen are supplied to the cell—producing only electricity, water, and heat. Increasingly, they are seen as a source of clean energy not only to power cars but also homes, buildings, and industry.
Already, Toyota, Honda, and Hyundai have fuel-cell electric batteries in some vehicles. California (no surprise) is in the lead, with 39 public hydrogen-fueling stations and another 25 on the way.\textsuperscript{96}

Fuel cells typically are used as energy back-up for times when power is interrupted in large buildings in industry and universities.\textsuperscript{97} In the U.S., the only large fuel-cell power plant is a 15-megawatt Fuel Cell Energy unit in Bridgeport, Connecticut. But I was excited to read that there is international collaboration in this area through the International Partnership for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells in the Economy, which aims “to facilitate and accelerate the transition to clean and efficient energy and mobility systems using fuel cells and hydrogen (FCH) technologies.”\textsuperscript{98} The partnership spans continents with the European Commission and 21 countries and on board. Among them are big players—India, China, and Brazil.

Pressing Ahead with Efficiency Standards

A no-brainer in reducing transportation emissions is setting and enforcing car-efficiency standards. Way back in 1966, California was the first to pass legislation setting tailpipe emissions standards, and in 1968 during Lyndon Johnson’s administration, the federal government followed suit.

The Federal Clean Air Act has not only allowed California to set higher vehicle air-pollution standards than EPA but permitted other states to follow suit.\textsuperscript{99} The California standards, over time, have led to the manufacturing of highly efficient gas models, hybrid vehicles, and electric cars.

Thirteen states and the District of Columbia have now adopted California’s standards—representing roughly a third of all registered vehicles in the United States.\textsuperscript{100}

Thank you, California.

Finally, a subset of states has even stricter zero-emissions vehicle regulations.\textsuperscript{101}

As a result, air pollution in large sections of the country has noticeably declined—including carbon dioxide emissions.\textsuperscript{102}

In 2019, the Trump administration began working hard to dismantle this progress. It challenged California’s—and, by extension—the other thirteen states’—authority to establish stricter emission standards. The Trump administration’s tactic was to revoke a state’s waiver from the laxer federal standard—a waiver that previously had been a mere formality.\textsuperscript{103}

The result was a flurry of lawsuits.\textsuperscript{104}

Interestingly, auto makers with more than a quarter of the national market defied the President, announcing they would adhere to California’s higher mileage standards. And to that, the Trump administration threatened federal antitrust laws.\textsuperscript{105} In all, the Trump administration rolled back more than 125 environmental protections. But only a few weeks after Biden won the election, General Motors officially pulled out of the Trump administration’s fight in California, and now in office, Biden is doing more to reverse Trumps environmental slash-and-burn.\textsuperscript{106}
And let’s not forget air travel.

Of all US transportation emissions, flying contributes 12 percent. The EPA and other agencies are now working to develop enforceable standards under the Clean Air Act, at least for engines of “certain classes” of aircraft.

Implementation of such national standards and reinstating essential protections has become possible with Biden in office—as we citizens push.

Shifting Gears

With the climate crisis upon us, our new leadership in Washington can open up innumerable ways for the Department of Transportation to prioritize improved, expanded, low-emissions public transportation, especially helpful to low-income users.

Historically, the federal government has made public transport a low priority. It’s been willing to cover 80 to 90 percent of state highway costs but only half of public transit costs. We can reverse that.

The impressive new think tank, Data for Progress, argues the climate emergency justifies raising “annual federal support for public transportation to $50 billion.” Today it’s just $13 billion. Two-fifths of that support should be “operating assistance,” the group advocates. That way, transit agencies across the country could “quickly scale up service” in line with the Green New Deal’s vision, creating “networks of frequent routes to underserved urban and suburban destinations.” And it could become a lifeline for nondrivers in rural areas.

Cities, too, can fight the climate crisis as well as our society’s deep inequities by enabling use of public transit. King County, home of Seattle, began debating a plan in 2020 “to offer fully paid bus passes to people who already qualify for Temporary Assistance for Needy Families and Supplemental Security Income.”

Most of us don’t think of good sidewalks as an investment in reducing carbon emissions, but maybe we should. Pleasant walking can lure us out of our cars. Also, repairing sidewalks ensures neighborhoods are accessible for those with disabilities. So, several cities are investing in maintaining safe sidewalks: Cambridge, MA, has moved beyond ADA guidelines to mandate a 4-foot width for new sidewalks, and Los Angeles is spending $1.4 billion to repair sidewalks over the next 30 years.

Of course, the materials necessary to build public transit systems and sidewalks have climate costs themselves. That’s why a growing number of organizations are demanding that support for new infrastructure be paired with investment in low-carbon concrete and steel production and supply chains.
Encouraging Working from Home

And, let’s not ignore an obvious way to reduce transportation emissions. We are now living it: The COVID-19 pandemic has offered workers and employers a taste of the benefits of enabling more of us to telecommute, with climate-positive impact.

Beyond the pandemic, our government could offer tax incentives to employers to enable this option.

Planning Holistically, an Underused “Tool”

We cast this chapter as highlighting specific policy tools to meet the climate crisis. But, of course, progress comes fastest with a big vision enabling us to reimagine and remake many elements at once.

Perhaps my favorite exemplar of a city transforming its transit with big and varied elements and benefits is Curitiba, Brazil, population just over 2 million.

Back in the 1970s, Curitiba Mayor Jaime Lerner and others in his administration created the first-of-a-kind Bus Rapid Transit system, which quickly became an international model. Today, Curitiba’s buses run frequently—some, even every 90 seconds—and its stations are convenient and comfortable; buses have their own lanes and are timed to avoid any congestion.115

Fare collection—enabling passengers to pay one fee to go any distance—happens before boarding in a covered area, raised to the level of the bus driver. So, loading and unloading is quick and easy.116

Plus, the system’s efficiency reduces costs, allowing residents of Curitiba to spend just 10 percent of their income on travel, well under the national average.117

Today, roughly 85 percent of Curitiba’s commuters use the system, so the city’s streets are congestion-free, and pollution has been seriously reduced. Curitiba uses about 30 percent less fuel per person, and the change has resulted in 27 million fewer automobile trips annually. The transit system is also beginning to move to biodiesel fuel—less-greenhouse-gas intensive than fossil but still not clean energy.118

In all, Curitiba’s buses create one of the most heavily used, yet low-cost, transit systems in the world. Former mayor Lerner is clearly proud. “We started BRT in 1974; now 300 cities around the world are using it,” he told The Guardian in 2016.119

We include Curitiba’s urban transit system because it embodies so many elements of how urban and work life are enhanced as we think holistically and leave cars behind.

Closer to home, the state of Oregon stands out for its participatory, multi-leveled approach.120 Already, more than 50 percent of Oregon’s electricity comes from renewable energy sources. A third of Portland’s offices are green certified, and its residents recycle and compost more than 60 percent of their trash, almost twice the national average.121
Salt Lake, Denver, Portland, the Twin Cities, Washington, D.C., and Dallas are “metropolitan areas aggressively pursuing transit-oriented development, yielding transportation, environmental, and economic benefits,” says our Federal Transportation Administration.  

In 2010, Salt Lake City residents participating in “Envision Utah” were invited to choose among four growth scenarios. Their choice? A plan that could cut ten miles off daily household vehicle miles traveled. To support this goal, the city is building new light rail transit lines and developing housing, jobs, and recreation along this corridor. And in the last decade, more than 40 percent of new multi-family housing units have been built within walking distance of a rail station.

In Minneapolis, city government created the “2040: Transportation Action Plan,” or TAP, organized around seven dimensions of city life—walking, biking, transit, technology, freight, street operations, and design.

Plus, it set six goals related to climate, safety, equity, prosperity, mobility, and active partnerships. The city is already experiencing great success in mobility options; for example, the bike-share system launched in 2010 has sparked a four-fold growth in annual ridership.

The Shape of Our Neighborhoods

These stories help us see that it’s possible to create neighborhoods where we can be in easy reach of neighbors, work, shopping, play, and transportation, as well as nature’s beauty and bounty. And at the same time, we save vast hours of commuting time while reducing stress and climate-harming emissions.

A pioneer in realizing this vision is the Congress for the New Urbanism, working with cities, planners, and citizens’ organizations. Its motto is “building places people love.” Another interesting anti-sprawl and pro-walkability group is Strong Towns. Check them both out.

At the same time, some passionate youths are responsible for the 200,000-member strong Facebook group “New Urbanist Memes for Transit Oriented Teens.” Members have dubbed themselves “NUMTOTS” and use a mix of humor and earnestness to discuss topics related to transit and housing policy—dreaming together a better future for cities around the globe.

The group has become so popular it’s spawned numerous spinoffs—from one focused on photographing trains to “NUMTinder,” which is really a dating app to meet likeminded lovers of new urbanism. Among younger generations, this social media phenomenon facilitates education and stirs passion for improving urban life.

Check them out, for you might just find ideas (or a date?) that would work great in your neighborhood.
Getting Smart—Meters & Grids

A “smart grid” is essential for getting renewable energy into the electrical grid. Because solar and wind energy is variable, we need a demand-responsive electrical grid to use energy efficiently. Such an electric power grid would be able to integrate a wide range of supply-and-demand information and distribute electricity more efficiently, with lower energy losses.

A smart grid enables “smart meters” in homes and businesses to collect, analyze, and adjust energy use from a range of sources, informed by overall electricity demand and availability across the entire grid.

Ideally, a smart grid can tell customers the best times to use electricity to save money—driving a pricing system that raises and lowers the kilowatt-hour cost of electricity depending on overall demand and availability. When consumers have smart meters tracking their electricity, use declines as much as 15 percent, finds the Environment and Energy Study Institute.131

In parts of the US, as well as India and 17 European nations, smart grids provide individual consumers with price signals telling them when it’s most economical, for example, to do laundry, run air conditioners, or perform other energy-using tasks.132

In the US, by 2019 about 90 million smart meters had been installed nationwide, covering almost 70 percent of households. The goal was 107 million installed smart meters by the end of 2020.133 Unfortunately, however, they can only do the work of adjusting electricity use to save energy and money when they are connected in a smart grid.

John Rogers of the Union of Concerned Scientists emphasized to me that we need to keep the bigger picture in mind: “We need to fix and upgrade the electricity grid not just to make renewables work. We need to fix and upgrade the grid, period.” And while we’re at it, “we might as well make it work for our future, too.”

Some Americans understandably worry that “smart grids” could come to mean “smart surveillance,” as well.134 It’s a concern—underscoring, as we do throughout, that true sustainability means democratization within both political and economic life so that unaccountable power at the top can’t use this technology against us.

Getting to a National Grid

Our electric grid has been evolving for more than a century and is, let’s face it, a patchwork in dire need of redesign for the digital age, as John Rogers stresses. A fully functional national smart grid could cost as much as $476 billion over twenty years—an average of $24 billion a year, the Electric Power Research Institute estimates.

And the benefits?

Even with the lowest estimated savings—$1.3 trillion—we could more than double our money. And the investment could save us as much as $2 trillion, along with a 58 percent cut in the electric sector’s CO₂ emissions in 2030 compared to 2005.135
Development of a smart grid will help ensure that utilities can meet the significant growth in demand needed to electrify automobiles—with consumers drawing clean power from the grid at night, when it is most abundant and available at least cost.\(^{136}\)

Smart grid technology exists. The key is making it happen.

And here we have inspiration from afar. Southeast Asia is making an exceptional investment in smart grid and micro-grid technologies—fed by the desire for renewable energy and efficiency, as well as the need to reach remote communities and thousands of islands. A recent assessment projected an investment of $10 billion over the next decade by regional leaders Malaysia and Singapore, as well as through growing commitments from Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines, and Vietnam.\(^{137}\)

And Who Will Pay?

In Chapter 1, we highlight ways that the American people can pay for a transformative Green New Deal, as we make our tax system fairer and stop losses and waste. Here are other avenues available right now.

### Green Investments and Power Purchase Agreements

With the right tool, private investment can be substantial. There is every reason for savvy investors to back the clean-energy endeavors highlighted throughout our book.

Jon Powers, president of Clean Capital—and formerly Chief Sustainability Officer under President Obama—reports that “sustainable investing” has grown to $12 trillion dollars.\(^ {138}\)

Individuals, pension funds, and life insurance companies are involved—especially those divesting from fossil fuel under citizen pressure and seeking long-term investments.

Powers argues that investors can be a solid source of capital for green energy. Companies—including Walmart, Apple, and eBay—have installed solar panels on roofs of their warehouses. They have signed “purchasing power agreements” with solar providers and have confidence in a reliable 20-year cash flow.\(^ {139}\)

“There is phenomenal demand to move into clean energy,” but policy certainty is key, Powers stresses. Surprisingly to me, he harkens back to the better era of George W. Bush.\(^ {140}\) Then, the Department of Energy did provide investors some security. The Bush Administration put $67 billion into loans and guarantees for energy projects to cut greenhouse gases and air pollution as well as retool auto plants for more energy-efficient vehicles.\(^ {141}\)

So, private investment is yet another financial tool available to move forward on the Green New Deal in a post-Trump world.

---

Investment in a national grid could save us as much as $2 trillion and cut the electric sector’s emissions by 58 percent in a decade, compared to 2005 levels.

—Michael Kanellos, Greentech Media, 2011
Another tool spreading around the world is putting a price on carbon so that emitters pay a tax or fee on each ton of carbon they emit.\(^{142}\)

A tax on carbon shouldn’t be a radical idea. It goes back one hundred years to economist Arthur Pigou’s proposal to add a fee to the price of anything that creates harm, with the income used to pay for mending it.\(^{143}\)

Sounds sensible.

As members of communities, we accept that we all have to pay for dealing with the garbage and sewage we create—even if we’re not yet doing a very good job at it. So why isn’t carbon pollution paid for by those who directly trigger it?

Putting a price on carbon to slash emissions is based on the observation that most of us like to save money. So, if we know we’re paying to put carbon into the atmosphere, we’ll cut back.

Carbon pricing schemes come, mainly, in two flavors—a cap-and-trade system or a direct fee on carbon emissions—and they are about equally spread around the world. Although results might be similar, they pose varying challenges. For more on pros and cons, check out “Pricing Carbon: A Carbon Tax or Cap-And-Trade?” from the Brookings Institution.\(^{144}\)

Interestingly, uses of the revenue gained via the two approaches are quite different: 70 percent of cap-and-trade revenues are earmarked for “green spending,” whereas 72 percent of the much larger revenues collected via the carbon tax are either refunded or go into governmental general funds.\(^{145}\)

In the cap-and-trade scheme, the government caps total greenhouse gases, with businesses and other emitters buying and trading to stay within the cap. Earlier we described one success—RGGI, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative in the northeastern US.

By 2020, 46 countries had passed some type of carbon pricing, along with 35 states and other sub-national governments; but in many the cap is too high or tax too low to have much impact.\(^{146}\) About half are emissions-trading systems, mainly subnational, and the rest are carbon taxes.\(^{147}\) Together, their emissions now add up to over a fifth of the world’s total.\(^{148}\)

All told, among Paris Agreement signers, 88 countries have declared their intent to start pricing carbon.\(^{149}\)

Much of the impact of this strategy depends on what China does, as it is by far the world’s leading carbon emitter. In 2017, China announced that it was experimenting with cap-and-trade approaches.\(^{150}\) But in 2020, it loosened restrictions on coal, and the country’s emissions spiked.\(^{151}\)

This is a disturbing development. China has enormous potential to lead, as it has become the world’s biggest investor in renewables, with the most installed green energy capacity. The country’s retreat appears irrational financially as well, since 70 percent of China’s coal plants cost more to run than the cost of building new onshore wind or utility-scale solar.\(^{152}\)
Lessons from Taxes on Carbon

A current stand-out is the UK: A recent academic study points to its success. In 2013, the country put a price on carbon—now set at about $25 a ton—and achieved a 93 percent drop in coal-fired electricity in six years—from 40 percent to 3 percent. The study’s lead author concluded that if EU countries followed suit, “we would likely see huge carbon emission reductions throughout the Continent.”

Over three decades Britain has reduced carbon emissions by almost 40 percent—more than any other major industrial country. More than half of UK electricity now comes from low-carbon sources, with 37 percent from renewables. In the US, the comparable number is 17 percent.

Unfortunately, however, Britain has chosen to replace coal in part with burning biomass—largely imported American and Canadian wood pellets—for energy. As of 2018, nearly 40 percent of what Britain considered its “renewable” and waste energy came from biomass in the form of wood pellets. As we explain in Chapter 3, such wood-pellet burning takes a heavy environmental toll.

The Financial Times observes that a key to Britain’s (qualified) success has been keeping the pressure on via increasingly higher carbon taxes. In “sectors where environmental taxes have been becoming more onerous—industry, power generation and waste—emissions have been falling fast.”

But where Britain’s carbon tax has been stable—inaviation, transport, and agriculture? There, emission reductions “have been much lower.”

Sweden gets praise for having the world’s highest carbon tax—about $139 per ton; and it’s working—at least somewhat. With a lot of public deliberation beforehand, in 1991 Sweden launched carbon pricing that by 2018 was associated with a drop of 25 percent in emissions. Meanwhile, the country’s economy grew 60 percent. Of course, 25 percent is not enough; and carbon prices in other countries are typically still so low—$10 per ton—as to have little impact. In fact, in order for carbon pricing to successfully keep global temperatures below the 1.5-degree Celsius threshold, prices per ton would have to climb to $160 by 2030, reports Bloomberg.

Who Benefits Directly from the Carbon Tax?

Another variant in carbon tax policy is returning taxes collected to the people. In Switzerland, most of the earnings go back to the people, while in Sweden and Denmark, the share returned is about half.

British Columbia tried the approach, beginning in 2007. All carbon tax revenues were returned to households and companies, with—not surprisingly—considerable popular support. In the first year, emissions did fall modestly; but as GDP has grown significantly, the carbon decrease has been modest, and recently it’s been on the rise again.
Of course, a carbon tax, if its revenue is not passed back to consumers, can worsen economic injustice. In the US, the poor pay a disproportionately high share of their incomes for energy, and a carbon tax could worsen the disparity.\textsuperscript{164} In France, it was such injustice that in 2018 triggered the Yellow Vest protests that rocked the country. Those imposing the gasoline tax failed to notice that many low-income rural people must drive to work and thus were especially hit. In Australia in 2014, carbon pricing plans were canceled in response to what some called popular opposition.\textsuperscript{165} (And, yes, coal-industry lobbying likely played a major role, too.)

For this reason, carbon pricing has succeeded, at least to some degree, more often when all or part of the income from a carbon fee returns to the community—for example, by reducing energy prices for low-income households, or investing in public transportation or renewable energy.\textsuperscript{166}

**Carbon Tax Can Help Carbon Absorbers—Trees**

We can’t move on without mentioning the countries in which a carbon tax has had unexpected beneficiaries: our trees. Costa Rica and Colombia have successfully enacted what’s been called a “tropical carbon tax.”

Since 1997, Costa Rica has been taxing fossil fuel and putting the income—now almost $27 million a year—into forest conservation. From the proceeds, farmers and landowners get funds they use in “rainforest protection or restoration.”\textsuperscript{167} Those paying the tax said they didn’t object “if revenues were directed to forest conservation.”\textsuperscript{168}

By one analysis, if twelve more countries roll out a similar tropical carbon tax, they could raise $1.8 billion each year to protect and enhance natural habitats.\textsuperscript{169} Such action could be a great boon for our climate, considering how much forest destruction worsens the crisis: If it were a country, forest destruction would be the world’s third-largest greenhouse gas emitter.\textsuperscript{170}

Since roughly every six months a new carbon-tax revenue strategy is launching, we can expect growing evidence of what works and what doesn’t.\textsuperscript{171} But, we already have enough to know that to get us to safety, carbon taxes must not only spread rapidly but be much higher and steadily increased. (Think Sweden at $139/ton.)

Some analysts argue that other tools, such as the Renewable Portfolio Standard and emissions standards, are even more powerful.

The best news is that some nations seem determined to shut down the worst sources of pollution, including coal plants and gas-guzzling vehicles.\textsuperscript{172} Sixteen countries—including China, the UK, France, Germany, and India—have announced policies that, if rendered enforceable, would limit or ban internal combustion engines within 10 to 20 years.

---

\textsuperscript{164} It’s Not Too Late! Crisis, Opportunity, and the Power of Hope

---

\textsuperscript{166} Isabella Burch and Jock Gilchrist, Center for Climate Protection, 2018

---

\textsuperscript{173} Sixteen countries—including China, the UK, France, Germany, and India—have announced policies that, if rendered enforceable, would limit or ban internal combustion engines within 10 to 20 years.
Polluters Pay? What a Concept

So far, we’ve noted the long-endorsed rule, now spreading, that polluters should be taxed. But are they truly being forced to repair their harm? Not really.

A solution starts with preschool logic: When we make a mess, it’s our job to clean it up. But within our brutal form of capitalism, such basics succumb to magical thinking—the belief that a market’s “discipline” is all we need. If a corporate player makes people sick, consumers will just shun its products, and the guilty corporation will either change its ways or go under. Problem solved.

Problem is that the market typically doesn’t work this way—for a bunch of reasons.

In the US, burning fossil fuel spews forth emissions that, by one estimate, leads to health costs alone of at least $360 billion a year and possibly as much as $887 billion.174

Yet, the fossil-fuel industry’s decade-long strategy of covering up its deadly consequences—combined with industry lobbying to twist our broken political system toward its ends—has worked to kill any possibility of a self-correcting market.

So, four fossil-fuel giants—Exxon, Chevron, BP, Shell—have gained $2 trillion in profits since 1990, while passing on many costs to the rest of us.175

But a growing global movement is demanding a just transition to green energy. One key piece is The People’s Demands for Climate Justice, which include ending subsidies for fossil fuels and a moratorium on any new fossil fuel development. Over 400 organizations and hundreds of thousands of individuals worldwide are on board.176

The Boston-based Corporate Accountability has long demanded that fossil fuel corporations be held liable and forced to pay damages. As noted in Chapter 1, the executives leading these companies knew many of the consequences of their actions.

Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey gets it, too.

Since 2016, she’s been investigating Exxon, and in June 2020 filed an amended complaint against Exxon “for misleading and deceiving Massachusetts consumers and investors...selling investors snake oil scenarios of ever-growing global demand for fossil fuels. Our amended lawsuit seeks to stop Exxon from engaging in deception and penalize them for this misconduct.”177

The Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey has filed a lawsuit against Exxon for, she argues, “selling investors snake oil scenarios of ever-growing global demand for fossil fuels.”

–Karen Savage, The Climate Docket, 2018

In the spring of 2020, in a promising victory for the liability remedy, the Ninth Circuit ruled that San Francisco and other California jurisdictions could sue Big Oil for tens of billions of dollars in state, rather than federal courts.178 “The lawsuits claim Chevron, Exxon Mobil, ConocoPhillips, BP, Royal Dutch Shell and other companies...should pay for damage from climate change,” reported the Los Angeles Times in 2020. Plus, they should “help build sea walls and other infrastructure to protect against future impact—construction that could cost tens of billions of dollars.”179

This ruling “could clear the way for climate liability lawsuits around the world,” declared Corporate Accountability.180 Indeed, Minnesota and the District of Columbia have recently announced their own lawsuits.181 And in October 2020, Hoboken, New Jersey, announced it will join...
19 other cities, states and private organizations suing fossil fuel companies for climate change damages.\textsuperscript{182}

Also notable is Our Children’s Trust’s efforts to use our legal system to address the climate emergency. It has filed petitions in dozens of states seeking legal redress for the harm caused by climate chaos. Although, most recently, a lawsuit brought by twenty-one young people against the Trump administration was dismissed by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, this nationwide effort has raised awareness and is helping to galvanize grassroots support for political action.\textsuperscript{183}

**Defund the Climate Culprits, Invest in the Future**

Yet another strategy in our solutions toolkit is defunding carbon polluters.

In 2008, Bill McKibben—author of one of the first books to alert us to the climate crisis—and friends launched 350.org to create a global-climate movement. A key part of its strategy has been convincing institutions to shift their wealth from fossil fuel investments. With young people leading the fight, the divestment movement has spread to campuses across the country. Notably, it was a training ground for founders of the Sunrise Movement.\textsuperscript{184}

The divestment movement’s website, gofossilfree.org, defines its big goal: to “break the hold that the fossil fuel industry has on our economy and our governments.”\textsuperscript{185}

And it’s working.

The movement’s success continues to build—achieving divestment commitments around the world. Starting with Unity College in Maine, 187 colleges and universities have signed on, as well as 394 faith organizations, like the Unitarian Universalist Association. As of early 2021, 1,308 institutions worldwide have divested approximately $14.5 trillion from fossil fuel.\textsuperscript{186} Many municipal and regional governments are on board, too. The Republic of Ireland is the first nation.\textsuperscript{187}

One sign of impact?

At the outset of the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, some fossil fuel companies cited divestment as one reason they needed financial aid.\textsuperscript{188}

Still, some key educational institutions don’t seem to be worried about their fossil fuel stocks sinking. They balk at divestment, even though by definition such institutions’ mission is to invest in the future of their students and society. One would think their endowment’s investments could serve their core mission.

But it’s not so simple.

Harvard and Yale, for example, will not pledge full divestment.\textsuperscript{189} No doubt they don’t want to lose returns or alienate wealthy donors. Harvard’s excuse? A university spokesperson argues that the institution “should not use the endowment to achieve political ends.”\textsuperscript{190}

Apparently, Harvard decision makers fail to grasp that investing in fossil fuel itself “achieves a political end”—fortifying the power of this industry throughout our economy and political life as well, via lobbying and political contributions.

\begin{quote}
1,308 institutions worldwide have divested approximately $14.5 trillion from fossil fuel. \\

–Fossil Free, 2021
\end{quote}
Nonetheless, the movement for divestment continues to build.

Another major climate culprit is the US military. A recent study from Brown University’s Costs of War Project found that the US Department of Defense has a larger annual carbon footprint than most countries on Earth.\(^{191}\) In 2017 alone, the US military bought about 269,230 barrels of oil a day and emitted up to 59 million tons of carbon dioxide.\(^{192}\)

At the same time, more than half of our federal government’s annual discretionary spending is allocated to defense.\(^{193}\) In 2019, the US military budget exceeded the next 10 countries’ defense budgets combined, and adjusted for inflation, taxpayers have spent $13.34 trillion on the U.S. military between 2000 and 2019.\(^{194}\) Wow! Imagine the investment in climate solutions that the US could afford by reallocating a portion of the defense budget to a Green New Deal. In addition, we can also shift funds within the military toward programs to build green infrastructure, achieve net-zero carbon emissions, and hire outside contractors who commit to strict climate standards.\(^{195}\)

### The Public Invests in the Public Good

And, finally, in climbing out of the climate danger zone, we can meet a public harm with public power.

Our government can take “a majority stake in privately owned fossil fuel firms, winding down production along a science-based timeline and giving workers a dignified off-ramp into other well-paid work,” proposes Democracy Collaborative’s Carla Skandier.\(^{196}\)

Sound dreamy, given fossil fuel’s power within our government? Sound too “socialist” and anti-market for Americans?

Maybe not.

Capitalism and a market economy are not to be conflated. Imagine how markets could serve to move us quickly beyond fossil fuel if monopolies answering to shareholders—a tiny percent of us—were no longer in control. One percent of Americans own more than half of stocks—and decisions are made by officers answering to the wealthiest among that tiny percent; so, the outcome, no surprise, largely benefits the already wealthy.\(^{197}\)

As I write these words, President Biden calls for an end of the “era of share-holder capitalism” and emphasizes a broader notion of corporate responsibility.\(^{198}\) While he is not proposing the end of the stock market, he is advocating for companies to shift away from an attitude of sole accountability to investors and instead work for the wellbeing of all stakeholders, including their employees and communities.\(^{199}\)

To help imagine what that can look like, note that we the people already own electric utilities serving about 50 million Americans, from Nashville to Seattle—and at a lower cost for consumers than investor-owned companies.\(^{200}\) On average, US public-power customers pay rates about 7 percent lower than those paid by the customers of investor-owned utilities.\(^{201}\)
Nationwide, almost 2,000 publicly owned utilities, along with about 900 that are cooperatively owned, account for 28 percent of all electricity sales.\textsuperscript{202} In 47 states, these electric cooperatives supply electric energy to most of America’s landmass.\textsuperscript{203} Note, too, that almost 90 percent of all local electric co-ops offer power generated from renewable sources.\textsuperscript{204} By 2017, for example, Michigan’s nine electric cooperatives got more than 20 percent of their energy from renewable resources—roughly twice the share of other utilities.\textsuperscript{205}

Public utilities are democratic—accountable to those they serve, not distant shareholders—because citizens can have a say in public meetings and through electing local officials responsible for public power. Democratic accountability is more possible because their operations are required to be transparent.\textsuperscript{206}

They are also non-partisan: For example, in the red state of Nebraska, all electricity is supplied by cooperatives and public utilities.\textsuperscript{207}

Using the model of the original New Deal’s Rural Electrification Administration, federal and state funds could help communities with much-needed finance to replace investor-owned utilities with community-run, renewable-powered utilities.\textsuperscript{208}

\begin{flushright}
More than nine hundred electric cooperatives provide electricity to more than half of our nation’s landmass in 47 states, and their customers also typically pay less.

—Glenn English, National Rural Electric Corporation
\end{flushright}

\textbf{Citizens Organize for Climate Victories}

In this chapter, we’ve shared a range of tools that, in the hands of bold legislators, governors, city councilors, mayors and educational leaders, are moving us into a greener and more just future. But these victories in most cases would have been impossible without years of dedicated effort by citizens organizing to move leaders to take seriously the threat of climate chaos. So, in our final chapter we return to this core truth as we shine the light on powerful citizen mobilizations now underway and calling us in.

But right here we can’t resist offering thrilling examples of citizen bravery.

\textbf{Pressure Opposing Pipelines—It’s Working}

To achieve a livable future, in part we start by stopping: halting the fossil fuel damage-machine and starting anew with infrastructure that enables sustainability.

Citizens are doing just that, for example, by leading the attack on fracking—the injection of liquid into the earth at high pressure to create fissures releasing oil or gas.

Take Duke Energy and Dominion Energy’s plan to build the Atlantic Coast Pipeline. The project would enable fracking across 600 miles worth of waterways in the Appalachian terrain, posing great environmental risk, including to drinking water.\textsuperscript{209}
In the beginning, local political leaders were enthusiastic, but much of the public was wary. They felt betrayed: Having bought into the coal industry’s earlier promises to them of financial return, they were left instead with widespread sickness, environmental decimation, and jobs that were temporary at best.\textsuperscript{210}

After six years of legal fights, the two coal giants finally won their Supreme Court case in 2020, authorizing them to go ahead with construction. But the companies dropped the pipeline projects anyway, blaming the high cost of delays and uncertainty caused by the barrage of environmental lawsuits.\textsuperscript{211}

Bottom line: Though the Supreme Court failed the people and our earth, citizens’ persistent actions over years worked.

Could this become a trend?

Perhaps the most infamous recent fossil fuel boondoggle is the Dakota Access Pipeline. The battle began in 2014 after the federal government approved it, with a route crossing under Lake Oahe, the drinking-water source for the Cheyenne River Sioux and Standing Rock Sioux tribes.\textsuperscript{212} The planned pipeline would also likely deface additional land of great historical and cultural importance to both tribes.

In April 2016, as construction continued, opponents created Oceti Sakowin Camp in the pipeline’s planned path. At the peak of the resistance, at least 13 makeshift kitchens were feeding thousands of peaceful protestors camped there, even in the freezing cold. Many were violently attacked by police and the National Guard and arrested over the following months.\textsuperscript{213}

In August, the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe filed a lawsuit against the Army Corps of Engineers, which was denied by Judge James Boasberg.\textsuperscript{214}

The national movement grew, with the hashtag #NODAPL, led by community organizers within the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. The grassroots social movement also has a strong litigation strategy.

The power of social media has helped people organize across the country. From far away, people have witnessed peaceful protestors being brutally attacked even as they chanted “Water is Life/Mni Wiconi” in communal prayer. From around the world, Indigenous people traveled to Standing Rock in solidarity.

Finally, in January 2017, the Army Corps of Engineers halted construction to prepare an environmental impact statement.\textsuperscript{215}

However, a week later, within days of his inauguration, Donald Trump—who has financial ties to Energy Transfer Partners, the pipeline company—signed an executive order to reopen the Dakota Access Pipeline, as well as the Keystone XL Pipeline. In response, the Cheyenne River Sioux and Standing Rock Sioux Tribe filed a restraining order to block construction, which a US District Court Judge for the District of Columbia denied.\textsuperscript{216}

Protests, resistance, and legal battles continued for the next three years, as oil transfers continued down the pipeline. Plans to double the pipeline’s capacity posed even starker risk of spills.\textsuperscript{217}
Then, after almost six years of protest and legal battles, in early July 2020 a federal judge ordered the pipeline shut down pending an environmental review and directed all its oil to be emptied in a month.\textsuperscript{218} While #NODAPL is a story that exemplifies critical climate-protective action, at heart it captures how Indigenous people and others most vulnerable carry the brunt of the fossil fuel burden.

For these many years, even as the Dakota Access Pipeline was transporting oil, the Cheyenne River Sioux and Standing Rock Sioux and their allies never stopped protesting the environmental injustice. Indeed, Indigenous and frontline communities have been leading the struggle for climate justice for decades and we owe them gratitude for paving the way. Let us learn from their leadership and wisdom in this struggle for liberation.

> “Today is a historic day for the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and the many people who have supported us in the fight against the pipeline.”
>
> –Chairman Mike Faith, Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, 2020

For members of the communities harmed, giving up was not an option.

Perhaps a recent surprise decision in Oklahoma could end up being a game changer in this struggle. In July 2020 the Supreme Court declared much of Oklahoma to be rightful tribal land. Might such a decision have national implications, causing federal judges to consider abiding by such treaties and therefore halting the Dakota Access Pipeline for good?

In our final chapter we shine the light on other courageous citizen mobilizations.

In closing, let’s remind ourselves of the sad truth that each American now emits more than three times the world average greenhouse gas emissions. We have a big job ahead. To feed our determination and to pick up speed, we hope this whirlwind tour of a wide range of creative tools opens our eyes to possibilities. Many of these tools have already been surprisingly effective, as you can see, yet few are known to most Americans.

Wherever we are, let’s share these breakthroughs—showing our neighbors and our elected and institutional leaders what’s not only possible but happening.

In Chapter 4, we will turn to more stories of Americans determined to radically speed our progress, but first we will look to Chapter 3 to explain our book’s focus on certain energy options.
Chapter Three: Choosing the Greenest Green
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Before jumping into our favorite stories of states and cities boldly tackling the climate crisis, we want to explain why our book focuses on the success and potential of wind and solar power and then look briefly at other sources that also show promise but have less potential or are more problematic.

Renewable energy is on the rise and with the right support from public policy, we can make a full transition to renewable energy systems. Renewable energy grew at the fastest year-to-year rate in decades in 2020, with a 45% increase in gigawatt capacity $^1$. This is even more impressive when we note that this renewable energy boom occurred during a world pandemic!

As noted, the Solutions Project has been helpful in setting our focus on green energy with the greatest potential. The Project created a detailed projection of how nations around the globe—and the world as a whole—can reach 100 percent renewable energy. The box here summarizes energy sources best able to get the U.S. to 100 percent green. $^2$ For in-depth understanding and references to many other studies, turn to the Solutions Project and its 2021 book mentioned earlier, 100% Clean, Renewable Energy and Storage for Everything. $^3$

Here you see wind and solar chosen as far and away our greatest hope today. If we seize the moment, together they amount to about 94 percent of the total energy needed to get us to 100 percent renewable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USA Projected Mix to 100% Green Energy from Solutions Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIND = 47.8%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onshore Wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offshore wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOLAR = 46.6%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial &amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Rooftop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Rooftop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solar plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OTHER = 5.5%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroelectric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidal turbines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Power & Potential of Offshore Wind

You’ll notice that we’ve chosen to focus on land-based rather than offshore wind power. As you will see why in the box here: The Solutions Project estimates that wind turbines on land can contribute about twice as big an overall share of US green energy. But offshore wind potential is still impressive: Note that is predicted to make up 16.4 percent of total U.S. renewable-energy, and in some places much more.
Looking abroad, some folks are way ahead of us. In the United Kingdom, for example, by 2015 offshore wind already contributed 18 percent of total renewable energy.\(^4\) As of 2020, two more large offshore projects were in the works there.\(^5\) Vietnam is also particularly well-suited to offshore wind turbines.\(^6\)

And here?

Offshore wind offers the “technical potential” to provide more than twice what our nation currently uses in electricity, notes a government report.\(^7\) But so far, only two offshore installations are operating. The first, launched just five years ago, is the Danish-operated Block Island Wind Farm four miles off the coast of Rhode Island. With five turbines, it produces enough energy to potentially power more than 17,000 homes.\(^8\) The second, off the coast of Virginia Beach, can supply 3,000 homes.\(^9\)

But offshore wind could be taking off.

In early 2021, President Biden signed an executive order with the goal of doubling offshore wind in just ten years. As an extension of this move, in late March 2021, the Administration officially designated a section of ocean between Long Island, NY and New Jersey as a “priority offshore wind zone” in addition to offering $3 billion in federal loan guarantees to stimulate offshore wind projects.\(^10\) The President’s recent actions sound “bold,” commented the Wall Street Journal, but added that his doubling goal is actually a “fairly low bar,” since we currently have only two projects.\(^11\)

What’s underway, however, will far exceed the president’s goal.

Thirteen offshore wind farms are projected by 2026 across the country producing a collective 9,000 additional Megawatts of power, and advocates note they could create upwards of 80,000 new jobs.\(^12\) New York and New Jersey have set the goal of enough offshore wind power for as many as 9 million homes by 2035 and 2.6 million homes, respectively. Virginia is aiming to power over 5 million homes by 2034.\(^13\)

Interestingly, after big losses, the fossil fuel giant BP (British Petroleum) announced it was increasing tenfold its investments in renewables, including offshore projects off the coasts of New York and Massachusetts.\(^14\)

New York has its eye on jobs. As part of the state’s $29 billion green-energy plan, in early 2021 the state announced plans for the nation’s first wind-tower manufacturing plant soon to be built in Albany, bringing hundreds of good jobs there.\(^15\)

The goal? Producing 150 offshore wind towers yearly. Now, that’s not a “low bar.”

Storing the Good Stuff

It will be essential to develop a range of solutions to the limitation of wind and solar power: their “intermittency,” as the sun is not always shining nor the wind always blowing. Clearly, answers involve diversifying local renewable sources—for example, using both wind and solar. So, power gaps only occur when both are unavailable.
So, reaching 100 percent green energy requires devoting more resources to improving energy-storage technologies. (Chapter 2 of 100% Clean, Renewable Energy and Storage for Everything addresses the storage challenge.)

Germany is again a leader in addressing the challenge—offering the first large-scale example combining technologies to minimize intermittency. It’s a clever technology uniting wind and hydropower—storing water inside the wind turbine to be used for power when the wind doesn’t blow. The turbines hold a backup “battery” to produce energy even when their blades are still. They pump water inside the turbine and also store around 9 million gallons of extra water around each base. So, when winds die down, water can flow down, generating hydroelectricity. Water then collects in a man-made lake at the base before it is re-pumped up to the turbines. This setup allows the plant to store excess energy in a reservoir, instead of selling it back to the grid. This expanding project, headed by GE Renewable Energy and German firm Max Boegl Wind AG, is set to produce 13.6 megawatts of power, coupled with another 16 megawatts from the hydroelectric plant, at full capacity. This is a significant step towards the country’s goal of getting 45 percent of its energy from renewables by 2030 and reaching 100% by 2050.

And to meet the storage challenge, a lot is in the works. At the end of 2020, the U.S. Department of Energy announced that $33 million will go toward innovative hydrogen and fuel-cell innovation, with the goal of addressing the intermittency downside of wind and solar; now in early 2021, phase 1 of that research is already well underway. The Department’s project “H2@Scale” that began in 2016 aims for big impact “to advance affordable hydrogen production, transport, storage, and utilization in multiple energy sectors,” while creating jobs and “aligning diverse multibillion dollar domestic industries.”

The scholars providing the in-depth analysis above anticipate wind and solar providing 94 percent of our energy future with the least downsides and we’ll explore these major pathways in coming chapters.

Nonetheless, it’s important to review a few others around which there’s real controversy—nuclear, hydro, and biomass. Geothermal energy is important as well.

As we remind our readers throughout, leaving behind fossil fuel offers us the opportunity—if we seize it—to distribute decision-making power as well. Note that worldwide, just 100 fossil fuel companies have been responsible for 71 percent of greenhouse gas emissions since 1988.

By contrast, developing wind-and-solar power that is smaller-scale—especially that which is community-owned, or cooperatively owned—helps to democratize power. In 2018, such small-scale solar capacity was about 40 percent of total solar capacity connected to the grid, estimates our Energy Information Administration.

Freeing us from the grip of Big Oil—with its political power via lobbying and political contributions—our move to dispersed renewables can also help to democratize our society more broadly.
And...without the Nuclear Option?

Some fear that without nuclear power, it will not be possible for the US to get off fossil fuel fast enough. In that view, nuclear power must at least help us as a bridge to renewables. With almost a hundred nuclear reactors across 29 states, nuclear power now provides a fifth of our electricity—making us the world’s top producer.\(^\text{20}\)

And globally, where does nuclear stand?

In 32 countries plus Taiwan, about 440 nuclear reactors provide about 10 percent of the world's electricity and 29 percent of the low-carbon power.\(^\text{21}\) As of early 2021, 50 more were being built in 16 countries, with China in the lead.\(^\text{22}\)

In the mid-90s, nuclear provided almost 18 percent of electricity globally, but its share had shrunk to just 10 percent by 2013, where it still stands today.\(^\text{23}\) Renewables have been making up the difference.\(^\text{24}\) By 2019, more than a quarter of the world’s electricity came from renewables, largely hydro, then solar and wind.\(^\text{25}\)

Note that America is home to just over 4 percent of the world’s people but produces 30 percent of its nuclear power.\(^\text{26}\) Our unusual dependence on this power source might make us less aware of the global picture—that worldwide, renewables are fast replacing nuclear. In 2017, the world’s largest nuclear power builder in history went bankrupt, and that year the World Nuclear Industry Status Report announced: "Nuclear power has been eclipsed by the sun and the wind."\(^\text{27}\)

But given nuclear’s outsized role here, must we build new plants to avert climate catastrophe as we continue to move toward 100 percent renewables?

Let’s weigh the measurable risks and costs of that choice.

First, nuclear accidents.

In the last four decades, humanity has experienced three significant nuclear accidents: in 1979, the Three Mile Island meltdown at a Pennsylvania nuclear power plant; in 1986, a reactor explosion in Chernobyl, Ukraine; and in 2011, the Fukushima disaster caused by an unprecedented tsunami and earthquake in Japan. Beyond the immediate risk of these high-profile nuclear incidents, research is continuing on the long-term effects on local cancer and birth defects and the harm to local ecosystems. Though the damage and suffering are difficult to quantify, we now know nuclear energy can be very, very dangerous.\(^\text{28}\)

Second, note that about a quarter of the world’s working nuclear plants are near coastlines, therefore vulnerable to sea-level rise, both from melting ice and because warming water expands.\(^\text{29}\) But even inland reactors are vulnerable—a recent review found that 93 percent of US nuclear plants “weren’t designed to handle the flood risk they face.”\(^\text{30}\)

Third is the essentially permanent risk posed by nuclear waste—of which the US now has 80,000 tons, more than any other country. Nuclear waste is generally stored where it is generated,
and no permanent disposal site has yet been licensed for what already exists, much less for that to come.\textsuperscript{31} And even if we agreed on where to put it all, we would only be handing off this hazard to future generations.

Fourth, all forms of nuclear power entail uranium mining, increasing miners’ risk of lung cancer as well as other harms.\textsuperscript{32}

Fifth, producing the material needed for nuclear power increases the risk of the proliferation of nuclear weapons—as the “enrichment and reprocessing of nuclear fuel can also be used to produce... nuclear weapons,” warns the Arms Control Center.\textsuperscript{33}

Finally, uranium mining also uses a great deal of water, an increasingly scarce resource on our heating planet.\textsuperscript{34}

However, even if we felt compelled to take big risks for climate solutions, do the advantages of the technology itself warrant it? For example, is it more economical?

Hardly.

Compared to other types of energy, nuclear involves vastly higher up-front costs. And, considering combined capital and production expenses over the technology’s lifecycle, nuclear costs run roughly three times higher than wind or utility-scale solar per unit of energy produced.

It’s also getting more expensive. In the US, the cost of nuclear-powered electricity rose 60 percent between 2010 and 2020, soaring to $155 per megawatt hour—while solar and wind power fell more than 60 percent to almost one-fourth the cost per megawatt hour.\textsuperscript{35}

Utility-scale solar, on-shore wind, and geothermal all cost significantly less than nuclear.\textsuperscript{36}

Over the past decade, the total costs of nuclear energy—both plant construction and the expense of producing energy day-to-day—have become 23 percent more expensive. Over the same time, the comparable cost of utility-scale solar has fallen by 88 percent and the cost of wind by 69 percent, says a 2019 nuclear-industry report.\textsuperscript{37}

The capital cost of building new nuclear capacity is six to twelve times higher than building new solar or wind capacity. (Other renewables are cheaper, too, just not as much.)\textsuperscript{38}

Plus, nuclear-cost overruns are common. In the state of Georgia, a new nuclear plant was originally projected to cost $14 billion, but the price tag has now risen to $23 billion, reports the \textit{Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists}. Unfortunately, promises of government financial support keep the plant moving forward.\textsuperscript{39}
Because nuclear power here has failed to attract private investment, it’s relied heavily on government subsidies. The result, by some estimates, is that the public ends up paying nuclear-power operators more through tax subsidies than it spends for the energy these plants generate.\(^{40}\)

Note also that a nuclear-versus-wind-or-solar cost comparison doesn’t include the expense of “decommissioning” the nuclear plant, nor dealing with hazardous fuel once it shuts down. Decommissioning a US plant can cost anywhere from $544 to $821 million, according to the World Nuclear Association.\(^{41}\) Decommissioning the Yankee Nuclear Power Station in Rowe, Massachusetts, for example, cost $608 million and took 15 years.\(^{42}\)

And from there, imagine the coming cost of decommissioning all the world’s existing nuclear plants: Even at the very lowest estimate for each, that bill will come to $255 billion.

Then, in weighing that cost burden, add the fact that most of our nation’s nuclear power plants are nearing the end of their 40-to-50-year operating licenses, effectively their typical lifespan.\(^ {43}\)

A 2019 report by staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, responsible for overseeing the safety of the nation’s 59 oldest nuclear power stations, recommends that the commissioners significantly weaken or reduce safety inspections of the plants.\(^ {44}\) What’s more, nearly all nuclear power operators have received permission to extend the legal lifespan of their reactors by 20 years, with an increasing number seeking another 20—magnifying the risk of corrosion, leakage, and dynamic strain.\(^ {45}\)

News about pulling back public protections should sound an alarm, especially given our compromised democracy in which private interests increasingly supersede our Constitution’s mandate to “promote the general Welfare.” The risk of taking risks has worsened.

In light of these many downsides and the remarkable rise of cheaper, safer alternatives, now is the time to stop investing in new nuclear power plants.

In the US, construction of new nuclear units had lain dormant for decades when, in 2006, a reactor in Tennessee that had been on the drawing board since the early 1970s finally started the process of securing a license for operation.\(^{46}\) Since then, only two other units have reached the construction stage, both located in eastern Georgia.\(^ {47}\)

On the other side of the ledger, as of 2019, according to the US Energy Information Administration, “there were 17 shut-down commercial nuclear power reactors at 16 sites in various stages of decommissioning.” Even with about 10 percent fewer reactors, however, the nuclear electricity produced in 2019 is comparable to that in 2003.\(^ {48}\)
Here is a new development to consider: The nuclear industry is increasingly turning to what are called Small Modular Reactors that can be built in factories, and thus don’t involve the long, expensive process required for nuclear plants.\textsuperscript{49} However, as we’ve seen, the cost is only one of the many risks to weigh. Thus, given all the advantages of wind and solar energy documented throughout, and advancing strongly despite the COVID-19 pandemic, I vote against new nuclear plants.\textsuperscript{50} And most of the rest of the world seems headed in this direction.

But Nuclear to Help Our Transition?

Recognizing the enormous cost and time involved in building new nuclear plants, many, including the Union of Concerned Scientists, agree that focusing wind and sun makes sense; yet they make a case for supporting existing nuclear facilities as a bridge to a renewable future.\textsuperscript{51} Our US Office of Nuclear Energy notes that we could recycle used nuclear fuel, as does France, for example, and even design reactors specifically to run on used nuclear fuel in the future.\textsuperscript{52} Certainly, a plan to close down existing plants would need to be done only as we establish safe alternatives—what we each can push for ever more strongly. Germany—the green energy leader we’ve celebrated—offers a hard lesson on how not to make a transition away from nuclear. In 2011 it shut down nuclear power without having first solved the intermittency challenge of sun and wind. So, Germany relied on coal to fill in the gap—supplying a quarter of the country’s electricity. Total coal phaseout is scheduled for 2038—too late to meet Paris Agreement commitments.\textsuperscript{53} So, what makes most sense to me is to put public resources not into more nuclear plants or even on the new, modular reactors, but to move as fast as possible to expand wind and solar energy—including, of course, storage—so that we no longer need even the existing nuclear plants, many of which are already nearing the end of their lifecycle.

Why Not More Biomass?

Above in the box listing desirable renewable energy sources, biomass doesn’t make it. Here’s why.

In the U.S., biomass refers primarily to biodiesel, ethanol from corn, as well as wood pellets, with about half the pellets coming from our Southeast, and a quarter from northeastern forests.\textsuperscript{54} In 2019, biomass provided nearly 5 percent of total primary energy use. Of that, almost half came from wood and wood-derived sources and almost half from biofuels—mainly ethanol from corn. Nine percent relied on municipal wastes.\textsuperscript{55} Biofuel is not a viable solution for a few key reasons.

Biofuel production perpetuates long-standing patterns of development-based exploitation on the part of foreign actors in many African countries.\textsuperscript{56} Biofuel is neither green nor beneficial to Africa or other developing regions.\textsuperscript{57} Extenuated by the 2007 and 2008 food price crises, land
grabbing for biofuel and food production rose in Africa, triggering what Cornell Sociology Professor Philip McMichael coined the “global hunt for soil”.58

In Mozambique for example, foreign companies framed biofuel production as a “win-win,” in which the companies make ‘green’ fuel while the country receives investment. However, the practice of filling large swaths of land with monocultures of genetically modified crops is extremely destructive.59 In addition to sucking nutrients out of the soil and diminishing soil biodiversity, this practice also cuts of locals from their traditional agricultural system, limiting their available land and increasing food insecurity.60

The diversion of food crop land for production of fuel crops has contributed the spike in world food prices.61 Countries with weak governments and economies are targets of foreign investment in land to produce fuel crops, under the guise that such investments will help increase food security and economic development. Also pushed is the false narrative that these projects are taking place on land that is currently being wasted or left unproductive.62

However, such assumptions are misleading. Land often labeled as unused ‘surplus’ by foreign companies and governments, is usually used for essential needs and practices. Tim Wise, author of Eating Tomorrow: Agribusiness, Family Farmers, and the Battle for the Future of Food, gives an example of this occurring in Tanzania, where local community members were pushed off their land for the use of a biofuel company, therefore no longer able to use it for essentials such as water, traditional medicine, keeping bees, timber, or other needs.63

In addition to harming local livelihoods, biofuel production is not as green as it is advertised to be. Biofuels requires large-scale intensive monoculture farming, which destroys the land and its biodiversity by leaving gaps in the soil’s nutrient cycle.64 Moreover, the negative externalities of producing biofuels have shown that the production of biofuels to replace fossil fuels is not effective in reducing carbon emissions.65

Woody Biomass

Hailed as a renewable alternative to coal, wood might sound reasonable. After all, it was humanity’s primary fuel for millennia. But cutting trees to cut emissions just doesn’t make sense.

While the wood pellet industry claims to be based on the use of “low value” wood, in truth, more than 90 percent comes from healthy adult trees.66 Importantly, discussing wood as a “low-value” commodity as if it were not key to ecosystem health perpetuates the disconnected thinking that’s brought on the climate crisis.

In the U.S., 60 percent of original “bottomland forests” in the Southeast have been destroyed, much of it in the name of renewable energy in the form of Biomass—the vast majority going to the United Kingdom.67 Take for example the case of the longleaf pine: Industry logging for wood pellets has contributed to the overall 98 percent loss of the species in the Southeast region—among the most severe losses of any ecosystem on Earth.68

Enviva is the world’s largest supplier of wood-based biomass and is writing itself into initiatives like the Longleaf Pine Alliance’s longstanding work to encourage “private forest owners to
sell exclusively to them under the guise of “ecosystem restoration.” Enviva claims its involvement facilitates the critical step of restoration by providing a market for the byproducts of traditional forest management techniques like clearing old or overgrown areas.

However, the longleaf pine depends on wildfire for clearing and germination. Controlled burns are routine in these sandy-soiled areas. So, by laying claim to understory matter for wood pellets, Enviva risks harming the biodiversity and regenerative capacity of the ecosystem.

Most of the wood pellet sector’s growth is due to unregulated expansion into privately held forest. Thirty percent of forests in the Southeast are privately owned and not required to survey for threatened or endangered species. Few states have legal protections for them, enabling thoughtless clearing in some of the last strongholds of biodiversity in the country.

Also note that we have long relied on the wetland forests now being destroyed to serve as gigantic, natural water filters, keeping our waterways clean and ensuring the health of our estuaries. Not only that, but they have also been carbon sinks, removing massive amounts of carbon from the atmosphere.

And Corn as Fuel?

In the U.S., ethanol is the most widely used biofuel. Forty percent of corn—our biggest crop by far—goes to produce ethanol; and corn receives the highest total subsidy of any commodity.

Wise puts the economic downside this way: “What started as a very reasonable farmer-owned way to add value to their surplus corn crop was turned—by inclusion in the Renewable Fuel Standard and takeover of the ethanol industry by ADM and other agri-giants—into the unsustainable expansion of corn production.” In Iowa, he notes, “propping up the ethanol industry with higher required-blending levels, or other means as the US moves toward electric vehicles is a short-sighted, fool's errand as farmers should be moving toward regenerative agriculture.”

In Chapter 5, you’ll read more about how destructive our agriculture has become, which ethanol only reinforces. There, we take a look at the costs of incentivizing corn for ethanol. In his article “The Case Against More Ethanol,” law professor C. Ford Runge argues that “ethanol-based particles in air can kill people and make them sick,” adding that studies link the growing of corn for ethanol to the decline in bee populations—devastating for high-value agricultural crops, including almonds and apples, that depend on these insects for pollination.

Water’s Got Power ... But?

Humans have used flowing water as a source of green energy for a long time...quite long. Watermills date back to the 3rd century BCE.

And, today, flowing water generates almost 7 percent of all US utility-scale electricity while giving us an impressive 38 percent of our renewable electricity—roughly the same as wind power. But hydropower is a more complicated story than wind. On one hand, once its infrastructure is built, hydro doesn’t pollute the air or release greenhouse gases.
On the other hand, there can be big downsides—including harsh environmental and human impacts, from wholesale ecological disruption to dislocated communities. In this harm, scale matters. Constructing big hydroelectric generators, especially involving dams, can swamp fields and forests, destroying large ecosystems as well as traditional hunting and fishing grounds. Also, the swamped land generates methane—a gas vastly more potent than carbon dioxide.77

Unfortunately, most of America’s hydropower comes from big hydro, with many installations built by the federal government decades ago, including such iconic giants as the Grand Coulee and Hoover Dams.78

Big dams account for most of our hydro capacity, with half of it in just three states—Washington, California, and Oregon.79

That said, many still pin some hope on “small hydro” to help meet our climate crisis. These small sources now provide a tiny share—just five percent—of hydro’s total energy generation.80 Recent studies suggest such small hydro could offer a whopping 80 gigawatts—roughly equivalent to the electricity grid of all of Texas, and all from low-impact streams, non-powered dams, and existing conduits.81

Others are less optimistic.82

Yes, smaller hydro dams generally are less damaging, but they are not totally benign. Even small facilities can obstruct fish migration, alter water temperatures and chemistry, and disrupt the ecology and physical characteristics of a river.83

Nonetheless, American Rivers, the leading national advocacy group for America’s fresh waterways, states that “hydropower—done right—is an important part of our nation’s energy mix.” Its recent policy statement emphasizes that “the key lies in getting it right.”84

Note that in 2019, total US wind power generation for the first time pulled ahead of total US hydropower generation, and it now supplies about 7.6 percent of the nation’s electricity.85 So, dear readers, we leave it you to decide. As you now know, we’ve chosen to focus instead on the two energy sources that have fewer downsides and the greatest, quickest potential—wind and solar.

We’ll conclude with brief introductions to two underappreciated sources that can make a difference locally, even though widespread, immediate potential is limited. They’re still well worth keeping an eye on.

Transforming Relationships—Gas Lines Become Renewable Energy?

Sometimes, someone you assume is your enemy can turn out to be your strong ally. In Massachusetts, a gas company became a green energy champion after a community leader reached out to explore what they might accomplish together.

But first a little background.
Geothermal heat pump systems (not to be confused with geothermal power plants in areas with high volcanic activity) use the earth’s natural warmth to provide clean, safe ways to heat and cool buildings, and they have a long history. First used in Italy in 1904, geothermal has started to make a name for itself in the US.86

With a little ingenuity, a small Boston-area social-benefit organization has gotten one of the biggest gas suppliers in the state to take geothermal seriously—so seriously that in late 2019 the gas company asked Massachusetts regulators for permission to test three different geothermal projects.87

The basic idea behind geothermal systems is simple. Drill below the frost line, and you’ll come to earth that stays roughly the same temperature year-round, about 50° F to 60° F. Run a pipe down, and you’ll get cooler water in the summer and warmer water in the winter to cool and heat buildings—with no carbon footprint.88

The challenge with geothermal systems is finding the space for the long pipes required, either in shallow, horizontal trenches or plunging deep into the earth. In urban areas, it can be extremely expensive or simply impossible to install geothermal systems because they take up so much space. The answer is to have multiple properties share a system—networked systems tend to be much more cost-effective. In that way, they become a venture in cooperative democracy. And they can pop up in the most unlikely places.

Here’s an example.

Zeyneb Magavi spent a lot of time thinking about geothermal systems as co-executive director of the Cambridge, Massachusetts-based Home Energy Efficiency Team (HEET). One day, she asked herself an obvious question that no one seemed to be asking: “Who already digs holes and puts pipes in the ground, has big money, and is motivated to find a new business model?”

The answer was natural gas companies—in particular, New England’s Eversource utility.89 Eversource was already busy digging up aging pipes to repair gas leaks. “The idea is that a gas utility takes out its leaky gas pipe and, instead of putting in new gas pipe, we put in an underground hot water loop,” Magavi explained. “If we’re going to invest in infrastructure, let’s invest in infrastructure for the next century. Let’s not invest in infrastructure that was hot in 1850.”90

In Magavi’s words, replacing gas lines with geothermal piping was a no-brainer, because geothermal energy is “renewable, resilient, reliable, kept gas workers in jobs, [was] equal or lower cost than gas, and safe and doable.” So, she and her HEET colleagues presented their ideas to Eversource... and Eversource loved it.

“This looks a lot like the gas business that we’re in except it’s totally clean,” said Eversource executive Penni Conner. “Eversource can bring the capital and the expertise to this. We know how to build infrastructure.”91
Pilot projects began in 2020. The approach holds the potential to provide 100 percent of the heating and cooling needs for a large portion of Massachusetts, while reducing emissions from the utility’s pipes by 60 percent. Reductions of 90 percent would be possible if this plan were combined with switching the state’s electricity grid to renewable sources.

**Time and Tides—Preparing for a Sea Change**

Tidal power and related energy—together called hydrokinetic energy—could boost carbon-cutting sustainability. But perhaps a reason the Solutions Project ranks it low in global potential is that research finds only 40 sites worldwide with a big-enough difference between rising and falling tides to produce significant electricity.

That said, the US Energy Information Administration has a different take: It sees the “theoretical” annual energy potential of waves off the coasts of the United States ranging from 1.5 to as much as 2.6 trillion kilowatt hours. The upper end of that range is a staggering amount of energy—almost two-thirds of U.S. electricity generation in 2018.

Still, although wave-power buoys, underwater turbines, and tidal generators are being tested in New York and Oregon, this country has no operating tidal power plants. Experts note that wave and tidal energy is “arguably the most predictable,” but a range of technical challenges are lie ahead.

Some see wave energy where wind energy was three decades ago and argue that without significant research and development buy-in from the government, this clean source of energy—which flows from the moon, not the sun—will forever lie two decades beyond the horizon.

Several states have proposed tidal power projects—Maine, Oregon, New York, and Florida. But the only existing US commercial-scale project is in Cobscook Bay, Maine, on the border with Canada. There, early settlers used tidal mills to grind grain. And, in 2012, the Maine-based project became America’s first grid-tied tidal power generator.

Chris Sauer, co-founder and CEO of the company leading the project says that the planned tidal turbine system will have the capacity to supply low-cost electric power to all of Downeast Maine. Sauer predicts that within 8 to 10 years, similar systems will be operating not only off the coast of Maine but offshore of Alaska, too. The installation is being monitored for environmental impacts.

So, let’s keep our eyes on tidal power and hope that part of the Green New Deal will expand research to better assess the potential of and continue innovation in tidal power.
In this chapter, we’ve paused to explain our focus on wind and solar and to look at other green energy strategies with at least modest potential in some locales, plus nuclear, which we think should be off the table. Now, we turn to big steps our fellow citizens are taking in states and cities. Their creative and courageous action both inspires and motivates us.
Chapter Four: Climate Stories of Possibility
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In Chapter 1, we copped to the sorry truth that when it comes to tackling the climate crisis, America as a whole is a laggard on the global stage.

And that might be putting it too kindly. But our status can change quickly as we citizens embrace our role as the ultimate force in a real democracy.

What will that take? Courage to speak out and to engage with others in new, ever-bolder ways. And for most of us, it’s a lot easier to find our backbones if we can see real grounds for hope and—given our deeply social nature—if we see others stepping up courageously.

In Chapter 2, we explored key policy tools for tackling the climate crisis. Now we turn to largely unappreciated stories offering more evidence of creative efforts in states, cities, and towns to shape and bring forth climate solutions. Despite climate deniers’ efforts to divide us, here you’ll read news of the left and right working together to “promote the general Welfare.” As I love reminding myself, that purpose is what our Constitution’s preamble calls us to.

States Commit to 100% Renewable Energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>GOAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>100% renewable energy by 2045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>100% renewable energy by 2045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>80% renewable by 2030 &amp; 100% carbon-free by 2045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>2045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>50% renewable electricity by 2030 &amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>100% clean energy by 2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>100% clean energy generation by 2045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>80% renewable energy by 2030 &amp; 100% by 2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>100% carbon free electricity &amp; 85% reduction CO₂ (eq) by 2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>100% renewable energy no later than 2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

—Sierra Club, 2020
Cities and States Stepping Up

We start with evidence of change that might surprise a lot of us: States that are home to more than half of all Americans and release 40 percent of our greenhouse gas emissions have committed to the 2015 Paris Agreement’s climate goals.1

And many state and local governments are going further. As of late 2020, more than one in four Americans—over 100 million of us—now live in places committed to using 100 percent clean electricity. They include over 170 cities and towns, more than 10 counties, and eight states, Washington, D.C., and Puerto Rico.2

Plus, 47 US cities and towns right now draw all of their electricity from green, renewable sources.3

Among the eight states already committing to 100 percent clean or carbon-neutral electricity are two of the top nine carbon-emitters, California and New York.4 They contribute 10 percent of the nation’s total CO₂ emissions.5 Moreover, new clean-electricity bills and initiatives are moving forward in key states— including Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Illinois.6

Other states, from reddish to bluish, are moving toward totally green electricity. In 2019 and 2020, respectively, the newly elected governors of Wisconsin and Minnesota announced net-zero goals for 2050.7

All states with legislation now on the books have set mid-century targets for carbon-neutral electricity. Plus, New York—with the most ambitious transition plan—not only expects to see 100 percent clean electricity by 2040 but has also committed to net-zero emissions for the entire state economy a decade later.8

Moreover, the clean-electricity transition is hardly limited to such liberal bastions. Three of the top ten solar states are “red states” and another two might best be described as “purple.”9

Savvy Red States

How Oil-Rich Texas Turned to the Wind

As we now turn to Texas’ story of renewable-energy progress, your memories may first jump to the deadly freeze of February 2021, when record-breaking cold triggered power disruption for heating and access to water—harming millions. Please note that state authorities’ attempt to pin blame on renewables was misleading, to put it politely. In truth, compared to the states’ renewable-energy performance during the crisis, gas-pipeline failures caused five times more lost power.10

And before we offer Texas-size kudos to the Lone Star state for its clean-energy leadership, we must acknowledge, sadly, that Texas nonetheless remains a major climate-crisis culprit. It
produces over a third of the nation's crude oil—more than any other state—and is home to one-fourth of the nation's 100 largest oil field reserves.\(^\text{11}\)

Producing a lot of dirty energy and feeding the rest of the country’s (not to mention the world’s) bad habits, in 2018 Texas was the nation’s top CO\(_2\) emitter in three major sectors—electricity, transportation, and industry. Overall, that year it was responsible for nearly 15 percent of the total US carbon emissions polluting the atmosphere.\(^\text{12}\)

All this is true. Yet at the same time, please take heart in this story of the state’s remarkable breakthrough, embracing safe, renewable energy.

Having grown up in Texas, I certainly was astonished when under the governorship of George W. Bush, “a man steeped in oil,” the state cast its lot with wind—big-time. Bush, after all, had once even had his own oil and gas exploration business.\(^\text{13}\)

But one day in 1996, Bush said some unexpected words to Public Utility Commission Chairman Pat Wood as he headed out the door of the governor’s office. “Oh, Pat, by the way, we like wind,” Bush said. Wood was dumbfounded. “I said, ‘We what?’” he recounts. “Go get smart on wind,” Bush replied.\(^\text{14}\)

Why the change?

For one, researchers had pegged the state’s Panhandle region as one of the nation’s prime wind resources. For another, the governor had grown up in a place nicknamed the “Windmill Town” because wind-powered wells had supplied everyone’s drinking water for a century. In addition, one of Bush’s top campaign contributors, a wealthy Texas energy entrepreneur, had himself come to see wind as a major business opportunity.\(^\text{15}\)

Finally, as crafted, the original legislation spurring the state’s love affair with spinning turbines would instantly make Texas the nation’s largest wind-power generator.\(^\text{16}\) As they say, “everything’s bigger in Texas.”

But embracing wind would require a big system change; for throughout most of the 20th century, Texans relied on a single local provider—either a public-power company, a private investor-owned utility, or a rural co-op—to provide all energy-related services. Typically, state or federal regulators set the price.\(^\text{17}\)

So, shifting to wind meant breaking the grip of such local utility monopolies, common across the US. In Texas, that meant serious legislative action starting with a bill in the Texas Senate.

**Talk About Change**

But before jumping into wind energy, the Texas legislature wanted to “determine not just public opinion but informed public opinion” regarding the move to renewable energy.\(^\text{18}\) So, it turned to then-University of Texas professor James Fishkin—now at Stanford—who had developed what he calls the Deliberative Poll.\(^\text{19}\)

The Deliberative Poll enables a group, typically a hundred or more randomly chosen citizens, to deliberate face-to-face on a public challenge. Beforehand, participants review briefing materials collaboratively produced by all interested parties. An in-depth poll then registers
participants’ views before discussions begin; and, after a day or more of talking through the question, everyone is polled again. Thus, it’s easy for researchers to spot changes triggered by new information and discussion.

The Deliberative Poll harkens back twenty-four centuries to Athens’s first use of a council of randomly selected citizens. In the modern era it has been used in widely diverse cultures—from choosing candidates in primaries in Athens itself to weighing policy directions in China.

In the Texas case, between 1996 and 1998, eight utility companies used the Deliberative Poll to explore public understanding and weigh public opinion. Because participants got to learn together and think through options with peers, they brought informed opinions to the discussion.

In this way, the utilities learned that Texans were already generally positive about renewables. But, in a significant shift, after deliberating, they ranked efficiency higher than when they began, and the share of those willing to pay for renewables and conservation increased substantially.  

“The results were unanticipated by either the utilities or their regulators,” and as a result both upped their “commitment to renewables and efficiency,” reported the National Renewable Energy Laboratory.

Common Sense Replaces Stereotypes

When utility commission chair Pat Wood heard of Bush’s interest in wind, his first thought was: “That’s California, Volvo-driving, Birkenstock-wearing, tree-hugging kind of stuff.” But soon, Wood was won over.

In 2002, after much give-and-take, the Texas Legislature enacted Senate Bill 7, amending the state’s utility code and allowing for competition in the state’s retail electricity market. It put in place a Renewable Portfolio Standard—introduced in the previous chapter. It required that by 2009 electricity providers collectively supply consumers with 2,000 megawatts of renewable power, enough to power about a third of a million homes.

When it became clear that this goal would be met three years early, the state legislature more than doubled the requirement to just over 5,000 megawatts by 2015. As before, wind development blew past forecasts. This achievement was possible because Texas had OK’d construction of transmission lines to route electricity from remote wind farms to large urban markets. As of May 2021, the state’s installed wind capacity had reached nearly 40,000 megawatts—more than seven times the goal mandated just four years earlier.

Now leading the nation in wind energy, Texas currently generates 20 percent of US wind-powered electricity.
At first, Governor Bush and fellow Republicans sought a voluntary standard, but push-back from environmentalists with the Sierra Club and the Environmental Defense Fund, and others, managed to secure a mandate—a critical piece of the complex compromises needed for its passage.

The new Texas Renewable Portfolio Standard was, of course, a form of regulation, but officials in GOP-dominated Texas emphasized its flip side—that it would spur competition and make for more robust markets.

The bill’s supporters chose to promote it as a form of electricity “deregulation,” a term that’s music to the ears of many Republicans. And it made sense: the legislation allowed consumers to choose their energy supplier instead of being forced by local officials to rely on a few monopolies. So, big electricity providers were “motivated to keep costs low, spurring investment in renewable energy.”\(^{30}\)

As noted, Texas is still a major oil producer. Yet, it is home to more wind power capacity than any other state in the nation—nearly double that of second-place California.\(^{31}\) Almost all of its wind farms are now located in rural communities and on private property. The Texas wind industry pays farmers and ranchers a total of $249 million a year to lease space—with average annual payments per farm in the tens of thousands of dollars.\(^{32}\) In 2020, wind also returned over $380 million in state and local taxes.\(^{33}\)

Because wind turbines leave 98 percent of land undisturbed, they’re a win-win for farmers. They can continue to harvest crops and raise livestock while their wind leases provide supplemental income. Because the turbines offer more predictable income, they’ve been dubbed by some “a stable cash-crop that is policy and drought resistant”—and, of course, one that will be even more valuable as our climate heats up.\(^{34}\)

Texas ranks second in the nation for siting wind turbines and solar panels on farms and ranches. Because wind has been used to pump water for ranching and railroads since the mid-19th century, windmills were familiar features of the Texas landscape—closely aligned with the Lone Star ideals of "independence" and "self-sufficiency."\(^{35}\) In fact, the more we learned about wind and Texas, the less surprising the rise of this resource became.

If Texas were a country, it would now be the world’s sixth-largest wind-energy producer.\(^{36}\)

Today three of the world’s ten largest wind farms are in Texas.\(^{37}\) And, here’s an astonishing fact: The annual wind energy potential in three states alone—Texas, Kansas, and North Dakota—exceeds the annual electricity consumption of the entire nation. While the US could not meet all its electricity needs from these sources due to practical considerations of timing and distribution, this fact points to the still-unrealized potential for further, significant clean energy growth.\(^{38}\)
Another massive benefit? The Texas wind energy industry employs more than 25,000 people.\(^{39}\)
Nationally, “wind turbine service technician” is the second-fastest-growing job.\(^{40}\)
Already over 500 factories build wind-related parts; the industry currently employs more than 100,000, with median annual salaries of $51,000.\(^{41}\)

Plus, the wind industry employs veterans at a rate 61 percent higher than the national average.\(^{42}\)

The Sun Shines on Texas

And Texas isn’t stopping with wind.

It’s also looking to the sun. Solar power output there was expected to double in 2020, but it exceeded expectation, growing well more than two and one-half times.\(^{43}\) Similar growth is expected in 2021, with some projecting that the sun may rise to a fifth of the state’s energy mix by 2025—matching what wind now supplies.\(^{44}\)

Already, the cost to build and operate new solar plants is cheaper than their coal and gas counterparts, and the price for utility-scale batteries—essential to store solar energy for off-peak or nighttime use—is rapidly decreasing. In 2019 alone, it dropped by more than a third in just one year.\(^{45}\)

Solar developers are taking advantage of federal renewable-energy tax subsidies, scheduled to drop from 30 percent in 2019 to 10 percent for commercial projects. Unless renewed by 2022, subsidies will soon be gone for rooftop installations. Energy experts note that solar could “disrupt the status quo” as has wind generation, creating downward pressure on prices and profits for coal, natural gas, and nuclear.

Solar, in fact, “may pose an even greater threat” to fossil fuel, they note, “because, unlike wind, it produces the most power when demand is highest — hot, sunny summer afternoons.”\(^{46}\)

Texas’ success with renewable energy—even with boots still mired in the oil patch—is a loud and clear reminder of the need for national leadership to meet the climate crisis.

We salute Texas with praise from an unlikely source: “Texas is for us now sort of an inspiration, weird as that may seem,” says V. John White, a leading California renewables advocate.\(^{47}\)

In Georgia, Solar Soars

Georgia, a solar champion?

Indeed, it is. Although reliably “red” for nearly 20 years, after less than a decade of growth in solar, the state joined the ranks of America’s top ten solar powered states.\(^{48}\) And from 2018 to 2019, Georgia’s increase in solar jobs outstripped that of any other US jurisdiction, except Florida.
By the end of the decade, Georgia’s solar prices were more than a third less than they had been five years earlier. And all the while, its clean energy sector had grown to provide 76,000 jobs.49

How did Georgia do it?

The savvy players attracted to solar were determined to stay clear of subsidies or mandates, such as the Renewable Portfolio Standard, that shout “liberal” and “heavy-handed government” to many Georgian ears. Instead, the Sierra Club and the state Tea Party collaborated to make solar an attractive market option. The unusual partnership has been dubbed … get ready … the Green Tea Party.

Their solar efforts got a boost when consumers became quite unhappy with the nuclear plant’s over-budget costs, and noticed solar costs continuing to fall.50

More than two dozen states allow third-party solar developers and installers to finance solar systems on residential and commercial properties.51 Georgia joined them in 2015 when it passed the Solar Power Free-Market Financing Act.52 In this model, homes and businesses can host solar panels owned by a third party and benefit without shouldering upfront costs or responsibility for maintenance.53

Interestingly, in Georgia, Republican State Rep. Mike Dudgeon sponsored the legislation—presenting it as a way to strengthen the “right of property owners throughout Georgia” to earn a profit from their personal share of sunlight.54 Though only about a decade old, the approach has played a major role across the US in the spread of solar technology, lowering carbon dioxide emissions.55

As solar grows in Georgia, one unlikely champion deserves a lot of the credit.

His name is Lauren “Bubba” McDonald, Jr., an early Trump supporter and former lawmaker who led Georgia’s Public Service Commission. There, he pushed Georgia Power to invest in clean energy, insisting that renewables be part of the state’s long-term energy strategy. Georgia Power, the largest subsidiary of Southern Company, is a private, investor-owned utility serving 2.6 million customers in nearly every Peach State County.56

The Public Service Commission is an elected body responsible for regulating utilities to ensure “service at fair and reasonable rates and to treat all customers equitably.”57 At the Commission’s summer 2019 meeting, McDonald moved to raise Georgia Power’s solar procurement by 2022—almost doubling the state’s solar-energy supply to enough to power a quarter of a million homes. It would be the largest increase in renewable energy in the state’s history.

The five-member Commission unanimously backed the motion.58

To clarify, “procurement” refers here to the amount and type of energy that the state agency, the Public Service Commission, requires the private utility, Georgia Power, to obtain. Unlike the Renewable Portfolio Standard, passed by legislatures in some 30 states and territories—and described in Chapter 2—Georgia’s Public Utility Commission simply renegotiates every three years the energy mix with Georgia Power.

Why did Georgia Power—a privately owned company with a near-monopoly grip on Georgia’s electricity market—let the Commission tell it how to generate electricity?
Because enough regular citizens had been watching Georgia Power’s political-power grabs and decided that they’d had enough.

Here’s a bit of the story:

In 2008, Georgians watched the state disband the Consumers’ Utility Council, which residential and small-business customers had relied on to advocate for them on the Commission. Its closure was touted as a cost-cutting move, but observers suspected something sinister: that the governor’s chief of staff, who’d worked at Georgia Power, the private utility, for more than 40 years, had been behind the move.\(^5\)

Then, the very next year their suspicions were confirmed.

Georgia Power backed a bill forcing customers to effectively pre-pay for two nuclear power plants, raising electricity bills for the entire state for units that 10 years later still haven’t opened.\(^6\)

After it passed, Georgia newspapers revealed lavish gifts Georgia Power had presented to state legislators—from $500 dinners to choice hockey seats.\(^6\)

And in 2011, Georgia Power lobbyists persuaded the state legislature to reverse a long-standing ban on utilities donating directly to political candidates. And the next six years alone—surprise—Georgia Power lobbyists spent $200,000 entertaining legislators.\(^6\)

So, across the political divide, Georgians were fed up. In 2014, expressing a common sentiment, Tea Party leader Debbie Dooley declared: “Let’s remove the barriers, remove the shackles that protect the monopolies and allow consumer choice and freedom.”\(^6\)

Also influencing the solar surge was Bubba McDonald’s desire that Georgia not remain overly dependent on coal and nuclear.\(^6\)

From 2007 to 2017, Georgia’s annual coal consumption fell almost 60 percent, from 40 million tons to only 17 million.

U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2020

As a result, from 2007 to 2017, Georgia’s coal consumption has fallen almost 60 percent from 40 million tons annually to only 17 million, and there are no coal mines or reserves currently operating in the state.\(^6\)

The percent of its energy coming from coal-fired electricity, 20 percent, is now close to the national average.\(^6\)

Georgia’s solar power is on track to provide, by 2025, as much as two-thirds the capacity of the state’s coal-fired plants and to exceed that of its existing nuclear units—all in all, about a fifth of the state’s capacity mix.\(^6\)

All good. Yet—sadly—in 2018, the Commission told Georgia Power to continue building two new nuclear reactors, despite the cost overruns and safer, less costly alternatives spreading across the Georgia landscape.\(^6\)

Idaho Surprise

Heading north in the US, wind prevails.

And when you reach Idaho, the power of the churning atmosphere enters high gear.

---
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In 2006, the state had almost no wind-power capacity, but just eight years later, turbines delivered nearly 15 percent of the state’s electricity.

Also, in Idaho one of the largest wind farms in the world is in the initial stages of development—sited in south-central Idaho’s Magic Valley and set to produce 1,000 megawatts.

The surge of wind energy—on top of 60 percent of the state’s electricity already supplied by local hydropower—has laid the foundation for a decision by the state’s largest utility, Idaho Power, to go 100-percent-clean by 2045. By 2028, it plans significant cutbacks on selling coal-fired kilowatt-hours to Idaho residents from two out-of-state generating units.69

More States Taking Big Steps!

New York—A lot of People, But....

Environmentally friendly New York is now a leader due to its commitment to renewable and green energy—maybe not yet as a share of total electricity use, but certainly as a major generator of carbon-free power over five decades. Recently, the Empire State has greatly improved its green-energy output, now meeting nearly a fifth of its summer capacity with renewables.70

Beyond this, New York is a hotbed of energy conservation, both by making buildings more energy thrifty and also, importantly, because its commuters rely heavily on public transit. New York has “one of the most energy-efficient economies in the nation, and New Yorkers consume less total energy per capita than the residents of any other state except Rhode Island,” reports the US Energy Information Administration.

Its solid performance counts for a lot, as the fourth most-populous state in the nation with the third-largest economy. New York also earns high marks for empowering local communities with a say over their energy use. Finally, in 2019 the state committed to 100 percent carbon-free electricity and an 85 percent reduction in CO₂ equivalent by 2050.71

North Carolina, Where the Sun Outshines Coal

In mid-2020, North Carolina, our ninth-largest state by population, soared to third place nationwide in installed solar, with more than 6,400 megawatts of renewable-energy capacity powering nearly 780,000 homes.72

By the end of 2020, jobs in the state’s clean energy sector had reached almost 113,000. To put this success in perspective: These jobs numbers were more than double all of the country’s pre-pandemic coal mining jobs of just 51,100.73

And what has been a driving force in North Carolina’s clean energy growth?
One answer is technology companies committed to clean energy. Google, Apple, and Facebook have located energy-intensive data centers in the state and support policies for renewable energy. But many also credit citizen organizations, such as Appalachian Voices. With fourteen other organizations, it is pushing hard to make North Carolina 100 percent renewable in electricity. And for these groups, that means breaking the monopoly grip of the state’s dominant utility, Duke Energy. It is a big obstacle, they argue, so these citizen organizations are working to open up the economy to renewable companies.

In 2020, North Carolina’s 113,000 clean-energy job numbers were more than double the whole country’s pre-pandemic coal mining jobs.


Virginia Loves Clean Energy

Sometimes, good things happen fast.

In less than a decade, Virginia has become a renewable-energy powerhouse. It’s on track to produce more than half of its electricity from renewables by 2035, and all of it a decade later.

In March, the 2020 Virginia Clean Economy Act went into effect. And it’s got real teeth: mandated benchmarks over 15 years for solar and wind investment and a Renewable Portfolio Standard requiring the state’s utilities to provide fully renewable electricity by 2045.

Recall the effectiveness of RGGI, the regional pact with impact we celebrated in Chapter 2? Well, in early 2020, Virginia became the eleventh state to join the cap-and-invest system since agreeing to. In so doing, it became the first southern state to commit to 100 percent carbon free by 2045.

A decade ago, Virginia had less than one megawatt of solar capacity, but by early 2020, it had enough installed solar to power about 124,000 homes. In 2020 Dominion Energy, Virginia’s public utility, set a goal of almost 500 additional megawatts, which at peak would double the number of homes powered.

The total would reach just over 9 percent of all households, but it’s a start; and, for wind, Virginia has even bigger things in store.

The Clean Economy Act, passed in 2020, requires enough offshore wind by 2034 to generate energy equal to a third of the whole state’s current energy production, almost all of which now comes from coal.

In the fall of 2019, Dominion Energy announced plans for an offshore wind farm generating enough energy to power almost 650,000 homes, to be built between 2024 and 2026. It is one of the largest offshore wind projects ever proposed in the US.

Clean energy in Virginia is $1.5-billion industry employing more than 75,000 Virginians.

—Virginia Energy Efficiency Council, 2017
Already, clean energy in Virginia is already $1.5-billion industry employing more than 75,000 Virginians.\(^{83}\)

**Arizonans Clear their Skies**

Our sixteenth most populous state, Arizona, ranks third in the country for residential solar power, providing juice to nearly 800,000 homes.\(^{84}\)

In early 2019, the state rejected adding more gas plants in favor of building new solar capacity, with nearly a gigawatt of battery storage and new solar panels, an amount that would make “solar after sunset” possible on a grand scale.\(^{85}\)

Seems like solar would be a no-brainer in a state with nearly 300 days of sunshine. But it still took a lot of people pressure, including a citizens’ initiative petition—leading to negotiation among stakeholders—finally to move the state’s largest electricity supplier, Arizona Public Service Co., to act. (Having a new, and more receptive, CEO helped as well.)\(^{86}\)

After years of resistance from coal interests, Arizona Public Service—known for making political contributions to the state’s elected utility commission—pledged in January 2020 to fully decarbonize its system by 2050, which in turn means eliminating its longstanding reliance on coal by the early 2030s.\(^{87}\)

And the savings? Arizona’s electric utilities could save more than $3 billion by leaving behind all coal-burning power plants and embracing only renewable energy resources.\(^{88}\) Sometimes, even no-brainers require citizen pressure to accomplish.

**Oregon, on the Trail to Sustainability**

On energy efficiency, Oregon consistently lands in the top ten states, as ranked by the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy.\(^{89}\) It’s also pushing hard to replace fossil fuel-powered models with zero-emission vehicles and to expand access to infrastructure to service electric vehicles and broaden the market for alternative fuels.\(^{90}\)

But perhaps Oregon’s most exciting move came in 2016 when Governor Kate Brown signed the Clean Electricity and Coal Transition Plan, an initiative that could make Oregon the nation’s first coal-free state. Oregon committed to eliminating coal from its electricity supply by 2035.\(^{91}\)

In 2020, the state closed down its only, in-state coal plant twenty years ahead of schedule, and as of 2030 it will prohibit utilities from securing electricity from out-of-state-coal plants.\(^{92}\) Both the environmental community and the state’s largest electric companies hail the law.\(^{93}\)

Oregon’s investments in energy efficiency and clean energy are already yielding dividends by saving money, creating jobs, and reducing pollution.\(^{94}\)

The state’s goal is to reach net-zero emissions across all sectors—electricity, transportation, industrial—by 2050—in line with what the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has deemed essential to avoid massive loss.
Please note, however, that about half of Oregon’s energy is hydro, thanks to the rich water resources of the Pacific Northwest. As noted in the previous chapter, hydropower is not without downsides.

Still, the state shines along a variety of parameters. Renewable sources generate almost two-thirds of its total energy. In fact, Oregon ranks first in use of renewables, and first overall as the “best state in energy.”

For engaging citizens democratically, the state also gets high marks. The Institute for Local Self-Reliance ranks Oregon eighth in the nation for policies and programs enabling community control over electricity production. They include net metering, simplified grid interconnection, shared and community-controlled renewable energy, plus access to clean energy financing programs. Oregon also allows localities to set stricter building codes than those of the state.

Cities’ Climate Awakening

Amplifying this progress, local governments across America are also leading the way to climate stability.

Cities matter. Globally, they produce three-quarters of the world’s carbon emissions, with 100 cities contributing almost a fifth of the total. So, their actions on climate can have a remarkable impact. And an international effort praised in Chapter 2, the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy, is working to set targets and ensure cities stick with them. The Covenant already includes more than 150 US cities, encompassing nearly a fifth of our population.

In the US, 170 cities and towns have passed legislation to get to 100 percent clean, renewable energy.

As of the end of 2020, over 170 US cities and towns have goals to power their communities with 100% clean, renewable energy, reports the Sierra Club. Chicago is the largest.

What’s more, a handful of trailblazing cities and towns are already 100 percent powered by carbon-neutral electricity. This group of pioneers includes Aspen, Colorado; Burlington, Vermont; Georgetown, Texas; Greensburg, Kansas; Rock Port, Missouri; and Kodiak Island off the coast of Alaska.

Note that Republican mayors led two of these six advances.
Washington, D.C., a Winner

Because the District of Columbia gets no representation in Congress, local government is especially critical there. And D.C.’s government has become a national leader on the climate front.

In 2017, Washington, D.C., became the world’s first LEED-platinum certified city. We should all be proud. LEED stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, the globally recognized green-building rating system.\(^{102}\) Plus, the District ranks second among US cities in the number of Energy Star-certified buildings, signifying it meets the EPA’s energy-performance standards in using less energy and emitting fewer greenhouse gas emissions than comparable buildings.\(^ {103}\)

These achievements reflect a lot of determined citizen action. For four years, D.C.’s climate activists fought for the Clean Energy DC Act, which was finally signed in early 2019. It includes, among other things, pushing the District to run on 100 percent renewable energy and reduce carbon emissions by 50 percent by 2032.\(^ {104}\)

To get there, back in 2015, some of the city’s leading environmental organizers launched “Put a Price on It DC Campaign,” and ultimately spawned a city-wide coalition of more than 20 organizations.\(^ {105}\) The goal? A municipal carbon price—discussed in Chapter 2—to reduce D.C.’s pollution.\(^ {106}\)

With a push from the People’s Climate March, a petition campaign, and a gathering on the steps of D.C. City Hall, a climate bill was introduced in 2018 to the D.C. Council’s thirteen members representing all the city’s wards.\(^ {107}\) While the citizen campaign had pushed a carbon tax, the goal in the law ended up focused on renewable energy. So, campaigners changed the name from “Put a Price on It” to the wider “DC Climate Coalition.”

With continued pressure, the bill was signed into law by Mayor Muriel Bowser in early 2019, committing the entire city to the goal of 100 percent renewable electricity by 2032—America’s most ambitious renewable electricity target.\(^ {108}\) And, it also aims to reduce carbon emissions by 50 percent by the same date.\(^ {109}\)

Returning again to the District’s rooftops, in 2017, also ranked as number one in the nation for “green roofs.”\(^ {110}\) If you ever fly into Reagan National Airport and peer out the window, you might catch a glimpse of some of the city’s three million square feet of vegetative roofs which serve as stormwater management through evaporation and absorption, thereby reducing runoff and flooding.\(^ {111}\) Additionally, as they support plant growth, they also help our capital city capture carbon.

Before getting too pumped up about this achievement, note that in Stuttgart, Germany, green rooftops are three times more extensive than D.C.’s—offering just a hint of what’s possible.\(^ {112}\)

In 2017, Washington, D.C., became the world’s first LEED-platinum certified city. LEED is the globally recognized green-building rating system.


\(^{102}\) Marissa Long, US Green Building Council, 2017
The surge in the city’s efforts to help residents install green roofs came through efforts like the District RiverSmart Rooftops Program, which began in 2006. Beyond municipal action, groups such as DC Greenworks have helped residents install green roofs, preserving and restoring their communities. It also hosted a training program for un- and under-employed young adults to work as green-roof managers. Greenworks closed, unfortunately, but its contributions remain, including the installation of over 70 green roofs that helped popularize the practice.

In 2018, D.C. also became the first US city to establish a “green bank,” a lender whose sole purpose is to serve locals, including the city, with financing for projects moving the city to clean energy and improved efficiency. And D.C. isn’t alone in this. Six US states have also set up green banks to provide loan guarantees that help convince private banks to embrace climate-positive investments.

Having earned high grades, D.C. isn’t resting on its laurels, as it works hard to meet its carbon-cutting goals. Finally, on livable-city measures, D.C. already enables half its residents to get to work by foot or bike, or by jumping on the Metro or bus.

Smaller cities are taking bold action, too.

**Boulder, Colorado**

Boulder got a jump start on most of us, as it’s been taking strong steps since 2002.

In 2006, the city adopted the country’s first voter-approved tax to confront the climate crisis. It exempts renewable energy users. Tax revenues have funded creative climate action, helping to make Boulder a national model for energy-efficiency services. It can also boast of perhaps the country’s toughest energy code for new buildings.

Boulder credits city-funded programs with cutting the city’s emissions by 21 percent from 2005 to 2019. Its Climate Mobilization Action Plan is remarkable in its holistic approach—including ecosystem stewardship to enhance carbon absorption and a “circular materials economy,” which it describes as “closed loop of goods and services in which nothing goes to waste.” A whole-community-design approach can lessen the need to drive, for example. And Boulder’s planned financial-system changes will enable residents to use their investing and purchasing dollars to move toward sustainability.

**Holyoke, Massachusetts**

Holyoke, Massachusetts—population 40,000—had for 50 long years endured a dirty coal-burning plant. The profitability of coal has long been in decline, and the area was home to asthma rates twice as high as the rest of the state. In 2010, local leaders in the Latino organization Neighbor to Neighbor partnered with the Toxics Action Center to build a coalition of hundreds including activists, former plant employees, and elected officials.
Working together, they launched a campaign that pushed the coal company to shut its doors in 2014.

Their goal was to ensure that any plant workers losing their jobs would have other opportunities, and that the community, long suffering from the pollution, would benefit.

The answer?

A “bridge” plan to help employees near retirement, retrain workers, and move to a new type of “power plant”—a 5.8-megawatt solar farm of 17,000 solar panels, backed by 3 megawatts of battery storage.120

Holyoke’s mayor, Alex Morse, is celebrating this step as a major win. He says, “We have an ambition of being a carbon-neutral community and we get closer and closer with each project like this.”121

Two Red Towns Go Green

In Georgetown, Texas—population 74,000, in the center of the largest “red state”—wind and solar provide carbon-neutral electricity, and then some. In 2018, a new solar farm the size of almost 1,000 football fields began electrifying the town.122

Interviewed by Frontline, Mayor Dale Ross, who marshalled the renewable transition, explained the city’s motivation to move to 100 percent renewable electricity. It was for “long-term cost certainty,” he stressed. The move was “first and foremost ... a business decision.”123

Greensburg, Kansas—another “red town” making a green transition—suffered tornado devastation in 2007, causing roughly half of the city’s 1,600 residents to flee. But amid destruction, Mayor Bob Dixson saw opportunity. The US Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory estimates that “Kansas offers the third highest potential for wind energy in the U.S.”124 So, Mayor Dixson took action, and by 2013, Greensburg was running on 100% renewable energy.125

Climate Equity

To complete our quick tour of climate leadership in states, cities and farms, we now turn to a critical piece of the solution. Key to the brilliance of the Green New Deal is its vision of tackling climate change while addressing the deep, damaging inequities of our economy.

The events of 2020—COVID-19, protests for justice, and increased climate reckoning—shout out a profound lesson: America can tackle this horrific pandemic as well as meet our vastly bigger climate threat only as we move forward with inclusive solutions.

Seem right?

Obviously so. But solidarity for effective action demands we first take to heart that those most harmed by the virus—poor Americans, especially those of color—have also long suffered
disproportionately from other harms, including fossil fuels’ hazards causing climate disruption. Equally true, in meeting the climate crisis, righting these wrongs can speed all Americans toward greater health and safety.

And the great news?

Despite a long lack of federal leadership and being underappreciated by most of us, key states and cities are not only getting it, they’re getting going—plowing ahead with solutions to the climate crisis grounded in social equity and economic justice.

Here’s a taste of how it’s possible to take strong action on climate while righting the wrongs of social exclusion.

**Illinois—Solar Serious**

Illinois is our sixth-most populous state. There, in 2016, two years of citizen advocacy succeeded in passing “Solar for All” legislation just a month after Trump’s election. (The state already has the sixth-largest wind power capacity in the country.)

The goal of Solar for All? To massively expand solar installations while prioritizing low-cost energy for low-income families. The legislation also funds solar-installation job training, particularly for those formerly incarcerated and foster-care alumni. Plus, the state’s decision to double down on efficiency investments could create more than 7,000 jobs a year, reports the Natural Resources Defense Council.

Already, its existing energy-efficiency programs are the foremost reason Illinois residents have the lowest electricity bills in the Midwest. As Solar for All expands clean energy in low-income communities, residents of Illinois can expect billions more in savings from lower energy costs by 2030.

**California Collaborates for Climate Justice**

Beginning in 2017, a statewide program began requiring the California Air Resources Board to focus its clean-air efforts on communities most exposed to air pollution. (Hmm ... seem like a no-brainer?)

Plus, in developing its air-quality strategy, the Board must now specifically consult environmental justice groups, among others affected.

Then, in 2018, in a move toward greater economic equity, Governor Gavin Newsom committed $35 million annually to make sure new clean-energy jobs are “high quality”—commonly meaning well-paid, safe, and with benefits—and in this case, also include apprenticeships enabling “career ladders.”

Since California’s economy is the world’s sixth-largest, ripples from these bold steps can travel far.
**New York Targets Those Most Harmed**

In 2019, New York’s Governor Andrew Cuomo also emerged as a leader, signing the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act backed by NYRENEWS—a coalition of 150 organizations. Its goal? To reach net-zero emissions by 2050 and to have more than a third of the benefits from its mandates felt in disadvantaged communities—via investments in housing, workforce development, reduced pollution, energy assistance, and more. Specifically, the bill sets the goal of a fossil-free New York State by 2050 and ensures that resources for the state’s green transition are invested in historically disadvantaged communities, potentially producing thousands of new, high-paying jobs for New Yorkers who need them most.

The Act also welcomes community input via a climate-justice working group, representing environmental justice groups, vulnerable industries, and disadvantaged communities. Its mandate is to ensure that climate actions remove harms now disproportionately hurting low-income New Yorkers and those of color.

The same citizens’ coalition is also pursuing additional “Polluters Pay” legislation that would charge carbon-emitting companies a fee to be used to buy more renewables, with revenues also directed to communities harmed by the pollution. With this focus, the return from the tax could help workers move from jobs in coal, oil, and gas, as well as provide rebates to help low-income New Yorkers pay their energy bills.

A second working group will advise on workforce training and other job impacts.

Plus, New York’s new offshore wind projects will provide enough electricity to power roughly 1 million homes, doubling the state’s earlier goal, while generating more than 1,600 jobs offering “well-paying careers, with annual salaries of roughly $100,000,” asserts the state agency. Not bad!

And, most recently, to help jump-start the state’s economic recovery from COVID-19, New York passed the Accelerated Renewable Energy Growth and Community Benefit Act to speed up the siting and construction of clean energy projects.

**Washington Demands Equity**

Looking west, Washington State took a big step in 2019: New legislation pledged the state to ensuring that all retail sales of electricity will be greenhouse-gas-neutral in just ten years and entirely carbon-free by 2045. And, to get there, the state takes a strong equity stand:

First, Washington must identify the communities most vulnerable to the health impacts of climate destabilization. Then, power utilities are directed to fund a whole range of energy-assistance programs, including help for low-income families in weatherizing their homes.

The law also offers a 50 percent cut in state sales-and-use taxes—all the way to total exemption—for cooperating businesses owned by women, minorities, or veterans, as well as those
adhering to specific fair-labor practices and programs, such as apprenticeships, preferred hiring of local residents, and more.

**Colorado for “Just Transition”**

In May 2019, Colorado Governor Jared Polis signed seven energy- and climate-related bills, including one to reduce pollution in disproportionately hard-hit communities. Another bill creates a new state Just Transition Office. With the support of labor, the new transition office assists communities and workers—including struggling families of former miners as the state moves beyond coal-fired electricity. It provides funds to compensate cities and school districts for tax revenues lost due to coal plant closures.\(^\text{139}\)

Now let’s turn to taste what municipalities are doing—simultaneously—for climate stabilization and equity. Recall in Chapter 2 our celebration of the Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy now representing more than 10,500 cities with almost a billion people.\(^\text{140}\)

Yes!

**The Buffalo Push**

One city in New York, Buffalo, deserves special attention for its work toward climate equity.

During Buffalo’s frigid winters, energy costs can soar to 30 percent above the nation’s average—an enormous burden on poor households. And deep resource disparities add to the challenge: The poverty rate for African American residents is one and a half times greater than that of white residents.\(^\text{141}\)

So, PUSH—People United for Sustainable Housing—Buffalo has worked since 2005 to ensure that all neighborhoods thrive, even in America’s snow capital.\(^\text{142}\)

As Sage Green, PUSH Buffalo’s Sustainability Specialist, puts it, “The people we work with ... want long-term structural changes ... a whole new system that works for people and the planet.” PUSH Board President Maxine Murphy adds: Poor people are just like all people—they “want ways that their houses are using less energy. They want houses where their energy is not going out of windows and doors. But they have to fight for it harder ...” \(^\text{143}\)

After a decade, PUSH has a lot to show for its gutsy work.

With its core strategy of actively listening and organizing, PUSH, for example, teamed up with a struggling neighborhood to turn an abandoned school building into 30 apartments for low-income seniors, replete with a roof-top solar array that keeps electricity affordable.

PUSH has also designated a Green Development Zone—a 25-square-block area, where 60 percent of the children live in poverty—with the goal of addressing vacant, run-down properties and high utility bills. There, PUSH has created green spaces, as well as purchased buildings and boosted their energy efficiency, while weatherizing existing homes. Energy savings accrue directly to the participants.\(^\text{144}\)
Plus, PUSH’s work has brought living-wage jobs to neighborhood residents, and a PUSH-organized campaign has compelled officials to step up, too.

*Minneapolis Moves on Climate Justice*

In 2018, Minneapolis committed to “100 percent clean, renewable energy by 2030,” becoming the largest Midwest city to sign on to the Covenant.145

To achieve its goals, the city is working with the Minneapolis Clean Energy Partnership to cut residential natural gas use and put city facilities on an energy-efficiency “performance path” as the city field-tests energy-efficiency technology. And for its own fleet, the city is installing electric vehicle charging stations.

City government has made clear its determination to benefit “especially those who have been left out of the benefits of energy programs in the past—communities of color, low-income communities, renters, and communities that have borne the brunt of past environmental racism” and make sure that they “receive equitable benefit from this transition.”146

One way that Minneapolis is making good on that commitment is its targeted development of “community solar gardens”—a lovely term for a cluster of solar panels enabling nearby homes to reduce energy bills by as much as 50 percent. In the process, the city aims for more equitable access to clean-energy jobs and financing.

All this work has earned Minneapolis fourth-place status in energy efficiency among US cities, ranked by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy.147 (I’m proud to say my adopted hometown of Boston places first!)

We’re inspired by these stories of states and cities that are pairing renewable energy progress with job training and other benefits for low-income communities—those hit hardest by fossil fuel pollution and climate impacts, including heat waves and storms. These paired programs move our society toward greater fairness, foundational to our definition of democracy itself. Such states and cities embody a clear truth: Creating a life-serving democracy demands widening inclusion at every step of the way—transforming today’s multiple crises into opportunities to fix what’s been broken … for way too long.

**Takeaways—Proof of Possibility**

As we finish the first edition of this book, we are energized by knowing that we have a new president prioritizing climate solutions. As we push for ever-more energetic action, we hope these stories can motivate work that helps reduce greenhouse gas emissions, as it improves the quality of our lives. Plus, these state-and-local strategies offer great lessons to be picked up rapidly across the country and enacted at the federal level.

Among the great takeaways for us is that significant progress is being made in states that are hardly liberal bastions, and that in some cases, conservatives and progressives are working side by side. Texas and Georgia illustrate surprising unity. At the national level, climate action, tragically, has become a political litmus test and wedge issue. But let us spread the news that at the state and
local level—fortunately—Americans across party lines are acting with courage and common sense to save money, their health, and our planet.

We thank the millions of gutsy Americans behind these breakthroughs and much more.

They all remind us that it’s not possible to know what’s possible.
Chapter Five: The Down to Earth—More Plants, More Peat ... Less Meat
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Chapter Five: Down to Earth—More Plants, More Peat ... Less Meat

So far, we’ve focused largely on cutting energy-related carbon emissions—the bad stuff that we’re putting out. Now we widen the lens to include the carbon we’re taking in—absorbing in plant life and the soil. For what threatens life is of course the gap between the two—producing the net rise in climate-heating emissions.

Because my life’s focus has embraced food and farming, in this chapter I emphasize how they key in reducing emissions and increasing sequestration. (In the fall of 2021, I release the 50th anniversary edition of my first book, Diet for a Small Planet!)

But first, let’s look at the big, earth-based piece of solving the climate puzzle: protecting and restoring forests, other plant life, and soils that we’re fast losing.

Worldwide, 19 percent of the carbon in the earth’s biosphere is stored in plants, and 81 percent is stored in soil. So, the positive impact of reversing the loss of plant life and soils can be huge.

“Halting the loss and degradation of natural systems and promoting their restoration have the potential to contribute over one-third of the total climate change mitigation scientists say is required by 2030,” reports the International Union for Conservation of Nature.²

In 2011, the “Bonn Challenge”—a global initiative led by Germany—spurred commitments by 74 nations to restore degraded land worldwide over an area greater than India. If met, the challenge could sequester up to 1.7 gigatons (billion tons) of carbon dioxide equivalent annually.³ The reduction would be 4 percent of the 2019 human-caused emissions.⁴ May not sound huge, but it counts.

As we appreciate the urgency of restoration, let’s be clear that protecting existing forests may be even more critical. “As trees get older, they absorb more carbon every year, and because they are bigger, they store more carbon,” notes Tufts University professor William Moomaw, adding that “in multi-aged forests around the world of all types, that half of the carbon is stored in the largest one-percent diameter trees.”⁵

---

Halting the loss and degradation of natural systems and promoting their restoration have the potential to contribute over one-third of the total climate change mitigation required by 2030.

Protecting Peat

Next, let’s take in the potential of peatland to sequester carbon. But first, what is Peatland? Probably most of us (I was one) couldn’t define peat, but I’ve learned. In fact, I’ve been blown away by its potential...as well as its threat.

Most peat started in lakes that then became marshes, then bogs, and ultimately, spongey peat many feet deep. (Some actually describe peat as having the texture of dense, moist chocolate cake!) So, peat is carbon-rich, partly decayed vegetation that doesn’t fully degrade because of the lack of oxygen. It builds up and compresses over millennia.6

Worldwide, peatlands are the largest natural, land-based store of carbon. (Later in this chapter we turn to the role of ecological agriculture in storing carbon.) And recently we learned that there are three times as many tropical peatlands on earth as previously estimated.7

By one estimate, near-natural peatland covers a global area about the size of Argentina and stores more carbon than all other vegetation types in the world combined.

While no one seems sure of the full extent of peatland, Indonesia is blessed with several areas of peatland that are thriving. Borneo is home to a particularly large peatland that locals are nurturing by using legume cover crops to “suppress weeds and injecting select bacteria into the soil to decompose organic matter rapidly.” Since palm oil plantations in Indonesia are destroying forests and peatland, environmental leaders are encouraging farmers to reject palm oil and embrace crop diversity instead.8

Peatland can help us meet the climate crisis, but there’s a dark side: Damaged peatlands are also a big source of greenhouse gas emissions, releasing almost 6 percent of global human-caused carbon emissions, and they could become a much larger source of greenhouse gases as temperatures rise.9

So, protecting and restoring peatland obviously needs more attention than it’s getting. Many argue that restoring peatland must become part of international agreements, including the Paris Agreement.10

Forests Forever

And now, the potential of forests:

In the past few decades, forests worldwide have absorbed as much as 30 percent of global, human-caused carbon emissions—about the same as what our oceans absorb.11 As forest ecologist Dr. Suzanne Simard’s work shows, established forests even work together to share carbon and protect each other from threats: a capacity that increases the resilience of the whole forest.12

Many of these established forests, however, are disappearing. Each year we are losing forest worldwide over an area the size of Greece.13 We may have already lost as much as a fifth of the Amazon rainforest.14 Worldwide, destruction of rainforests is a huge climate danger.
We also know that when peoples’ organizations hold government accountable to set and enforces rules, forests can be saved. In Brazil, over a decade prior 2014, citizen pressure is exactly how the deforestation rate was cut by 70 percent in the Brazilian Amazon. But since then, under a new government beholden to private interests, forest burning has soared.

In the US, we have lost 14 percent of our tree cover just since 2000, says Global Forest Watch. So, organizations such as the Rainforest Alliance, Survival International, Rainforest Action Network, Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace USA and many others are fighting deforestation and working to save forest communities here and around the world.

With this brief glimpse at the big challenge of peatlands and forests, let’s now turn to food and farming. Above, I noted that the path toward healthy farming and eating has been a big focus of my life. And in recent years I’ve learned a lot about the significant climate dimensions of feeding ourselves.

**Food, Farming and Climate—the Big Picture**

When most of us hear “climate crisis,” our thoughts don’t first turn to food. Perhaps researchers at Johns Hopkins University can help us understand why. Analyzing more than four thousand pieces of climate reporting over two years, they discovered that just 2.4 percent of those articles and reports mentioned food systems.

For me, though, it is especially rewarding to get my head around the food piece of the climate puzzle. It is so personal for all of us. Multiple times a day, each of us makes specific food choices connecting us to the earth. With more knowledge, we can exercise that personal power as well as our power as citizens, letting the personal and the public feed each other.

I look to Drawdown, a guide to climate solutions released by an organization of the same name whose mission is to “help the word reach ‘Drawdown’—the in the future when levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere stop climbing and start to steadily decline.” It is significant in this guide, food-related action ranks high: Among the “top ten solutions” to the climate crisis, reducing food waste and shifting our diets rank third and fourth. So, to help us make the best choices, here goes.

**Corporate, Chemical-Driven Farming à Emissions**

In the last half-century, US agriculture has been turned into a climate-heater in a transformation driven by our economy’s increasingly narrow logic: Do whatever brings highest return to wealth holders. Period.

Other considerations such as climate or health? Oh, those, well...

In the past few decades, forests worldwide have absorbed as much as 30 percent of global, human-caused carbon emissions—about the same as what our oceans absorb.

Economists dub them “externalities,” and they’re too often left out of the equation, though in our interconnected world nothing can be truly “external.” So, from the narrow maxim to do what produces the highest financial return, of course wealth accrues to wealth—whether on Wall Street or on the farm.

As single crops spread over vast acreage, the use of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides took off. As a result, today half of human calories worldwide come from an approach that agronomists call “biologically simplified grain-based agroecosystems.” In the process, livestock moved from being integrated into family farming to becoming mere “factors of production” in huge, largely enclosed feeding units called Concentrated Animal Feed Operations, or CAFOs.

Globally Livestock Emissions = 14.5% of GHG Emissions, of which:

- Beef cattle 41%
- Milk cows 20%
  (Above excludes manure and cattle used as draught power.)
- Pig meat 9%
- Buffalo milk & meat 8%
- Chicken meat & eggs 8%
- Small ruminant milk & meat 6%

Plus, other “poultry species and non-edible products.”

–Food and Agriculture Organization, UN

Today, most of U.S. livestock production involves CAFOs. The biggest cattle CAFO can hold a thousand or more animals. For hogs, make that 10,000 or more, and for chickens other than laying hens, the capacity soars to 125,000 or more. CAFOs present multiple health and animal welfare horrors, but here we focus on the climate crisis impacts.

Note first that cattle, especially, are a big source of methane, a super-potent greenhouse gas—also released by sheep, goats, and buffalo—which accounts for 44 percent of all livestock emissions. Non-carbon greenhouse gases comprise about a third of our climate emissions problem, with methane being the largest piece. In the US, these animals, called “ruminants”—via their burps, passing gas, and manure—contribute almost 40 percent of methane emissions. And methane packs a climate punch: Pound for pound over a 20-year period—what matters most right now in averting climate catastrophe—it has 86 times the heating impact of CO₂, reports the EPA.

The profits from this cruel and climate-harming system are highly concentrated. As of 2015, just four corporations—Tyson, Cargill, JBS USA (subsidiary of a Brazil-based company), and National Beef—controlled 85 percent of the “slaughter.” And in the business of broilers (non-egg-laying poultry), five corporations—Pilgrim’s Pride, Tyson, Perdue, Sanderson Farms, and Koch Foods—controlled about 60 percent of the market. Synthetic fertilizer also releases nitro oxide that’s 300 times more potent than carbon dioxide.

–US Environmental Protection Agency, 2016

For thousands of years, farmers fertilized fields with manure and mulch. But since the 1960s, chemical fertilizer use in the US has skyrocketed, and in its manufacture, methane is released. In fact, we recently learned that producing fertilizer releases 100 times more methane.
than the fertilizer industry itself has been reporting. The total released just in the production of fertilizer is three times greater than EPA's estimate of methane emissions by all industrial processes in the US. 

"The fact that methane is such a powerful greenhouse gas makes the small leaks very important," warns Joseph Rudek, lead senior scientist at the Environmental Defense Fund.

Synthetic fertilizer also releases another greenhouse gas, nitrous oxide, that’s almost 300 times more potent than carbon dioxide and stays around for a century. The “steep ramp-up in atmospheric nitrous oxide coincided” with the revolution in farming dependent on synthetic fertilizers beginning in the 1960s, note scholars at the University of California, Berkeley.

Furthermore, external nutrient inputs to soils to achieve higher yields is devastating our terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. One of the negative impacts of such nutrient inputs is eutrophication, or the alteration of nutrient balances in surface waters.

When excess nitrogen and phosphorus in crop fields wash off into surface waters with precipitation or sink down and leach into groundwater, they contaminate it. The increased nutrients in the water feed the algae, increasing their growth. Algae is an important part of aquatic ecosystems, but eutrophication causes toxic algal blooms as well as algae overgrowth. Its decomposition later sucks the dissolved oxygen out of the water, therefore depriving other organisms of oxygen. Aquatic organisms then suffocate and dead zones, named for the lack of life in these ecosystems, arise. A major example of a dead zone is off the coast of Louisiana, where the Mississippi River meets the Gulf of Mexico.

And who is profiting from all this synthetic fertilizer?

I was surprised to find the name Koch. I’d mainly associated that family with Big Oil. But Koch Industries is also big in fertilizer manufacturing, which “is among the worst in toxic air pollution in the entire United States ... and churns out more climate-changing greenhouse gases than oil giants Chevron, Shell and Valero,” charged Nevada’s Senator Harry Reid (and factchecked by PolitiFact). Koch Industries is America’s third-largest producer of nitrogen fertilizer, and once was fined almost $400,000 for fertilizer-plant emissions violating the Clean Air Act.

Koch Industries “churns out more climate-changing greenhouse gases than oil giants Chevron, Shell and Valero.”

—Senator Harry Reid, 2016

The Koch family—no surprise—is also at the top of another heap—that of “climate-change deniers.” And do they ever take that role seriously! It’s been reported that their involvement in undermining congressional action against climate change goes as far back as 1991.

As noted in the beginning of this chapter, few of us think of farming as a climate hazard, and it does not have to be. We later focus on its contribution to the climate cure. Our point here is that this positive turn depends on our quickly reversing the increasingly corporate- and chemical-dependent farming hurting animals, people, and the planet.

Now let’s dig into the specifics of livestock and greenhouse gas emissions.
Taking Stock—Livestock & the Climate Crisis

Within the dominant, narrow business focus—bringing highest return to existing wealth—over the last half century we’ve converted livestock into environmental and health hazards. As emitters of greenhouse gases, livestock account for 14.5 percent of the world’s total, reports the UN Food and Agriculture Organization.\(^4\)

And, in that significant chunk, cattle do more than their share of the damage. In the US, it’s our cattle, roughly 94 million of them—counting both dairy and beef—or almost one for every American adult male—that cause much of the harm from livestock.\(^4\)

They can’t help it.

For one, via their burps and flatulence, cows emit the greenhouse gas methane that, as noted, is 25 times more potent than CO\(_2\) in trapping heat.\(^2\) Sheep and goats also release methane. Plus, the manure of all farm animals emits methane, as well as nitrous oxide that, as noted, is 300 times more potent than carbon dioxide.\(^3\)

So, it shouldn’t surprise us that in the US, “red meat and dairy account for nearly half the GHG production from our food supply chain.”\(^1\)

Note first the scope of the global methane challenge: Because of the potency of this gas emitted, especially by cows, if all the world’s cows constituted their own country, such a cow-country would rank as the sixth biggest greenhouse-gas emitter.\(^4\)

A second key to grasping livestock’s contribution to the climate crisis is appreciating just how vast the acreage is that we sow to feed them. About two-thirds of US cropped land goes to just two crops, corn and soy, largely grown to go into the mouths of livestock.\(^6\) So that means of our cropped acres, almost half is devoted to producing livestock.

Why is that a problem?

Pause a moment to imagine all the greenhouse gas-releasing energy required in manufacturing and applying pesticides and fertilizers and manufacturing and fueling farm equipment, as well as transporting supplies and harvests.

Add also the energy used in processing these crops to turn them into feed, and the energy required to maintain vast animal feedlots, operate slaughterhouses, and distribute and refrigerate the meat. On this final energy user—keeping meat cold—did you know that climate-action-pioneer Paul Hawken in Drawdown rates “refrigerant management” as the top strategy for addressing the climate crisis? The refrigerant chemicals, hydrofluorocarbons, have a climate-warming impact that is 1,000 to 9,000 times greater than carbon dioxide.\(^7\)
And with all that in mind, guess what?

In the case of beef, after the vast amount of land used and energy burned to produce it, we get in food energy only 3 percent of the calories a cow has eaten in feed. For hogs, it is 10 percent.48

No wonder a bite of beef comes to us with 20 times the greenhouse gas cost of the same-size bite of a plant food like beans.49 Other animal products offer a better return. See the comparisons in the “Eaters’ Guide” Box below.

Between 1961 and 2010, “global GHG emissions from livestock increased by 51 percent,” note scholars in Climatic Science, with beef and dairy contributing three-fourths of global livestock emissions.50

Worldwide, each of our 1.4 billion cattle emit the equivalent of 1.5 to 2.5 metric tons of carbon-dioxide equivalents per year—about half the output of an average American car.51 Cows—both for beef and dairy—contribute about 65 percent of livestock’s greenhouse gas emissions.52

Given its outsized role in worsening the climate crisis, we hear a lot about beef. Thus, some relatively good news is that there are about 100 million fewer cattle in the world today than there were 30 years ago.53 In per-person consumption, beef-eating globally has been almost flat since the mid-sixties.54

But what has been soaring?

Poultry consumption—especially chicken. Since the mid-sixties, it is up four-fold per person.55 Fortunately, poultry is a more efficient converter of feed to human food. But its scale still relies on cultivation of vast acreage in feed crops, with fertilizers emitting nitrous oxide, and the cruelty of cramped CAFOs, as noted earlier.

A study in Science reports that expanding livestock production is the “single greatest threat to overall biodiversity,” as it is causing the extinction of plant and animal species worldwide through the destruction of natural habitat for feed and grazing.

Before heading on, we want to underscore one more critical point.

We are not in this book taking a stand against livestock or eating meat, per se. In many parts of the world, family survival can depend on integrating livestock into farming. Our goal here is to focus readers on the climate challenge—a product of an economic logic that fails to incorporate real human and ecological costs. The problem we’re highlighting is the system producing livestock in a manner and at a scale that is destroying life.

### Grazing, the Answer?

Many driving by massive, smelly, crowded CAFOs—the giant, enclosed feedlots that are the hallmark of corporate-controlled beef production—have probably wondered, isn’t there a better

---

**Eaters’ Guide to Greenhouse Gases kg of CO₂-equivalent per kg of food**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Type</th>
<th>CO₂-equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable protein food</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pork</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>24 to 58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

—Drawn from Ripple et al., Nature Climate Change, 2014
way? Wouldn’t a shift from feedlots to more grazing both enhance animal welfare and reduce beef’s carbon hoofprint?

Considering only the climate impact, the answer will surprise many. It did me. Greenhouse gas emissions per unit of meat produced from grazed dairy beef is three to four times that of feedlot-produced beef, reports a paper in Food Policy.\textsuperscript{56} A reason given is that grazing animals move around more and are thus less efficient. I am still exploring this surprising finding, given all the greenhouse gases involved in producing feed.

Moreover, a 2018 peer-reviewed study modeled the impact on supply of a shift from grain to grass-finished beef.\textsuperscript{57} Here, “finishing” refers to the final stage of fattening the animal—in a CAFO for three to four months before slaughter.\textsuperscript{58} It turns out that even if “grass-fed systems also include cropland-raised forage,” the total production would add up to just 61 percent of today’s beef supply.

The study concludes flatly: “Only reductions in beef consumption can guarantee reductions in the environmental impact of US food systems.”\textsuperscript{59} The World Resources Institute offers this more general warning: Because farming is so critical in the climate crisis, without changing our diets, agriculture alone could make it impossible to stay within the greenhouse gas essential limit of 1.5°C.

\begin{quote}
Without changing our diets agriculture alone could make it impossible to stay within the greenhouse gas essential limit of 1.5°C.

—Richard Waite and Daniel Vennard, World Resources Institute, 2018
\end{quote}

The “Efficiency” Myth

In getting a grip on food’s role in the climate crisis, a big obstacle lies in a big myth: that we in America have a modern, efficient, and therefore superior system of farming.

Actually, no.

For every seven units of energy used to produce food in our current system, we create just one unit of food energy. And the scientists who arrived at this ratio observe that “most of the energy inputs are from nonrenewable sources such as fossil fuels, making the current system … unsustainable.”\textsuperscript{61}

Eighty-three percent of agricultural land goes into livestock products, but they provide us only 18 percent of our calories.

– J. Poore and T. Nemecek, Science

Perhaps the best measure of the inefficiency of the meat-centered diet is captured in this simple fact: Worldwide, about 83 percent of agricultural land goes into livestock products, but they provide us only 18 percent of our calories.\textsuperscript{63}
And, the Literal Waste

Inefficiency is, of course, a form of waste; but direct food waste is a huge problem, too, both for people who lack enough food and for the climate crisis. Worldwide, about a third of our food supply never makes it into our mouths. So much is wasted—due to the vast greenhouse gases emitted to produce it combined with the gases, especially methane, directly emitted by rotting waste. Here is a staggering estimate of the result: If the world’s food waste were a country, it would be the third highest GHG emitter, after China and the U.S.64 Of greenhouse gas emissions tied to food waste, animal foods account for roughly one-fifth.65

In the US, food waste may be as high as 40 percent of the food supply, and it is the single largest category of material placed in municipal landfills.66

One positive item to note: New Jersey recently passed a law requiring large generators of food waste—hospitals, prisons, grocery stores etc.—located within range of a plant turning it into energy to send it there. And the state classified the energy thus produced as a form of “renewable energy,” so energy suppliers can use it to meet renewable-energy portfolio requirements.67

It’s important to understand that a lot of food waste does not happen in the kitchen. Much happens because poor farmers around the world lack the political power to ensure their crops get to market, so they rot in the fields. In industrialized countries, some farmers end up plowing crops under because they lack power in a food chain dominated by industrial monopolies.68 Moreover, twenty billion pounds of produce are wasted every year in the United States alone, partly for mere cosmetic imperfections.69

In Europe, especially, public campaigns celebrating “ugly” produce and alerting consumers to the absurdity of such waste are changing habits.70

It’s true that scientists warn that our heating climate is bringing more frequent and more severe flooding, droughts, and temperature variations—all harming crop yields—and climate-related declines in pollinators also threaten our food supply.71 Plus, we hear that increased atmospheric CO2 is reducing nutrients in certain crops and harming harvests, especially in Africa.

But given the vast diversion of crops into livestock feed and the enormous literal waste of food, let’s not be terrified by fear of scarcity.72 Instead, let’s become even more energized to attack the systemic roots of our multiple crises of hunger, health, and climate.

As Agriculture Falls Forests

Deforestation can be blamed for 10 percent of the gases triggering our climate crisis; and in the Amazon region, “cattle ranching” accounts for 80 percent of it, reports the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies.73 Another major contributor to deforestation is palm oil...
production. Deforestation in “tropical rainforests adds more carbon dioxide to the atmosphere than the sum total of cars and trucks on the world’s roads,” notes Scientific American.

In 2020, suddenly the world awakened to a less-well known hazard in deforestation—it’s link to infectious disease, including COVID-19. Scientists say it is “likely that the coronavirus responsible for the ongoing pandemic first infected wildlife and then infected people.” Deforestation has been implicated in the past. When people live near forests and are involved in collecting “small trees for construction, and foraging and hunting for food in forested habitat,” they “significantly increase the likelihood” of human and nonhuman-primate contact.

For a sobering overview of the threat, please turn to “Forests and Emerging Infectious Diseases of Humans” from the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization. We should all be aware that the very “first plague-causing pathogens such as smallpox are believed to have originated in tropical Asia early in the history of animal husbandry and largescale forest clearing,” note their scientists.

So, we should not have been blindsided by COVID-19. Many have been the warnings that we’ve failed to heed. Twenty-two years ago, my former husband, pathologist Marc Lappé, sounded an alarm in Evolutionary Medicine: Rethinking the Origins of Disease.

Corporate, Processed Foods Also Worsen the Crisis

All that we’ve said about the hazards of global dietary trends driven by a corporate calculus also show up in the declining nutrition of our diets. Calories and nutrition inevitably part ways when they follow the narrow logic of highest return to wealth-holders. And more processing with the cheapest food sources means bad news for our health.

Here’s a sad story from India that captures what this crisis means in people’s lives.

Delicious fruit drinks using local mango, lychee fruit, and more have long been favorite, cooling drinks. But, driving along a country road in rural India in 2000, I saw huge Pepsi ads painted down tree trunks along the roadside. US soft drinks were taking over. Later, a doctor treating poor, rural Indian families described the huge change he’d observed: Two decades ago, many of my patients suffered from insufficient calories, he said. Now, most have enough calories, but 60 percent suffer from diabetes and heart disease.

Their diets had changed radically, he observed with concern.

Corporate profits may have been soaring, but the lives of his patients were shortening. This same dietary shift worsens the climate crisis: “[A] global dietary transition [is underway] in which traditional diets are replaced by diets higher in refined sugars, refined fats, oils and meats,” warn David Tillman and Michael Clark in Nature. They continue: “By 2050, these dietary trends, if unchecked, would be a major contributor to an estimated 80 percent increase in global agricultural greenhouse gas emissions from food production to global land clearing.”
Who’s Got the Power?

Before moving to more questions of our health and then to solutions, let’s dig a bit deeper into the threats just outlined.

To grasp how best to confront them, we first must identify the structures of power these problems reflect. While hundreds of millions of small-farm families throughout the world depend on a few head of livestock, control of meat and dairy sales is extremely concentrated in a few corporate giants, as noted earlier.

So, when it comes to the climate crisis, the combined greenhouse gas emissions of the top five meat and dairy corporations are equal to that of ExxonMobil, and they’re greater than those of either Shell or BP, concludes a 2018 report from the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy and GRAIN. 80

Also alarming, the report warns that these huge meat and dairy producers are not scaling back to help address the climate crisis. Just the opposite, in fact: They are ramping up production and exports. “Taken together,” a 2018 report from the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy notes, “the top 20 meat and dairy industry emitters produce more emissions than many OECD [Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development] countries.” 81

Monopoly control like that within the livestock sector is mirrored across agriculture. In pesticides, fertilizer, seeds, and trade, a handful of corporations dominate. Such concentrated economic power—tightening greatly in recent decades—can only be met with organized political power. We turn to that critical topic in our next and final chapter.

But to tackle any challenge, we first must have a vision of where we want to go.

Healthy Food, Healthy Environment—the Ultimate “Win-Win”

Fortunately, in shaping that vision we discover some really great news: As we become better stewards of our Earth, we are simultaneously doing our own bodies a big favor.

When I wrote Diet for a Small Planet 50 years ago, Americans’ love affair with beef was in full bloom. Growing up in Texas as I did, no “special occasion” was complete without it. And after McDonald’s opened its first outlet in Illinois in 1955 and other chains competed for the best burgers, beef seemed quintessentially American.

So, imagine this girl from “Cowtown”—Fort Worth, Texas—discovering the profound waste in its production, triggering the impulse to write my first book. I just had to tell the world.

And how much do we eat now?

Above, I noted that globally, beef and buffalo consumption per person has been fairly flat for decades. 82
Nonetheless, in overall meat consumption per person, the US is almost “off the charts”—surpassed only by Hong Kong. And in beef, specifically, even though our per-person meat intake has gone down somewhat from the 1960s, in 2016 Americans still ranked fourth in the world.

From my earliest “wake-up” to the enormous waste built into the standard American diet, I was also struck by our fixation on protein, and the assumption that it’s difficult to get enough without eating meat. How liberating to learn that typically, Americans eat more protein than is recommended. An eight-ounce steak, for example, has as much protein as that recommended for an adult male or female in a whole day.

Plus, I loved discovering that most plant foods contain some protein. Thirty percent of the calories from broccoli, for example, come from protein. Now, compared to a serving of meat, this is pretty low—but because it’s also low in calories, you can eat a lot. And some plant foods—including nuts, seeds, peas, beans, and lentils—have a lot. And all these non-meat protein sources add up in the eater’s diet.

The big point here is that most people in the US can leave protein worries behind.

What are some of the health negatives of the meat-centric diet that carries such a climate-cost?

Worldwide, noncommunicable diseases cause more than 70 percent of all deaths, and diet is a risk factor for most.

—World Health Organization, 2018

The American diet now costs us an additional $50 billion yearly in health care.

—National Heart, Lung & Blood Institute, 2019

The potential increase in human wellbeing from embracing climate-friendly, plant-centered diets is truly remarkable.

As noted, our diet-related climate challenge is tied not only to the enormous resources needed to produce animal foods but also to the worldwide, corporate-driven shift to processed “food products.”

“Unhealthy diets now pose a greater risk to morbidity and mortality than unsafe sex, alcohol, drug and tobacco use combined,” concludes the Lancet report.

Here in the US, this diet is expensive, in more ways than one. It now costs us $50 billion yearly in added health care alone.

Plant Foods, Real Foods to the Rescue

In 2019, the prestigious medical journal Lancet opened eyes when it turned to a positive formulation—identifying food as the “single strongest lever to optimize human health and environmental sustainability on Earth.
Its special Eat-Lancet report entitled Food, Planet, Health went on to specify how a “diet rich in plant-based foods and with fewer animal source foods confers both improved health and environmental benefits.”

With a global shift to vegetarian, vegan, Mediterranean, and Pescatarian diets, scholars report that we could stay within our planetary boundaries and reduce agricultural greenhouse gas emissions by about two-thirds. “Studies concur that plant-based foods cause fewer adverse environmental effects ... than do animal source foods across various environmental indicators,” the Lancet confirms.

If Americans just swapped beef for beans, this shift alone could move the U.S. as much as three-quarters of the way to the greenhouse-gas target laid out in the Paris Agreement, according to a 2017 study in Climate Change. David Tilman, professor at the University of Minnesota, and Michael Clark, resident fellow at the Institute on the Environment, put it this way: Moving to a plant-centered diet, like those noted above, could “prevent the destruction of an area of tropical forests and savannahs as large as half of the United States.”

Another way that a shift from meat-centered diets could pack a positive punch is by cutting methane emissions. Recall that super-potent greenhouse gas that ruminants, including cows and sheep, expel? Methane accounts for about one-quarter of greenhouse gas warming. Reducing methane offers the “fastest way” to reduce their impact, some argue: If “we lower methane emissions, it will pay off quickly because the half-life of methane in the atmosphere is about a decade,” argue Princeton’s Mark Zondo and colleagues.

Professor Tilman and his team examined what would happen if we all relied on any of three common, low or non-meat diets—the traditional Mediterranean cuisine rich in vegetables with relatively modest portions of meat and dairy, the vegetarian diet, and the pescatarian diet (i.e., vegetarian plus seafood).

 “[T]he same dietary changes that can add about a decade to our lives can also prevent massive environmental damage,” they wrote. They calculate that if the world moved to these popular diets, the drop in global greenhouse gas emissions could be as great as the total now from “all cars, trucks, planes, trains and ships.”

Other scholars estimate that dietary change could bring up to 70 or even 80 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from food production—with the median at 20 to 30 percent.

Tilman and Clark also found that, relative to a meat-centered diet, the three alternative diets could lower the incidence of type II diabetes by 16 to 41 percent, cancer by 7 percent to 13 percent, and mortality rates from coronary heart disease by 20 to 26 percent.
Looking 30 years ahead, the Lancet report concludes that reducing global consumption of unhealthy foods—such as red meat and sugar—by more than half and doubling our consumption of healthy foods—such as nuts, fruits, vegetables, and legumes—could avert one-fifth of annual global deaths. Of course, the report notes, the changes needed “would differ greatly by region.”

Another study, published in the Journal of the American Medical Association, compared death rates of tens of thousands of meat and non-meat eaters and found that the non-meat diets “are associated with lower all-cause mortality and with some reductions in cause-specific mortality,” especially for men.

Many other scholars echo similar good news.

Yet, Hunger Continues Amid Plenty

Before moving on, we want to be clear.

None of what’s emphasized in this chapter about the health benefits of moving away from grain-fed, meat centered diets and eating more fruits and vegetables—already a trend in many industrialized countries—should divert attention from our world’s even larger, immediate food-health crisis: the ongoing tragedy of undernutrition among those living in poverty worldwide.

Rather, our hope is the opposite—that the reality of abundance alongside vast waste—as laid out in this chapter—stirs even more outrage and passion for action to address our frightening reality: Almost 700 million people worldwide still lack sufficient calories, and almost one in three of us don’t get enough iron, often with grave consequences. These fellow humans cannot afford the diverse and healthy diet, including fresh fruits and vegetables, that we now know best sustains us. Such a diet would consume the per capita income of half the world’s people who try to get by on less than $5.50 a day.

Worldwide, our food supply comes to 2,900 calories per person every day, revealing that hunger anywhere is needless. Access to food is denied by the same economic dogma concentrating wealth, undermining democracy, and worsening the climate crisis.

Rigged Rules of Our Economic Life

For Americans, the first step toward positive change is to wake up to the ways in which our economic system—and in particular our farming system, supported by public dollars—has long been harmful for the earth and those who depend on it for livelihood.

One key example is the deep racial bias in the US farming system.

In 1920 there were almost a million Black farmers in America. To put this number in perspective, that’s about half the total number of farms today. Now, a century later, the number of Black-owned farms is just 45,500—a mere 1.3 percent of all farms. And Black farmers control only one-half of one percent of our farmland. Almost 80 percent of Black farmers earn less than $10,000 in annual sales.
One reason for Black farmers’ loss of income and farmland has been a history of biased government policy—the United States Department of Agriculture has frequently been found to ignore or delay loan applications and deny Black farmers access to credit.\textsuperscript{108} The effects of discrimination continue today: Land “ownership is declining faster for Black farmers, down about 3 percent since 2012, compared with 0.3 percent for white growers,” reports Bloomberg News.\textsuperscript{109} Black farmers who have managed to hold on to their farms eke out a living today with an average acreage about one-quarter that of white farmers. Black farmers average less than $40,000 annually, compared with the total US median of around $75,000—almost twice that of Black farmers.\textsuperscript{110}

In 1920, there were almost a million Black farmers in America. Now, 45,500—a mere 1.3 percent of all—control one-half of one percent of our farmland.

–Summer Sewell, The Guardian, 2019

In the US, farming disproportionately benefits a minority of farmers. Overall return is skewed to the top: Large-scale family farms make up less than 3 percent of all US farms but account for almost half the value of production.\textsuperscript{111} Immediately after World War II, we had about 6 million farms, with the top 10 percent controlling about 20 percent of farm income. By 2019, only about two million remained.\textsuperscript{112} Given all this, it may not surprise you that more than half of US farms report negative income from their farming operations alone.\textsuperscript{113}

All this bad news about the struggle of most farmers is made worse by the fact that our public dollars reward farming practices that undermine soil and human health while contributing to the climate crisis.

In considering this dangerous process, here is taste of the untenable status quo:

In the decade after 2008, according to Forbes, “the top 10 farm subsidy recipients each received an average of ... $1.8 million annually, [or] $150,000 each month.\textsuperscript{114} Overall, 10 percent of subsidized farms—the largest and wealthiest—collected three-quarters of federal “commodity payments” from 1995 to 2010, while 60 percent of family farms got no federal subsidies over this period, reported the Environmental Working Group.

Stretched to the max, many farmers feel driven to practices that deplete and erode precious soil. Soil is eroding from 10 to 40 times faster than nature can replenish it, costing Americans $37.6 billion annually.\textsuperscript{115} And as climate change brings more flooding, erosion will worsen.\textsuperscript{116}

Note that by one estimate, worldwide soil degradation is progressing so fast that a mere sixty years of healthy soil remain.\textsuperscript{117}

Once alerted that our public dollars are encouraging racist and dangerous practices, we can get serious about making essential, deep system changes.

The Shift Is Happening

More and more American eaters are choosing to align their diets with what’s proven to contribute to good health for us and the earth. Two-thirds of Americans “say they are eating less of
at least one meat,” while “a third of Britons claim to have either stopped eating meat or reduced it.” reports the BBC.\textsuperscript{118}

Wow. That’s a huge shift.

We turn now to a key lever in changing what we eat—institutional purchases—and then look at the quiet revolution in food-growing that is arising in fields and forests the world over. It even involves a blending of the two.

**Food Choices Made for Us—and How We Can Change Them**

Every day, nearly 100,000 schools and other institutions serve lunch to about 30 million students, which comes to almost 5 billion meals a year.\textsuperscript{119}

Have you ever imagined that such institutional purchasing could be a powerful tool in shifting our entire food system in a positive direction, sustaining the earth and our bodies?

Growing up, I know my family never questioned my school’s cafeteria food. It never occurred to us that we could make it better on all counts. Though it’s not the first organization to do so, since 2012, the Good Food Purchasing Program has been doing just that—helping institutions make the shift away from processed, pre-packaged food, shipped long distances and instead moving them toward locally produced, wholesome food—grown and transported using fair labor practices, and with a reduced carbon footprint and other environmental benefits.\textsuperscript{120}

As of early 2020, the Good Food Purchasing Program had already transformed food procurement in 43 institutions and twelve jurisdictions across the United States, including cities, counties, and school districts.\textsuperscript{121} Their combined purchasing choices are now shifting almost $1 billion toward healthier, fairer, most sustainable food. That’s huge market power.\textsuperscript{122}

In addition to enhancing physical wellbeing, the Program has led some schools to reintroduce or expand infrastructure for scratch cooking, enriching children’s lunch experience and enhancing the labor of cafeteria work beyond thawing frozen meals. The children get to deepen their relationships with the adults who prepare their food, and that trust is the foundation for introducing kids to new, healthier, and more diverse foods. Adults can learn directly what healthy dishes the kids prefer and which foods are appropriate and reflective of their cultural backgrounds.

The potential impact is enormous.

Beyond K-12 schools, our universities, prisons, senior care residences, numerous public agencies, and other institutions spend approximately $120 billion each year on food.\textsuperscript{123} As these institutions increasingly use a wider metric—health, climate, fairness, and more—in their buying choices, farming is changed as well. This purchasing power holds vast potential to promote a more environmentally friendly agriculture, while also supporting the livelihoods of small farmers and farmers of color who have historically faced barriers in accessing resources and institutional markets.

Finally, another positive sign enabling healthy consumer choices is the rise of local markets—lessening food’s travel time and enabling more whole-food eating over processed food.\textsuperscript{124}
Redistributing Federal Funds – Reparations for Black Farmers

Another critical strategy to repair our food system is to shift federal funds toward Black and other marginalized farmers. Some good news is that President Biden’s $1.9 trillion stimulus relief package passed in March 2021 gives $5 billion to disadvantaged farmers, one-quarter of which are Black farmers. This money provides debt relief, grants, training, education, and assistance in acquiring land.125

While the $5 billion is a helpful start, sustained investment in Black farmers is necessary to repair centuries of harm. Looking forward, many advocates call for the Justice for Black Farmers Act. Introduced by lead sponsor Senator Cory Booker, the Justice for Black Farmers Act would, among other initiatives, create an Equitable Land Access Service within the USDA that invests $8 billion annually for 9 years to buy land for new and existing Black farmers.126

It is important to note that these federal initiatives, which many call reparations, are a result of years of hard work by Black food justice activists – such as the National Black Food and Justice Alliance and Soul Fire Farm.127 We owe them our gratitude as we continue to push the government to make up for centuries of disinvestment and discrimination.

Carbon Keepers

Refocusing more tightly on the climate challenge now, we want to explore the flip side of agriculture’s carbon story—a powerfully positive one.

The world over, people are learning to appreciate and thus enhance all the ways we can enable vegetation to draw carbon into plant life and into the soil. Soil already helps with carbon sequestration, removing about a quarter of the world’s fossil fuel emissions each year.128

So how can we greatly improve on that? Here are four estimates of the potential:

- Restoring degraded farm, forest, and pasture lands—along with other earth-centered mitigation—could capture enough additional carbon by 2050 to offset carbon equal to more than half of 2018-level carbon emissions, reports the Global Evergreening Alliance.129

- Spreading ecological farming, including cover crops and agroforestry—trees and crops in the same field—throughout the EU holds the “technical potential” to sequester 37 percent of 2007 EU carbon emissions, estimated a 2013 study.130

- If even half of all the land used for ruminant livestock were converted to growing natural vegetation, it’s estimated that the carbon sequestered could amount to at least 15 percent of emissions from food production and potentially several times greater—that is, dealing with a huge share of total emissions.131

- In the US, a wide range of earth-enhancing actions—from growing taller trees to improving soil health and protecting grasslands—could sequester one-fifth of our
annual greenhouse gas pollution, equal to eliminating all emissions from US cars and trucks.\textsuperscript{132}

- Worldwide, soil sequestration alone over the next 25 years could lock up 10 percent of human-caused emissions, the UN reports.\textsuperscript{133}

**Regenerative Farming, Good for Farmers and Our Climate**

Before turning to stories of those transforming our own destructive farming system, let’s take in some inspiration from abroad. The world over, a quiet revolution is underway in fields and forests, and it even includes the blending of the two, as we soon explore.

An emerging term to capture this healthy direction for feeding ourselves is “regenerative farming.” I like it because it reminds us that “sustainable” isn’t enough when in so many places we’re starting in negative territory. Regenerative farming focuses on enhancing soil quality. Healthy soil is not lifeless “dirt” but full of busy microorganisms that help transfer nutrients to plants and create soil structure able to retain moisture.

One key to healthy soil is never leaving it bare. So, “cover crops” and mulch replenish nutrients and keep soil rooted and covered. Cover cropping can happen at any scale, but it’s great to see that it’s gaining traction in Federal incentive programs like the Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP) and the Conservation Stewardship program.\textsuperscript{134} And at the state level, at least 29 states are boosting cover crop practices, either through direct payment incentives, technical support, or educational programs.\textsuperscript{135}

Greater diversity is also at the heart of regenerative farming—growing a range of crops with differing needs and contributions, rather than single crops grown over vast acres.

These practices are also associated with storing more carbon in the soil.\textsuperscript{136}

An underappreciated leader in regenerative farming is India—particularly the southeastern state of Andhra Pradesh. The transition there began with a grassroots social movement that was so successful the state government recently announced a roll-out to all the state’s 6 million farmers by 2024. It is called “zero budget, natural farming,” or ZBNF.\textsuperscript{137}

The strategy doesn’t mean zero costs. Rather, by being freed from having to buy corporate-supplied fertilizer or pesticide—thus taking on debt—the farmers don’t become dependent and at risk of bankruptcy. (Farmer suicides from economic distress had become a national tragedy.)\textsuperscript{138} Zero budget means any costs can be offset by diversified sources of income.

How?

By doing as they’ve done for centuries. Farmers create their own potions for controlling pests, as done historically using the neem tree, chili, garlic, and tobacco. Farmers also plant “live
fences” using a range of plants and create trenches for water harvesting. Their fields use a “five-layer” multi-cropping model, in which trees are integrated with crops to create a canopy in which each plant can access the right balance of sunlight and shade. Seed saving and sharing also reduce costs.  

For some, switching the stable crop is also part of the solution.

While rice seems basic to Indian cuisine, some farmers are reviving millet, for example, which can reduce the need for irrigation water by a third and simultaneously improve protein, iron, and zinc in the diet. Some years ago, I visited a women-farmers organization in this state, where members proudly walked with me through their diverse fields of at least a dozen crops, including millet. Since then, they’ve succeeded in convincing the state government to replace the less-nutritious white rice with their nutritious millet in school lunches.

I’d long wondered why integrating legume cover crops with grain crops works to store carbon in the soil.

Then I learned of the work of G. Philip Robertson, a professor at Michigan State University’s Kellogg Biological Station. His explanation?

The key is “a chemical group called phenolics that protects plants from disease and pests.” They “enter the soil when farmers plant cover crops like beans and legumes (a common practice among organic and regenerative growers), and they enrich the soil with nitrogen before planting” the main crop. It turns out that “these compounds create a barrier around the carbon in the soil, protecting it from microbes that would process it into carbon dioxide gas.”

Redesigning for Earth Friendly Farming

Such courageous trailblazers give us a lot to build on. As our economy recovers from a historic pandemic, we can use this learning to redesign an earth-and-people-friendly farm economy as we rebuild.

Now is the moment for deep change.  

Even before the shuttering of the wider economy began in response to the pandemic, farm debt has been a big issue. In 2018 alone, farm bankruptcies in the Midwest jumped 19 percent.  

Climate impacts are contributing to farmers’ challenges. In 2019, for example, Ohio’s record rainfall and the flooding that followed made it impossible for farmers to plant 15 percent of their acreage.  

So, what will it take to redesign as we recover?  

Reforms and investments in climate-friendly family farming can become a centerpiece of a Green New Deal, as they directly address systemic racism, poverty, and the climate crisis.
What Tools Best Encourage Earth Friendly Farming?

We have two main tools:

First, as citizens, we can elect leaders and press for reforms to create accountable democracy and thus stop creating the problem.

That includes finally ending policies rewarding farmers for growing a handful of crops heavily reliant on synthetic fertilizers and pesticides and overtaxing our soil and water. Such policies encourage overproduction and discourage the very practices, such as agroforestry and cover crops, which enrich the earth.

Most public subsidies go to two feed crops—corn and soy. In 2019, total subsidies came to $22 billion, the biggest payout ever. And while the US sugar industry produced $2.4 billion worth of sugar in 2016, it received $1.5 billion in subsidies in 2016—about two-thirds of the value of production.146

Simultaneously, we must stop rewarding the wealthiest operators.

A bit of history is helpful here. As federal agriculture policy from the Great Depression era onward, our government has sought to ensure “parity”—fairness for farmers compared to nonfarmers—via price supports and “supply management,” i.e., preventing overworking of the land and oversupply and sinking prices from ruining farmers’ incomes and the land.

But in the sixties and seventies, agribusiness became more powerful than farmer groups and took over the "farm lobby.” By the 1980s, with the election of Ronald Reagan and rise of market fundamentalism, “supply management”—which was good for farmers and the earth—started eroding. Then, the 1996 Farm Bill officially banned it.

Priorities changed from assuring decent prices for farmers to agribusiness’s interest in unrestrained production, assuring low prices—mainly to turn crops into processed, less-healthy food. As noted earlier, today’s farm subsidies are skewed to the top, with almost 80 percent of the $20 billion allocated each year going to the top 10 percent of farm subsidy recipients.147

Moreover, with no price supports, of course, farmers are pressed to increase output however they can, even at the risk of personal health from chemical exposure and of the ecological health of soil and water.

A New Direction

Beyond stopping the harm, our second task is to demand and support a new direction. In its 2020 report, “Regenerative Farming and the Green New Deal,” the organization Data for Progress makes the case for a simple-to-grasp but profound re-orientation of public incentives for farmers.

A start, it notes, is reducing the pressure to over-use the land by shifting public-farm insurance to protect farmers’ fair net income—not gross—relative to median nonfarm income. This ensures that the insurance is truly taking into account what the individual farm needs, as gross income does not account for differences in costs.
Plus, it advocates that our public dollars reward farm practices that enrich the soil, biodiversity, and health. Here we already have something to build on: the USDA’s Conservation Stewardship Program. It encourages farmers to keep soils covered, avoid run-off into waterways, protect and reestablish wildlife habitat, and much more.

The Stewardship Program’s budget has grown over the last decade, but it’s still only about $1.4 billion.\(^{148}\) For perspective, recall the $22 billion paid in farm subsidies—including trade-related relief—in 2019, the highest level in 14 years.\(^{149}\)

Nevertheless, with a new administration, we can push for greatly expanding the helpful “stewardship” approach. At the state level, too, we can re-imagine farm incentives.

The new incentives would support the spread of proven successes in the stories we’ve shared here, and so many more. Other leading movers and shakers worth listening to and learning from as we redesign our dead-end agriculture include The Practical Farmers of Iowa, the Sustainable Iowa Land Trust, the Women, Food and Agriculture Network, and Family Farm Defenders.\(^{150}\)

Globally, a key piece of climate justice and specifically just food system solutions is recognizing the positive contribution Indigenous Peoples and smallholders are making. These practices include, but are certainly not limited to, intercropping and polyculture cultivation as opposed to monoculture farming, sustainable irrigation techniques especially in more arid climates, and agroforestry, which I will delve into later in this chapter.\(^{151}\)

Sanjay Rawal’s film, Gather, which came out in the fall of 2020, uplifts a multitude of Indigenous land and food traditions in North America, portraying both their enduring struggles and their persistence despite the understanding that their “ancestors saw the world end once.”\(^{152}\) While Gather focuses on narratives of the present, the film’s subjects aim to call upon the knowledge of the past, so while this sub section is titled “A New Direction,” it’s really only a new direction for some of us, and a vital continuation of a very old one for many.

**Trees with Crops, No Contest**

I had always assumed, of course, that trees on farmed land would compete with crops for soil nutrients and sunlight. How wrong I was. As in India, in many other places, some of the world’s poorest farmers are showing the rest of us that trees and crops don’t compete. They are—or certainly can be—great partners.

In fact, already more than a billion people depend on this mix—called agroforestry—to support more resilient farmland and grow their food.\(^{153}\)

All this I first learned from a part of the world I had long associated with famine—the African Sahel, just south of the Sahara Desert. From the late 1960s to the early 1980s, famine was inherent to this region. During that time, many died of starvation connected to poor harvests, and Niger, now the world’s poorest country, was hard hit.\(^{154}\)
Poor Farmers Show the Way

Soon, however, many of Niger’s farmers discovered another way of working with the earth. And as a result, since that tragic time, the country’s farmers have rehabilitated 17 million acres by carefully managing the natural regeneration of 200 million trees—sequestering carbon and improving soil fertility.155

The change has increased crop yields, while providing livestock fodder and firewood; and by 2009 it had ensured food security for 2.5 million people.156 Niger’s progress—led by small farmers working together to make and enforce rules—has been celebrated as perhaps the largest regreening transformation in all of Africa.

First, though, a change in perception was required.

That “change in mindset began in 1984,” reports Tony Rinaudo, whose work helped trigger the shift, earning him the nickname “forest maker.”157 Widely heard radio news of deforestation was followed by severe famine in Niger’s Maradi region—creating a link in farmers’ minds between drought (and hence hunger) and the loss of trees. At the same time, the international organization Serving in Mission began working with an approach that has come to be called Farmer Managed Natural Regeneration.158

Farmers discovered that their crops did better when growing among the trees.

Trees reduce wind damage, encourage rainwater filtration, and cool the soil, lessening evaporation. Plus, trees provide wood for cooking and building, as well as a commodity. For village women burdened with having to walk miles to find enough wood, this handy supply was a huge boon.

The favorite tree turned out to be the gao (Faidherbia albida), which has particularly advantageous traits: Its vast root system stabilizes the soil, reducing erosion and helping draw nitrogen from the air, which fertilizes the soil. Handily, the gao also drops its leaves during the rainy season—just when crops need more sunlight—while it casts a low but beneficial shade in the searing heat of the African Sahel. Gao-nourished soil also holds water better, which is particularly helpful in drought years.159 And in the dry season when there’s little fodder for livestock, gaos provide nourishing seedpods.

Farmer-led regreening is also taking off in Chad, Burkina Faso, Mali, and Senegal.160 Helping the process, the new vegetation sequesters vastly more carbon and helps millions of villagers achieve food security.

Beyond Africa, agroforestry is also taking root in several Asian countries.161 Now, let’s look at agroforestry progressing south of our border, and here at home, too.
**Agroforestry Budding Here**

For more than two decades, the University of Missouri has housed one of the world’s leading centers contributing to the science underlying agroforestry, the Center for Agroforestry.162

My farmer friend in Missouri, Molly Rockamann, founding director of EarthDance Organic Farm School in Ferguson, has gained a lot from the Center’s research. Her farm uses an approach to agroforestry called “alley cropping” (i.e., crops growing between rows of trees).163

“When we bought the farm,” Molly told me, “the first thing we were excited to do was plant a ton of fruit trees on it.” Today, after only seven years, more than two hundred trees now enrich this fourteen-acre farm in a St. Louis suburb. The Earth Dance farm has become my US model for how agroforestry can work on a small scale.

“Allay cropping”—one variant of agroforestry—is taking off far, far beyond my friend’s farm in Missouri.

A leader in its rise in the US is the Savanna Institute, based in Madison, Wisconsin. Since 2013, it’s been working to help farmers and farmland managers adopt alley cropping in Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin.

With widely spaced rows of trees growing among companion crops, alley cropping helps store carbon, and it can increase what’s produced from each acre by 40 to 200 percent. Plus, alley cropping diversifies farm income, prevents soil erosion, and provides wildlife habitat, co-executive director Keefe Keeley explained to me.

Almost a quarter of “all Midwestern farmland would be more profitable with rows of trees in it, compared to corn and soybean monocultures,” observes Keeley. “If we gradually expand alley cropping to hit that target acreage—about 50 million acres—over the next 30 years, farmers will take 1.07 gigatons of carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere.”

—Keefe Keeley, Savanna Institute

“If we gradually expand alley cropping in the Midwest to hit that target acreage—about 50 million acres—over the next 30 years, farmers will take 1.07 gigatons of carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere.”

(For comparison, the US emitted about 4.8 gigatons in 2019.165)

Plus, “they’ll be putting that carbon to productive use in growing tree crops and building soil health. And farmers can do it, while becoming more profitable through alley cropping,” he stresses.166

Yet another exemplar is Mark Shepard’s New Forest Farm in Wisconsin. His family transformed a 140-acre row-crop dairy farm into a perennial, agricultural ecosystem with oak savannah, successional brushland and Eastern woodlands, shrubs, vines, canes, perennial plants, and fungi—all cooperating to produce food for both humans and animals—along with fuel, medicines, and, of course, beauty.

When my daughter Anna Lappé interviewed Mark for her book *Diet for a Hot Planet*, he explained how synergies among this great diversity changed his job. He “likes to call himself not a farmer but a population manager,” she writes, whose work is “to make sure the inhabitants of his land get along.”167
Perennials are so important because unlike annual crops, they put out extensive root systems allowing them to access water and nutrients that annual plants can’t reach. They also create a permanent network of roots helping to prevent erosion. And that’s no small victory, as across the US we’re now losing topsoil ten times faster than nature can rebuild it.168

Also, New Forest is powered entirely by solar and wind energy.169

Most Americans have never even heard of agroforestry, and, like me, had never imagined trees and crops as natural partners. So, each of us can help spread the word of its remarkable potential.

Farming with Nature, Rejecting Hazardous Chemicals

Many Americans are familiar with organic farming, which promotes successful farming by aligning practices with nature’s rhythms, free of the hazards of synthetic pesticides and fertilizers. For many decades, it has led the way to healthier, climate-friendly farming.

Arkansas had 10 organic farms in 2011 and 64 in 2016, a six-fold jump in five years.

—Sara Clarke, US News and World Report, 2019

We can appreciate the urgency of moving in this direction as we take in this shocking finding: US agriculture over the last 25 years has become 48 times more toxic to insects.170 And for humans? One sad sign of the costs of our chemical path is that, today, 100,000 farmers filed lawsuits against Bayer (which owns the former Monsanto) because they’ve been stricken by cancer that many link to the company’s pesticide, glyphosate.171 Evidently, they made a convincing case: Bayer/Monsanto offered a settlement of almost $11 billion (yes, with a “b”).

To appreciate the urgency of action, note that worldwide each year almost half of farmers suffer pesticide poisoning linked to harms from birth defects to diabetes.172

Increasingly, farmers are recognizing the many dangers of this path and finding ways to achieve good yields with no health harms by foregoing use of synthetic fertilizer and pesticides.

The growth of organic farming is stunning. In just over four years, 2011 to 2016, the number of organic farms in the US grew by over half.173

California continues to boast the greatest number of organic farms and the most certified-organic acreage, but other states have also experienced significant growth in the past five years. Arkansas, for example, had 10 organic farms in 2011 and 64 in 2016, a six-fold jump in five years.174

Our culture’s assumption might be that organic is strictly “elitist” and “coastal.” But that’s not the case. For example, five southern states— Alabama, Mississippi, North and South Carolina, and Tennessee—more than doubled their organic farm numbers during the same time period.175

Farmers of Color in the Lead

Earlier, we mentioned the shameful undercutting of Black farmers. But we also want to alert readers to the work of groups helping to reverse this historic wrong.
**Farmers Confront Racism, Showing the Way to Healthy Farming**

Founded in 2006, the Atlanta-based Southeastern African American Farmers’ Organic Network, SAAFON, is creating a new story. Through its network of Black farmers, it’s working to create “culturally relevant, ancestrally guided, and ecologically sustainable agricultural-based living,” proclaims the group’s website.

SAAFON represents farmers across 10 southern states and the U.S. Virgin Islands, with many members having farms that have been in the same Black family for over 100 years. Even beyond growing food, the group is “incorporating innovative programs that speak to the broad-based and integrated needs of their communities. We have a legacy of successful Black farmers,” says SAAFON.176

**Soul-Fired Farming**

In 2011, Leah Penniman, a Black educator, farmer, and author, co-founded Soul Fire Farm in Grafton, New York, just north of Albany. Her goal? To help end “racism in the food system and reclaim our ancestral connection to land” and to “raise and distribute life-giving food as a means to end food apartheid.”

Since then, Soul Fire has involved almost 8,000 learners in exploring all aspects of farming, determined to help reverse the racist record that has robbed Black people of farms for the last 100 years. What makes Leah happy is that a “86 percent of folks who graduated from our [immersion] program have continued the work, so they’re growing food, or they’re organizing for food justice.”177

Soul Fire focuses especially on crops largely ignored in American agriculture but that are indigenous to Africa. In a truly holistic approach, participants learn seed-saving and storytelling, as well as medicinal and nutritional aspects of their crops.

~~~~~

In these five chapters, we’ve made the case that tackling the climate crisis is not a lost cause, though the losses are already horrific and mounting fast. To focus our minds and keep our hearts motivated, we’ve laid out the many underappreciated, creative, bold steps that Americans are taking, and thrown in some international stories to inspire us further.

Still, we’re aware of perhaps the highest barrier to effective climate action: Today in America’s public sphere, private interests overwhelm the public good. Certainly, the health-environment-climate threats we’ve painted in this chapter are sketched with the brush of corporate power.

One sign of how that power has worked to get us to this sad place? Agribusiness now spends more on lobbying than does the defense industry.178
So, in our next and final chapter, we turn to this foundational challenge: reclaiming our democracy to “promote the general Welfare,” as our Constitution’s preamble calls us to do. Little could its drafters have imagined that our general Welfare would come to depend today on whether we can together face the climate crisis.
Chapter Six: And from Here? Trusting the Power of Courageous Action
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In this chapter, we first celebrate the growing citizens’ climate movement and then dig to the democracy roots of the climate crisis and solutions. Following this chapter, you’ll find our guide to next-steps that we call “moving into action.”

We’re finishing this book’s initial “for review only” edition in early 2021, a time that may well go down in history as America’s great turning.

Yes, it could happen.

But in the midst of such complex crises, predictions feel imprudent. Fear and suffering are everywhere as the COVID-19 death toll climbs daily, while the pain of forced isolation reminds us just how much we need each other. Despite the pandemic, Americans turned out to protest the horrific police murder of George Floyd in what some scholars see as the largest movement in our country’s history. Supported by two-thirds of Americans, the protests triggered public dialogue about systemic racism. Simultaneously, the pandemic’s massive income losses have called forth billions in public aid, underscoring the need for an accountable government.

And after four years of President Trump’s violations of democratic norms, our nation is grappling with the meaning and consequences of his role in fomenting America’s first, and deadly, insurrectionist assault on our Capitol. Lies and attacks on our democracy continue as many on the right still believe the election was stolen, and bills to restrict voting access are gaining traction in almost every state.

Certainly, more of us are paying attention ... struggling to find new footing. On this new ground, might we come together realize our connected fate and discover our power to confront the climate crisis’ threat to life itself? In this biggest challenge facing our species, we are all contributors and therefore can all become solvers—as we’ve shown throughout this book.

Now, in our final chapter and the “into-action” guide that follows it, we try to explore the roots of our crises as well as to offer irresistible opportunities for each of us to seize this moment of transformation.

The Movement Moves

I’ll never forget the thrill of that night at the Strand Theater. It was April 18, 2019.
I found myself jumping out of my seat and cheering more than I ever had as a kid at a baseball game. And this was no stadium. The Strand is a stately, magnificently renovated, one-hundred-year-old theater in the Boston neighborhood of Dorchester—known for its racial and cultural diversity. The only other time I’d been in the Strand was in 2008, when the city invited all Bostonians to watch Obama’s inauguration on a big screen.

Eleven years later, in 2019, my experience that night with the Sunrise Movement also opened in me a new world of hope. I saw it in the eyes of young people who’d created the night’s program, energizing a crowd 1,400 strong.

But I also took in the pain of the youth of color who, via film, shared stories revealing just how much fossil-fuel pollution has harmed them. And I appreciated the rally’s embrace of older generations, too, as, for example, when septuagenarian Massachusetts Senator Edward Markey was invited to the stage.

And who were these young people, able to pull off such a night?

They are the Sunrise Movement, born in 2017. From its beginning, the Sunrise Movement’s goal has been to build both people power and political power. Members push for transformative change by talking to their neighbors, organizing their communities, and building a wide base of popular support for the Green New Deal, introduced in Chapter 1. This base has worked to elect champions of climate solutions and social justice—first in the 2018 midterm elections and then in the 2020 election.

Sunrise understands that there is no climate solution without governments accountable to citizens. So, in early 2019, Sunrise organized a group of young people—preteens to early twenties—to confront long-time California Senator Dianne Feinstein with the demand that she support the Green New Deal. Two other youth organizations—Youth vs. Apocalypse and Bay Area Earth Guardians—joined them.

Her response to their passion? A scolding. “You didn’t vote for me…I’ve been doing this for 30 years. I know what I’m doing,” she said.

Big mistake, Dianne.

A Twitter clip of the exchange scored more than 9 million views.

During its Green New Deal Tour that followed, Sunrise hosted over 200 town halls, and in June 2019 led a 3-day sit-in at the Democratic National Committee headquarters in D.C. Participants agreed to leave only when the DNC scheduled a vote for a climate debate at its August meeting. The DNC agreed to bring the issue forward, but ultimately voted not to allow Democratic presidential candidates to hold a climate debate. The candidates themselves went ahead anyway with a “town hall” on climate hosted by CNN.

“There’s a lot of suffering that happens in the world that you can’t stop. But there’s a lot that you can. ... The fact that we are steeped in painful topics means you actually have to create your own joy.”

—Varshini Prakash, Sunrise Movement Executive Director, 2019
Then in September 2019, Sunrise helped organize the Global Climate strike, the largest day of action for climate justice in world history, involving over 3 million people in over 4,000 events in 150 countries.

Over the same period, a similar global call to action, “Extinction Rebellion” (XR), has been gaining strength. By 2019, there were 1,000 XR groups in 75 nations. Proudly leaderless, decentralized, and apolitical, this network uses nonviolent direct action and civil disobedience to ignite government action on the climate and ecological emergency.

The demands of Extinction Rebellion are fourfold—that government tell the climate-crisis truth; act now to get to net zero emissions by 2025; create and be led by the decisions of a Citizens’ Assembly on “climate and ecological justice,” with members selected by lottery; and that there be a just transition prioritizing Black and Indigenous people, people of color and people in poor communities. It should be noted that Citizens’ Assemblies have been used in numerous countries to strengthen citizen voices and increase transparency.

Extinction Rebellion’s bold beginnings?

In October 2018, activists in London’s Parliament Square—addressing the queen directly—announced “a Declaration of Rebellion against the UK government.” With artistic street theater and tree planting, their movement took off, spreading not only throughout Europe and the US but the world over. In November, they held a Global Hunger Strike in solidarity with the hundreds of millions who go hungry today and suffer the most from the climate crisis’ impact.

The following spring, within weeks after XR’s first two-week London mass mobilization, “the U.K. government declared a climate emergency and announced a legally binding target for net-zero carbon emissions by 2050,” as Time reported. More positive responses came from government officials throughout Europe.

As we complete this limited-edition book for your feedback, we applaud Extinction Rebellion’s street action proclaiming to the UK government that there is “no going back” on its commitment to fight climate chaos. During the COVID-19 pandemic, its activists “painted bike lanes onto streets and launched mass bike rides as part of a weekend of socially distanced protests.”

“This is the time to re-imagine our streets,” said Louise, a cycling activist. “The increase in air quality is tangible. We can’t go back to the pollution we had before, where cars are king.” The UK government has pledged to spend the equivalent of $300 million on temporary pop-up bike lanes.

Extinction Rebellion also placed 2,000 children’s shoes in London’s Trafalgar Square to draw attention to the fact that climate chaos most puts our youngest generations in danger.

Since my night at the Strand with Sunrise, and my later encounters with friends deeply engaged in Extinction Rebellion, both movements have stoked my energy and determination.
But it could be such inspiring, recent actions would not have been possible without decades of teaching and action by environmental pioneers such as Bill McKibben. He didn’t just write the first book on the climate crisis for a wide-audience, *The End of Nature*, ringing the alarm in 1989, but he and a small group of passionate university students also went on to orchestrate the first-ever planet-wide climate actions. Since 2008, 350.org has centered its work around both personal choices and collective action for science-based public policies, along with stigmatizing those destroying the planet for profit.

Within a year of its founding, 350.org had organized the most widespread day of political action in the planet’s history, with more than 4,000 events in 170 countries. It followed that feat with the world’s largest art project: organizing crowds tens of thousands strong that created messages photographed from space—an astounding accomplishment. In 2014, 350.org helped oversee the People’s Climate March, which in New York City alone engaged 400,000 people—including my daughter, Anna, and me. The 350.org imperative of keeping fossil fuels in the ground and creating a green energy revolution—the fruits of which are shared equitably and leveraged as a tool of broader change—jibes with that of the Green New Deal. One of its architects, Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, calls it “the moon shot, the civil rights movement of [her] generation”—invoking John F. Kennedy’s unifying call for the country to do the impossible. The Green New Deal reframes environmentalism—sometimes reduced to a prerogative of the well-off—as a way to good jobs and solutions to multiple, interacting crises.

With energy mounting via these movements, we fervently hope the stories in previous chapters reinforce readers’ commitment to act. Now, we can press President Biden to follow through on the promises made on the campaign trail to enact climate policy powerful enough to meet our climate emergency, and we can encourage all our fellow citizens to step out beyond our comfort zones to work on behalf of life itself.

As noted, to make it even easier for you to jump in, we follow this chapter with “Into Action,” introducing key organizations for immediate involvement.

Since wise action, however, must touch root causes, I now dive into the roots that our actions must remake.

**Yes, We Can...If**

We’ve loved preparing this book because all we’ve learned has stirred in us a deeper sense of possibility that, indeed, it’s not too late to avoid the most catastrophic loss and suffering from the climate crisis.

But, of course, there must be an “if” at the end of that sentence.

And here it is: All the bold, creative acts we’ve shared—and so many more—can only have the needed impact if our actions reshape the decision-making power on which solutions depend. Remaking power demands a very deep dive. It means committing ourselves to live democracy.

“Live democracy?”
Yes.

By “live democracy,” I don’t mean arriving at an ideal democracy. Democracy is not a
destination. It is “a process, not a static condition,” as William Hastie reminded us when he served
in the 1950s and 1960s as the first African American judge on the U.S Court of Appeals. His famous
quote continues: Democracy “is becoming, rather than being. It can be easily lost, but is never fully
won.”

So “living democracy” means to me that we are heading in its direction, embracing
democracy’s principles and preconditions, and actively striving to bring them alive. In other words,
we are working toward government being ever-more
accountable to all citizens, not to private wealth.

First, though, we must register how far we have
to go; for solutions—whether public or private—depend
on realistic self-assessment.

Privately Held Government is Not Democracy

First, wealth in the hands of a few continues to turn into political clout, bending the rules in
favor of the privileged few. Recall the huge political donations from Big Oil mentioned earlier.

Spending in our federal elections, adjusted for inflation, rose from the already shocking sum
of roughly $4.6 billion in 2000 to over $7 billion in 2016. Then, in 2020, presidential-election
donors doubled that huge sum—reaching $14 billion.

And the sources of these enormous funds are grossly concentrated. In 2018, over 70
percent of political contributions of at least $200 come from only one-half of one percent donors.

Over the last decade, the ten largest donors and their spouses put $1.2 billion into federal
elections.

So, Trump’s ascendancy was predictable: Among the super-wealthy with enormous political
power is Robert (Bob) Mercer, who has called civil rights legislation a mistake. He began supporting
Trump seven years ago, reports award-winning writer Jane Mayer in The New Yorker. She notes that
one of Mercer’s senior employees observed that “Trump wouldn’t be President if not for Bob.”

After two Supreme Court decisions, Citizens United in 2010 and McCutcheon in 2014,
unleashed corporate spending in politics, both super PACs and “dark money” (i.e., untraceable to a
specific donor) grew massively. Moreover, election-related spending by non-party, unaccountable
independent groups jumped six-fold to $4.5 billion over the last decade, from the $750 million total
of such spending over the two prior decades. And, the Koch-sponsored network now rivals the
Republican Party in its reach.

We’ve been duly warned.

More than 100 years ago, Teddy Roosevelt noted that the Constitution “does not give the
right of suffrage to any corporation ... There can be no effective control of corporations while their
political activity remains.”
But we didn’t listen, so private power over public affairs—exerted via corporate and individual wealth—remains a primary reason why we’ve witnessed ongoing voter suppression. This includes such tactics as pointedly limiting the voices of those likely to resist the agenda of the super-wealthy, which, of course, means low-income people and people of color in particular.\(^{35}\)

The effect of voter suppression can change the course of history.

Consider what happened in 2016 in Wisconsin, where Donald Trump won by fewer than 23,000 votes. There, according to Ari Berman, author of *Give Us the Ballot*, voter turnout was the lowest it had been since 2000 largely due to voting restriction laws, though in the two previous presidential elections Wisconsin had ranked second nationally in voter participation.\(^{36}\)

So, what had changed?

More than half the state’s decline in turnout occurred in Milwaukee, which Clinton carried by a 17-18 percent margin, but voter suppression created a plunge in black voters. So almost 41,000 fewer people in the city voted in 2016 than in 2012.\(^{37}\)

Then, add to voter suppression the gerrymandering of districts for partisan advantage, as we explain in *Daring Democracy*, my book co-authored with Adam Eichen. In 2012, for example, Democrats won almost 1.6 million more votes than Republicans in House races, but they still lost the majority of seats.\(^{38}\) In Pennsylvania, despite Democratic candidates receiving about half of the votes statewide, Republicans won 72 percent of available House seats.\(^{39}\) In all, partisan gerrymandering “has never been worse in modern American history than it is today,” according to the Campaign Legal Center.\(^{40}\)

Little wonder trust in government has fallen off the proverbial cliff, from 77 percent in 1964 to 17 percent in 2019.\(^{41}\) Acts of voter suppression are not a thing of the past but rather a continued threat to our democracy. Even in its 2021 annual ranking of countries by their political rights and civil liberties, Freedom House found the US dropping significantly in the past decade, from 94 to 83\(^{42}\), ranking among Monaco and Romania.\(^{43}\) An updated and continuous list of voter suppression efforts can be found at www.DemocracyMovement.US.

Given these grim realities, widespread feelings of powerlessness are understandable, and perhaps the greatest barrier to progress on all fronts, including climate.

The influence of private interests is especially lethal when it comes to facing the climate crisis.

Way back in 2001, Vice President Dick Cheney’s Energy Task Force, then designing our energy policy, met with executives from large oil companies. And environmentalists? They were denied access.\(^{44}\) In 2020, fossil fuel corporations made nearly $122 million in political contributions to influence races, almost all going to Republicans. The industry put nearly another $111 million into lobbying.\(^{45}\) Climate-denying Koch Industries was the second largest funder.\(^{46}\)
Over the past couple of decades, fossil fuel corporations have made $5 billion in political contributions, an amount that seems massive but is dwarfed by the $20 billion funneled from our government to fossil fuel companies through subsidies. And that estimate doesn’t count indirect public subsidies.

The corruption doesn’t stop with fossil fuel corporations. It trickles down to powerful utility companies.

In 2016 in Ohio, for example, the FirstEnergy utility company gave former state House Speaker Larry Householder over $60 million for a new legislative campaign, funneled through a shell “nonprofit” to evade campaign finance laws. The sum was big enough not only for him to win a seat but also to help allied candidates—who soon voted him Speaker of the House yet again.

Householder, a Republican, was thus able to push through his top priority—a bailout of two nuclear plants and several unprofitable coal plants. The bailout law upped charges on ratepayers by $150 million a year and rolled back environmental protections.

In July of 2020, Householder was arrested for “likely the largest bribery, money-laundering scheme ever perpetrated against the people of the state of Ohio,” but he has yet to resign. He pleaded not guilty and as of early 2021 remains free, awaiting his criminal trial.

Householder’s arrest came just a week after ComEd, a large Illinois-based utility company, was forced to pay a $200 million fine for bribing political figures.

Elsewhere, utility companies have hired actors to participate in staged pro-gas power plant protests and interfere with petition drives against pro-industry policy.

In 2018, Arizona Public Service—a utility company, despite its name—spent $38 million to defeat new renewable energy targets but has since changed its tune and is now committed to weaning itself from fossil fuel.

The power of private wealth also hurts international action on climate. The international organization Corporate Accountability has played a key role in the fight to end the fossil fuel industry’s insinuation into international forums addressing the climate emergency—first and foremost, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. The “very industries this process seeks to rein in—Big Polluters—have launched a full-fledged campaign to infiltrate, undermine and co-opt this treaty,” reports Sriram Madhusoodanan, Corporate Accountability’s U.S. Campaign Director.

Increasingly, however, Americans are getting it. We grasp that, as we emphasize here, our country can make breakthroughs on any of the essential challenges of our time, including the climate crisis, only as we also fix our derailed democracy.
Democracy and Climate Solutions—Inseparable

Consider that of twenty US states ranked highest in “electoral integrity” by the Electoral Integrity Project—based at Harvard and the University of Sydney—seventeen are also states that this book features for actions addressing the climate crisis.\(^{54c}\)

Limiting warming to 1.5 Celsius requires democratic accountability at every level of government; and, of course, that means federal leadership, too. Yet, even in 2014, well before Trump, political scientists found that the views of the average American have “near-zero” correlation with policies enacted by Washington, while policies favored by the elite strongly correlate with the policies adopted.\(^{55}\)

Another measure of our damaged democracy comes from international comparisons. The Electoral Integrity Project uses teams of knowledgeable observers around the world to rank nations by the integrity of their elections. In its 2019 report, the United States ranked behind 55 other countries.\(^{56}\)

So, protecting life depends on our undertaking a radical redirection to continue the journey of democracy. We can be guided by a primary purpose of our nation, captured in our Constitution’s preamble: to “promote the general Welfare.”

In 1776, John Adams elaborated on this founding purpose, writing: “Government is instituted for the common good; for the protection, safety, and happiness of the people; and not for the profit, honor or private interest of any one man, family, or class of men.”\(^{57}\) Of course, Adams couldn’t have guessed that almost 250 years later our patriotic duty to protect the “common good” would come to require immediate, sweeping steps to protect the basis of life itself.

In other words, in this moment, to save the democracy we thought we had, we must take democracy to where it’s never been.

Roots of the Crisis and Hope

Supporting our case for the necessity of democracy, we must start with the basics, asking what humans need to thrive. Beyond our physical requirements, in order to fully thrive—or, for some, to thrive at all—I believe humans need at least three other elements in our lives.

One is a sense of agency—personal power. We evolved as doers, as problem solvers, for which a sense of personal power is required. Social philosopher Erich Fromm calls this aspect of human character our need to “make a dent.”\(^{58}\)

---

\(^{c}\) These 17 states are Vermont, Maine, Minnesota, Iowa, Nevada, Massachusetts, New Mexico, Colorado, Maryland, Louisiana, Oregon, Delaware, Illinois, California, Utah, Rhode Island, and Hawaii.
Autocratic governments, by definition, deny citizens opportunity to experience such power—that is, to create our own futures.

Two, humans need meaning—to feel that our lives count for something beyond our own survival. Autocracy—as well as cults and gangs—can offer limited meaning through, for example, identifying with a “strong man” and offering a sense of belonging; but only democracy enables citizens to create their own, positive meaning within communities they choose.

Three, we need to feel connected to others. Yet in our deeply compromised democracy, the plague of loneliness has become a greater threat to our health than obesity.\(^59\) Real democracy—unlike autocracy—encourages citizens’ coming together in community, including for the purpose of challenging and improving their democracy.

Bottom line: Only democracy—both as a form of governance and an unending journey toward its realization—enables us to experience power, meaning, and connection in constructive ways that no other system of governance can. (Note that, if humans lack a positive way to meet this need, even a terrorist group can meet them—negatively.)

Because democracy creates essential conditions for thriving, the work of democracy is a “we can!”—not a dull chore. So, we can ditch any sense that democracy is about forcing ourselves to swallow the blah spinach of citizenship—or to endure nasty partisan warfare—in order to earn what we really want: our yummy dessert of personal freedoms. No. Engaging in quickening the path of real democracy can be thrilling. We discover deeper meaning in our lives and connection with others ... and come to know that our voice counts.

In other words, we experience human dignity. Yet, today the systems in place in America deny many people their dignity, as so many struggle economically.

The Crisis in Our Economic Lives Undermining Democracy

In measures of economic inequality, the US ranks poorly: as more extreme than in over 100 countries, reveals a World Bank ranking.\(^60\)

But perhaps most shocking is how quickly inequality has deepened. In 1989, CEO pay in the top 350 corporations was 58 times higher than a typical worker earned. Thirty years later, it was 221 times higher.\(^61\)

And here are numbers that capture the economic hardship that follows: In 2019, even before the pandemic, 53 million adult Americans—roughly 44 percent of the workforce—earned a median hourly wage of $10.22, earning just $18,000 annually.\(^62\) The average cost of health care alone would eat up $5,000 of that amount.\(^63\) That’s twice as much for health care, adjusted for inflation, as we paid in the 1980s.\(^64\)
The premise of democracy is the protection and enhancement of human dignity. Such gross unfairness assaults dignity, and thus democracy. Thus, many of our founders worried about the power of concentrating wealth to undermine what Adams called the “common good”—the very purpose of democracy.

And rightfully so. As monopolies arose, in 1907 Teddy Roosevelt called out the “malefactors of great wealth” as “equally careless of the working men, whom they oppress, and of the State, whose existence they imperil.” 65

From our current pain we can see the necessity of going beyond our brutal, even deadly, form of capitalism driving extreme economic concentration. It flows from the myth, identified earlier, that a market can serve life if driven essentially by one rule: Do only what brings highest return to existing wealth. With that logic, wealth accrues to wealth until we end up where we are today, with the top one percent controlling about 30 percent of America’s wealth—more than the entire middle class combined. 66 And without a redirection, it will only get worse.

Thus, to succeed in this critical moment for our planet, democracy must become a set of key conditions—reflecting the three “guideposts” below—that apply in economic life as well as in political governance. So not only at the polls but in our work lives and more broadly. We have real choice—the heart of freedom. Real voice and choice require a floor of security, enabling all to have opportunity.

So, what would economic democracy look like? Let us promote a national conversation on that question.

Too many Americans likely assume in a market economy we have no choice but to accept extreme inequality. Most probably don’t know, for example, that from the 1940s to the 1970s, all income levels in America doubled their real family income, with the poorest gaining the most. Since then, income has raced to the top. 67 In fact, 35% of U.S. workers belonged to unions in 1954, compared to less than 11% of the U.S. labor force today. 68 Additionally, in the early 1950s, corporations paid about a third of all taxes, and now it’s down to less than 10 percent. 69

We can spread the word of lessons in our history, underscoring that there is nothing inevitable about today’s misery. 70

Moreover, even amid today’s economic unfairness, we can also see democratic principles showing up in some economic forms—for example, in accountable publicly or cooperatively owned services. Right now, publicly owned electric utilities serve about 50 million Americans, from Nashville to Seattle, and at a lower cost than investor-owned companies. 71 Electricity cooperatives provide energy for another 20 million American homes, businesses, farms and schools. 72 Democratic principles have also been present in the workplace, as the labor movement, demonstrated by the recent wave of teacher strikes, has allowed workers to democratically organize for better working conditions and wages. 73

Plus, government could take “a majority stake in privately owned fossil fuel firms, winding down production along a science-based timeline and giving workers a dignified off-ramp into other well-paid work,” proposes Carla Skandier of the Democracy Collaborative. 74
The COVID-19 pandemic gave the world a chance to consider the best way to re-build the economy and President Biden has expressed his plans to do so. In his American Rescue Plan, Biden called “on Congress to allocate $3 billion of this funding to the Economic Development Administration... [to] provide resources directly to state and local government entities, tribal institutions, institutions of higher education, and non-profits to fund initiatives that support bottom’s up economic development and enable good paying jobs.”

These effective models enable participants to meet the deep human need for agency that I mentioned above.

But Are Human Beings Even Capable of Democracy?

As I make the case that democracy is our only pathway to meet the climate crisis, I still worry whether, given the state of our world, many could wonder whether humans come equipped for democracy.

In a word, yes. We’re wired for its key requirements. And what are they? Our capacity for empathy, cooperation, and sensitivity to fairness seem like great places to start.

Empathy? Yep. It shows up early. By age 1 we begin to comfort those in distress. In experiments, toddlers as young as 18 months almost universally act to help when they see an adult who needs it.

Cooperation? Our brain’s reward system lights up when we cooperate in ways similar to what happens when we eat chocolate and experience other indulgences! What great evidence that evolutionary selection has long rewarded this virtue. It helps us survive.

And fairness?

The eighteenth-century philosopher Adam Smith—often used to convince us that self-interest drives all—in fact wrote poignantly that we humans “love ourselves only as we love our neighbor,” and we are “in a peculiar manner tied, bound and obliged to the observation of justice.”

Even Capuchin monkeys are sensitive to fairness. Yes. In one experiment the monkeys happily accepted a snack of cucumbers as long as their nearby Capuchin buddies were getting the same. But on seeing a neighbor monkey offered grapes while they still got only cucumbers, some said, in effect, “Hell, no,” throwing their inferior treat right back at their caretaker.

They didn’t just toss the cucumbers back; they went into a rage. Fairness runs deep through our genetic roots.

All right, so we come equipped with good stuff, but where’s proof that we can put our empathy, cooperation, and sensitivity to fairness to work for democracy?

I’d argue that they show up every time any society steps up to hear all voices in creating fair rules governing the creation of wealth and opportunity. Here in America, from 1933 to 1938—even as elite groups resisted—President Roosevelt’s administration, with wide public support,
established Social Security, the right of workers to organize, and the setting of a minimum wage. A dramatic narrowing of inequality followed over the following three decades. Surely, our sense of fairness and empathy helped make all that possible.

Other evidence of our capacity for fairness?

Many countries have made significant progress in creating electoral systems much fairer than ours.81

The experience of Nordic countries speaks volumes about what’s possible when we trust these positive human sensibilities: A century ago, Nordic countries were among Europe’s most unequal. Then, citizen movements challenged a thousand years of oppression and built thriving political and economic democracies.82 Today, voter turnout in the region is 77 percent, way higher than in the US. In Norway, the ratio between what CEOs and workers earn is 16 to 1, while in the US that gap is 278 to 1.83

Greater fairness seems to make us happy, too. Among the top ten happiest countries in the world, five are Nordic.84

And beyond its correlation with happiness, economic equity—country comparisons show—also correlates with better outcomes across the board, from better physical and mental health to less crime.85

My takeaway? Not only do humans come equipped with key emotional requirements for democracy, but when we have the courage to act on those instincts, it really works.

Thus, above all, democracy requires the cultivation of courage—first and foremost, the courage to acknowledge what history proves: our huge liability … our tendency to blame or “to other.” Thus, we have what it takes for democracy, but to reverse our downward slide and push ahead on democracy’s journey requires acknowledging that humans—virtually all of us—evolved with both positive as well as evil capacities.

Bottom line: We can’t blame “bad people,” for what shows up largely depends on the conditions we as a society together create. Do they bring forth the best or the worst in us?

Democracy’s Guideposts

History suggests that three such guideposts may be essential—that democracy is a journey away from three conditions now proven over humanity’s long social evolution to bring forth the worst in us, and moving toward their opposites.

Let’s take each in turn.

First: Democracy is a journey away from concentrated power and toward dispersed, inclusive power. We now know—from Hitler and Mao to Big Oil or Amazon—that tightly held power leads humans to justify narrow self-seeking … and even atrocities. Thus, the journey of democracy is toward widely shared power, so no one is voiceless.
Current examples can serve as our lighthouses on the journey.

Maine and Connecticut have chosen to vastly cut the role of private wealth in elections. They offer candidates for state office the option of using public money to run their campaigns once they establish themselves as viable. (Arizona’s similar effort has, sadly, been hampered by an unfortunate Supreme Court decision.\textsuperscript{86})

Seattle is another trailblazer. In 2015, the city passed a new approach to public financing that not only reduces candidate dependency on wealthy donors but engages citizens directly. The city introduced Democracy Vouchers in key city elections: Voters receive four $25 vouchers they can donate to their preferred candidates.\textsuperscript{87}

**Second:** Democracy is a journey away from secrecy and toward transparency because humans too often don’t do as well when we know no one is watching. Case in point? Before the big crash of 2008, Wall Street bankers pushing risky investments on the unsuspecting had a secret industry code, IBG YBG: “I’ll be gone. You’ll be gone.”\textsuperscript{88} In other words, they knew they were operating free of public scrutiny and could get out—undetected—with their big bucks before the crash, leaving the rest of us to pick up the tab. And they did. The crash reduced the wealth of eight out of ten American households by almost 40 percent.\textsuperscript{89} White median wealth dropped by one 21 percent, while for Black households it dropped 61 percent.\textsuperscript{90}

So, democracy is a journey toward the opposite—transparency.

Example? In 2017, California passed the DISCLOSE ACT, so now residents at least know which deep pockets are paying for political ads.\textsuperscript{91}

Here’s an amusing story about the power of transparency—or even a reminder of it. At a UK university, too many faculty were not paying for their “honor system” coffee. So a clever psychology professor hung a photo of human eyes looking down on the coffee station, and soon the professors were paying nearly three times as much for their coffee!\textsuperscript{92} Even the thought of someone watching seems to make us behave better.

**Third:** Democracy is a journey away from today’s culture of blame and toward accepting the truth that, since we are all connected, we are all implicated.

For while our species has evolved democracy-enabling traits, we do have a tragic vulnerability. As noted, it is our tendency to blame, especially those we perceive as different. “Othering” shows up even in babies.\textsuperscript{93} Yikes.

So, we’re easy prey for those who seek to use blame to divide us—using racism and fear of other cultures.

The journey of democracy is therefore toward its opposite. That means actively creating cultures of mutual accountability. As Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel puts it, “Some are guilty, but all are responsible.”\textsuperscript{94}

Fortunately, we humans have also proven we can learn from experience.
We must acknowledge our weakness for “othering”; then we must create rules that help protect us against it, as we have done with legally enforceable civil rights laws and other forms of progress toward racial justice. In 2020 the brutal police murder of the unarmed Black man George Floyd is forcing a reckoning, as many white people begin to acknowledge how painfully unfinished America’s struggle is to end racism.

I have been moved in learning how German schools teach the tragic history of the Holocaust to their children. They refuse to let themselves forget: Germany also places plaques near former homes of many Jews killed, both to honor their lives and so that Germans will never forget this human vulnerability to target others. Compensation for horrific harm from weakness of “othering” is needed, as well. Note that Germany paid reparations to victims of the Holocaust.

Of course, democracy demands constant vigilance—as today we’re experiencing eruptions of this deadly scapegoating rather than taking responsibility for our roles in enabling systemic oppression.

Uniting for Democracy

In facing the climate and the democracy crisis, consider that part of our widespread feelings of powerlessness may in part reflect our lack of awareness of the widespread common ground and progress that our fellow Americans are making toward putting citizens in democracy’s drivers’ seat.

First, where is that common ground? We can fight the widespread, paralyzing perception that “We are a divided nation,” as Trump tweeted in 2016, successfully fostering fear and more “othering.” We can challenge this false notion and instead celebrate how much we agree on.

Let’s start with Americans’ views of democracy itself.

Many of us, if not most, recognize its brokenness. One measure of our damaged democracy is international comparison. The Electoral Integrity Project uses teams of knowledgeable observers around the world to rank nations by the integrity of their elections. In its 2019 report, the United States ranked behind 55 countries.

More than two-thirds of Americans believe that large corporations and a few rich people wield excessive and unfair power in this country. Fully 84 percent agree that “money has too much influence” on elections. And, 78 percent of Americans, including 80 percent of Republicans, oppose the Supreme Court’s Citizens United ruling.

And we agree there are solutions:

❖ On elections. A majority of those polled want either fundamental changes or a complete restructuring of the system for financing campaigns. Nearly eight in ten favor limits on both raising and spending money in Congressional campaigns.

❖ On the economy. Polls taken in 2019 and 2020 show that seven in ten American adults agree that our economic system unfairly favors powerful interests. 84 percent favor paid family leave, and two-thirds support a $15 federal minimum wage.
❖ On gun control. As of 2019, a majority of Americans—including 82 percent of Republicans and 93 percent of Democrats—favor closing gun-sale loopholes by enforcing background checks for private gun sales and at gun shows.103

❖ On our federal tax system. Six in ten of us believe that upper-income Americans do not pay enough in taxes, while 82 percent are bothered—either “some” or “a lot”—that corporations are not paying their fair tax share.104

❖ On energy and climate. Seventy-seven percent of Americans now believe the US should prioritize the development of renewable energy over expanding fossil fuel production.105 In the 2020 presidential primary, Democratic voters for the first time ever listed climate change as a top-tier voting issue, if not the top-tier issue.106

So, we can bury the discouraging and false notion that we’re hopelessly divided, and with confidence embrace our foundational task as citizens: building a citizens’ “movement of movements” for democracy that does not quit until all voices are heard.

A Movement of Movements for Democracy

In what may be a historic first, Americans are coming together across “issue passions” to tackle core democracy system reforms.

Americans who primarily identify with, say, the food, racial justice, labor, or environmental movements are joining forces on the “mother of all issues”—democracy itself. And, I believe, this citizens’ “movement of movements” is on the march toward precisely the three essentials of democracy and dignity defined above—dispersed power, transparency, and a culture of mutual accountability.

For me, personally, 2016 was the year of discovery.

I’d spent my adult life weaving between the food-and-hunger challenge and the underlying question of democracy, but in the fall of 2015 at the world’s first global conference on money in politics, I made a personal vow not only to write but to act more forcefully on behalf of democracy itself.

The next spring, that vow led me on a long march for big democracy reforms—from protection of voting rights to ending gerrymandering to removing the power of big money in public decision making. In Democracy Spring, about one hundred of us marched roughly 130 miles, starting at the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia and ending on the steps of the Capitol. There we joined with another collaborative action, Democracy Awakening; and ultimately, 1,400 of us were arrested in what was the biggest sit-in there in living memory.

For me, the inner shift was palpable.

For the first time—at least since I was an organizer in the 1960s’ War on Poverty—I knew I was part of something much bigger than myself. And, while walking, literally, in step with people I’d likely never have met otherwise—a former banker, a veteran, a teenager from California—our differences convinced me that belief in democracy comes from many life experiences. I felt less like an oddball. Less alone.
So how to make this movement unstoppable?
Well, I came to see that one can “fall in love” with democracy.
Yes, that claim could sound ridiculous. But for me, expressing myself with others and pushing forward fair rules within the rising Democracy Movement is exhilarating. And it is worthy of the word “love.”

Congressman and civil rights hero John Lewis died as we were working on this book. Enraptured by his funeral service and a new film about his life, I was struck over and over by Lewis’ talk of “love.” Love is what motivated him. I began absorbing the notion that democracy is for me an expression of “love of humankind”—because only democracy allows humans to flourish, and thus the rest of creation that is now in our hands.

The seed of that realization happened as I marched.
I’ve also learned that social movements themselves are microcosms of a living democracy. Coming together around shared initiatives gives the Democracy Movement the opportunity to put our vision into practice—we ourselves are learning to engage in collective decision making, ensure a wide distribution of power, and center transparency and accountability to each other and our communities. Practicing active participation on a small scale allows us to model what we are fighting for and strengthen our muscles for engagement with our larger societal systems.

In the five years since Democracy Spring, a new coalition—Democracy Initiative—has emerged, uniting more than 70 organizations and representing 45 million Americans. The democracy-reform, labor, environment, racial justice movements, and more, are all engaged. They are learning that it’s possible to “love two children at once”—meaning, as a friend told me: We can stay true to an issue passion and at the same time pay critical attention, as needed, to furthering democracy.

And the rising Democracy Movement is achieving victories.
In the 2018 midterm election, and again in state and local elections in 2019, democracy was a big winner. In the 2018 mid-terms, seventeen states and cities and one county passed democracy reforms. Then, in 2019 “more states advance[d] more election reforms than at any time since the progressive era of the early 20th century,” declared George Pillsbury and Miles Rapoport in The American Prospect. 107

Spread the word!

A Democracy Movement Meeting Place
To enable all Americans to connect easily to fight for our democracy, the Democracy Initiative and our Small Planet Institute have teamed up to create an online meeting place: www.DemocracyMovement.US. There, you can quickly grasp the scope of this dynamic movement, seeing federal, state, and local reforms. You can quickly jump to your own state to support democracy-reform campaigns—be they to further voting rights, money-out-of-politics, or an end to partisan gerrymandering. You’ll also find inspiring resources.
My experience has convinced me that with dramatic common action through the Climate Crisis Movement, the Racial Justice Movement, and the Democracy Movement, enough Americans can be moved to step up to tackle the problems at their intertwined roots before it is too late.

One City’s Lessons for Living Democracy

Throughout, we’ve emphasized how those most harmed by our anti-democratic political system and by the climate crisis are low-income Americans, and especially people of color. One compelling feature of the Green New Deal is that it builds from the awareness that in strategies which address climate and poverty simultaneously, we can work consciously to uproot our economy’s systemic racism.

Here is one story tying these threads together.

Few cities in America know the brutal damage of fossil fuel—both to health and to democracy—as acutely as Richmond, California.

Across the bay from San Francisco, the people of Richmond—63 percent of whom are people of color—had lived for more than a century under the heel of Standard Oil/Chevron, notorious for denying citizens a real voice by stacking the City Council.108 The health consequences have been deadly: “The population in closest proximity to the refinery,” reported The Guardian in 2019, “has disproportionately high rates of cardiovascular disease and cancer.” And “data from the California Environmental Protection Agency ranks every community bordering the Chevron in the 99th centile for asthma.”109

But in 2004 things began to change.

In a local “movement of movements,” the Richmond Progressive Alliance—the RPA—drew together some local labor unions with immigrant-rights, police-accountability, and environmental-justice activists, and by 2004 the Alliance was strong enough to win its first City Council seat. In 2014, after a massive Chevron fire and ten years of running its own slates for council seats, the RPA slate swept the election by winning all four open seats despite being outspent 20-to-1 by Chevron-supported opponents.110

Community leader and former planning commission member Andres Soto told me that the Alliance has proven that “once you get people engaged in the governmental process and they start learning how things work, they will then see that there’s a role for them, and maybe they could be on the Planning Commission … maybe they could run for City Council.”

Soto—whose grandparents immigrated from Mexico—is a working musician and grandfather of four who has seen and helped spur big, systemic change.

By crafting unity among diverse citizen interests, the Council lifted Richmond’s minimum wage to among the nation’s highest and enacted the first rent control measure in thirty years in California. Plus, to reduce the power of big money in elections, the city has passed public financing for races for Council seats.
Most recently, in 2020, the Richmond City Council adopted an ordinance to phase out shipping and handling of coal and petroleum coke at its port—currently endangering residents with harmful pollution.111

And when the COVID pandemic hit, still more evidence of Richmond’s resourcefulness became evident: Urban farmers associated with the social benefit organization Urban Tilth became a “saving grace,” the local news reported, upping their fresh-produce output six-fold with help from a USDA initiative called Farmers to Families.112

"Frontline stories inform communities everywhere that there is hope,” said Soto, “when the community organizes itself to take control of the reins of power in its own backyard." This is living democracy—able to confront both the climate crisis and equity crises.

And here’s a final story weaving together many elements of the unique possibilities of this historic time.

**Courage & Human Connection: One Young Woman’s Story**

Chloe Maxmin, 29, grew up on her parents’ farm in Nobleboro, a Maine town of about 1,600. Describing herself as an activist since age 12, she earned a degree at Harvard in 2015 while making time to co-found Divest Harvard, a campaign to push the university’s divestment from fossil fuels described in Chapter 2.

She loved her hometown and wanted to return, she told us.

So, hey, she thought, why not run for the state legislature?

In 2018, she entered the Democratic primary to represent District 88, and won with almost 80 percent of the vote. Then, taking on a local businessman and retired pilot, she won the seat—even though her district had never chosen a Democrat.

Given her youth, it’s striking that Maxmin now represents a district where the share of the population over 65 greatly exceeds the national average.

And how did she win against all odds?

First, she can thank Maine’s 1996 first-in-the-nation “Clean Elections” law mentioned above. It entitles candidates for the state legislature to receive public financing if they collect a certain number of small contributions from voters in their district. For a seat in Maine’s House, that’s sixty $5 contributions. For the Senate, each contribution can’t be more than $75 and for governor, $3,200. The candidate also must agree not to raise or spend any private money.113

Maine’s “Clean Elections” law levels the campaign-playing field, making running for office accessible to anyone regardless of income or background. It helps to hold candidates accountable to the voters, not to their funders.

While 14 states offer some kind of public campaign financing for some offices, aside from Maine only two other states, Connecticut and Arizona, offer full public funding for state legislative offices. (And, as noted, Arizona’s program has been undermined by a 2011 Supreme Court decision.)114
While Clean Elections helped to make Maxmin’s campaign possible, her success also reflects her deep engagement with voters. “Whenever people ask me how we won, and how we did it, my answer, quite frankly, is ‘just listen to people, pay attention.’” She stressed that “once you get through differing opinions on policy issues, below that ... we all share an incredibly deep frustration with our government.”

She sees the state level as offering “opportunity to really rebuild our humanity and rebuild our faith in each other and politics.”

One encounter with a man living in a trailer home at the end of a narrow dirt road seemed to capture her point. “He was surprised to see me,” she said, as “I was the first political candidate to come to his door and listen.” At the end of their talk, he told Maxmin, “You’re the first person to listen to me. Everyone judges what my house looks like. They don’t bother to knock. I’m grateful that you came. I’m going to vote for you. Thank you.”

In all, her campaign team knocked on at least 10,000 doors ... and listened.

Once in office, Maxmin quickly moved on her commitment to helping her district by passing Green New Deal legislation.

“From the beginning, I was very clear in our messaging that my [Green New Deal] bill was by and for Maine, by and for my community, that it was specific and targeted legislation to lift up the voices of rural and working Maine. I called it the Green New Deal so everyone would pay attention to it and see it was a different way of talking about climate change.

Fortunately, five colleagues—including two Republicans—in the state’s House and Senate shared Chloe’s values enough to introduce their own complementary legislation. “We had to make up for eight years” of Republican governor and climate-change denier Paul LePage, she said. He had blocked every climate initiative.

Despite finding allies, it wasn’t easy. When, after only six months in office, Maxmin stood at the chamber podium to introduce her Green New Deal for Maine Act, Republican colleagues immediately interrupted her, not once, but four times in quick succession.115

Maxmin remained undeterred, and ultimately her Green New Deal bill passed the Maine House by a hefty margin: 84 to 55.116 In all, seven green bills passed between February and June, 2019, including a state “renewable energy portfolio standard” and a goal of 80 percent renewable energy by 2030 and 100 percent by 2050. Maine also set the goal of reducing the state’s greenhouse gas emissions by 80 percent by 2050.

With this success, Maine became the third state after California and New Mexico to pass a Green New Deal and commit to a carbon-reduction goal.

Maxmin is especially pleased that her bill was endorsed by a state AFL-CIO affiliate, the first such bill at the state level to receive labor’s support. Why? Her bill specifically mandates that a share—beginning with 10 percent and rising to 25 percent by 2027—of jobs in major solar installations have to be filled by those in apprentice programs registered with the Department of Labor.
Maxmin’s strong positions on climate and economic justice impress me; but what also makes her a leader for our time is her commitment to democracy itself. “Everything in our lives depends on our political system, and we need to figure out different ways of running campaigns with respect and dignity for everybody,” she told the Maine Times Record.

We release this book for feedback amid the COVID-19 pandemic, economic hardship, and an awakening to racism within our policing and far beyond—and following a shocking betrayal of democracy by citizens violently storming our Capitol.

Simultaneously, many Americans have come to see that the election of Donald Trump was not an aberration but grew in large part from anti-democracy rules and practices, which we know how to correct. So, It’s Not Too Late! is dedicated to a simple proposition: We can’t wait, and we don’t have to wait. We have the public support and the tools to confront the climate crisis, and in the process, address our nation’s deep systemic ills of economic inequity, racism, and a damaged democracy.

With a new administration in Washington, 2021 can be a new beginning, both for tackling both our climate and our democracy root crises. We hope our book can offer inspiration and evidence of workable initiatives that quickly can be taken to scale. Fortunately, millions of Americans—fed up with so-called democracy that answers to private power—are awakening to their own power, the power of citizens in action.

We thank you for reading our book and eagerly look forward to your suggestions about how to strengthen it for this historic moment.
So, we leave you with this final thought:

Of course, we know that it is too late to prevent massive losses, and accurately predicting the speed and magnitude of greater losses is not possible. We do know, however, that all the work chronicled in these pages by citizens and their elected bodies is the real work of democracy—work that is essential in building the trust and skills to address problems together.

How well we learn to do democracy will ultimately determine how we weather the rougher times ahead. Developing our capacities in the arts of democracy will determine whether we are entering an era of human growth fed by feelings of solidarity or an era of human brutality fired by deepening distrust. Our commitment to democracy, therefore, will ultimately determine whether life as we know it survives.

The only way, however, any of us can believe in the possibility that humanity will rise to this challenge is to jump in ourselves. In taking action for the America we want, we will also be discovering the power, meaning, and connection that is our birthright.

And Now...Joining with Others in Courageous Action Before It Is Too Late


Recent Action: In 2016 it turned out 30,000 people on 6 continents to 20 escalated actions with the call: “Keep it in the ground.”²

Recent Victory: In 2017 with First Nations partners, 350.org helped defeat Canada’s Energy East pipeline.³

How to Take Action: Get newsletter from https://350.org/get-involved/; get training climate about the crisis and how to campaign effectively: https://trainings.350.org/; start or join a 350.org grassroots campaign: https://campaigns.350.org/

Amnesty International (https://www.amnesty.org/en/): Since 1961. “Amnesty International is a global movement of more than 10 million people who take injustice personally. We are campaigning for a world where human rights are enjoyed by all.”⁴
**Recent Action**: The organization released an in-depth report of legal violations and improper behavior by law enforcement against Black Lives Matter supporters during recent protests.\(^5\)

**Recent Victory**: Through aiding lobbying and legal efforts, Amnesty International succeeded in securing the release of another political prisoner, this time an opposition leader in Guinea named Oumar Sylla.\(^6\)


---

**BlueGreen Alliance** ([https://www.bluegreenalliance.org](https://www.bluegreenalliance.org)): Since 2006. The BlueGreen Alliance “unites labor unions and environmental organizations to solve today’s environmental challenges in ways that create and maintain quality jobs and build a clean, thriving, and equitable economy.”\(^7\)

**Recent Action**: In late August, BlueGreen Alliance announced its first ever presidential endorsement—for Joe Biden. “Biden has put forward ambitious and achievable plans to tackle the pressing issues our nation faces—including the health and economic disaster caused by the coronavirus, climate emergency, and profound racial and economic inequalities,” Executive Director Jason Walsh wrote.\(^8\)

**Recent Victory**: During the heightening Covid-19 pandemic, BlueGreen Alliance launched an online tool to help “American workers understand their rights, give access to critical safety information, and anonymously report unsafe working conditions.”\(^9\)

**How to Take Action**: Get information about to make your workplace safer, or get involved to help others [https://www.bluegreenalliance.org/take-action/](https://www.bluegreenalliance.org/take-action/); join the alliance [https://www.bluegreenalliance.org/take-action/actions/join/](https://www.bluegreenalliance.org/take-action/actions/join/)

---

**Center for Biological Diversity** ([https://www.biologicaldiversity.org](https://www.biologicaldiversity.org)): Since 1989. CBD uses biological data, legal expertise, and the power of the Endangered Species Act to protect land and wildlife: “Because diversity has intrinsic value, and because its loss impoverishes society, we work to secure a future for all species, great and small, hovering on the brink of extinction.”\(^10\)

**Recent Action**: The Center for Biological Diversity, along with partnering organizations and Alaska Natives, sued the Trump administration in August for their plan to allow drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, a massive 19-million-acre wilderness area.\(^11\)

**Recent Victory**: In a lawsuit pushed by the CBD, “the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals on Wednesday upheld a 2018 federal ruling that the Trump administration violated the Endangered Species Act” in removing protections for grizzly bears.\(^12\)

**How to Take Action**: Sign up to volunteer! [https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/action/forms/volunteer/application](https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/action/forms/volunteer/application); find nearby events [https://map.biologicaldiversity.org](https://map.biologicaldiversity.org)
Ceres ([https://www.ceres.org](https://www.ceres.org)): Since 1989. Founded in response to the Exxon Valdez spill, “Ceres is a sustainability nonprofit organization working with the most influential investors and companies to build leadership and drive solutions throughout the economy.”

**Recent Action:** This summer, “the Ceres Accelerator for Sustainable Capital Markets issued a report, Addressing Climate Change as a Systemic Financial Risk: A Call to Action for U.S. Regulators, recommending more than 50 specific actions financial regulators should take to incorporate climate change across their mandates.”

**Recent Victory:** Ceres works with major companies to produce the financial case for climate action. Last year the organization led “the largest-ever business-led advocacy day for climate action in which 330 business representatives met with more than 80 congressional offices.”

**How to Take Action:** Get involved in Ceres’ investor and company networks [https://www.ceres.org/get-involved](https://www.ceres.org/get-involved), attend a Ceres event [https://www.ceres.org/events](https://www.ceres.org/events)

Citizen’s Climate Lobby ([https://citizensclimatelobby.org/](https://citizensclimatelobby.org/)): Since 2007. CCL builds relationships with community leaders and with policymakers focused on what experts say is a crucial policy to reduce carbon emissions: a carbon price.

**Recent Action:** In 2020, generated 18,620 calls to congressional offices, 26,326 personal letters, and held 833 virtual lobby meetings during our June and December lobbying efforts.

**Recent Victory:** Built support for the bipartisan Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act in the 116th Congress, helping grow the cosponsor list to 86 representatives.

**How to Take Action:** find your local chapter [https://citizensclimatelobby.org/about-ccl/chapters/](https://citizensclimatelobby.org/about-ccl/chapters/); attend a climate advocate training [https://citizensclimatelobby.org/climate-advocate-training/](https://citizensclimatelobby.org/climate-advocate-training/); contact congress [https://citizensclimatelobby.org/call-your-representative-about-the-energy-innovation-and-carbon-dividend-act/#/54/]

Corporate Accountability International ([https://www.corporateaccountability.org](https://www.corporateaccountability.org)): Since 1977. CAI is “committed to changing the fundamental imbalance of power in our society by holding transnational corporations accountable for creating and perpetuating systemic inequality and economic injustice.”

**Recent Action:** Representatives of Corporate Accountability and allies showed up at Coca-Cola and PepsiCo’s virtual shareholder meetings and called out the companies’ labor, human rights, and environmental abuses.

**Recent Victory:** When local groups reached out to CAI to help prevent Providence’s water from being privatized, they “provided strategic research ...[and] shared advice on running
site fights, and translated canvassing documents into Spanish to ensure that more Providence residents were informed,” an effort instrumental in the privatization plan’s rejection.21

How to Take Action: Join CAI to organize against transnational corporate overreach, https://www.corporateaccountability.org/get-involved/, to sign up for other opportunities: https://www.corporateaccountability.org/turning-point-joint-corporate-accountability-action-league/

Data for Progress (https://www.dataforprogress.org): Since 2018. Data for Progress is a “multidisciplinary group of experts using state-of-the-art techniques in data science to support progressive activists and causes.” Their output includes polling on progressive policy, voter profile analysis, message guidance and more.22

Recent Action: DFP has recently collaborated with partners inside and outside of government to push for the new Democratic trifecta’s policy agenda to be as progressive as possible. On its blog, DFP regularly runs pieces by leaders in the government and advocacy sphere making the case for progressive policy, such as Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer, Senator Elizabeth Warren, and Senator Bernie Sanders.23 In the summer of 2020, DFP collaborated with the Movement For Black Lives on a groundbreaking memo outlining Black Americans’ call for the government to divest from policing and invest in communities instead.24

Recent Victory: DFP’s advocacy and polling, led by Vice President of Policy and Strategy Julian Brave NoiseCat, was integral to the progressive movement’s successful push for President Biden to nominate Congresswoman Deb Haaland for Interior Secretary, and for her to be successfully confirmed by the Senate on a bipartisan basis.25

How to Take Action: Read DFP’s blogs at www.dataforprogress.org/blog and their policy memos at www.dataforprogress.org/memos, and follow them on Twitter @DataProgress.

Democracy Initiative (http://www.democracyinitiative.org): Since 2012. DI works to coordinate messaging and campaigns between 72 environmental, labor, civil rights, and progressive organizations, with a combined 45 million total members, to fix problems with democracy. They are “United by a shared vision for a political process that counts every voice and every vote equally.”26

Recent Action: DI has been spearheading the campaign to pass Proposal 3 in Michigan, which would automatically register all citizens to vote and not require an excuse for requesting an absentee ballot.27

Recent Victory: Democracy Initiative helped win over the support of the majority of the D.C. City Council for passing legislation offering limited public matching funds for qualified candidates.28

How to Take Action: Sign up for a Democracy Initiative campaign here: http://www.democracyinitiative.org/take-action
Dēmos (https://www.demos.org): Since 2000. Dēmos is “a dynamic think-and-do tank that powers the movement for a just, inclusive, multiracial democracy. Through cutting-edge policy research, inspiring litigation, and deep relationships with grassroots organizations, Dēmos champions solutions that will create a democracy and economy rooted in racial equity.”29

**Recent Action:** Dēmos released a policy brief proposing “a set of actions the executive branch can take to equitably address the climate crisis without new legislation, major new appropriations, or other Congressional authority.”30

**Recent Victory:** During the 2020 primaries, Dēmos sued Florida governor DeSantis to provide voters with safe alternatives to casting a ballot at their polling place on Election Day. Although the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Florida denied to immediately alter the election, the ruling suggests that future elections could be remedied through the lawsuit.31

**How to Take Action:** See current projects and petitions here at https://www.demos.org/ways-support-demos; sign up to see volunteer opportunities: https://www.demos.org/join-our-email-list

Environmental Voter Project (https://www.environmentalvoter.org): Since 2015. “The Environmental Voter Project aims to significantly increase voter demand for environmental leadership by identifying inactive environmentalists and then turning them into consistent activists and voters.”32

**Recent Action:** EVP worked to bring out 5 million new voters for the 2020 election cycle, and to establish a large environmental voter block. Included in this 5 million, the organization “target[ed] 2 million environment-first voters who’ve never voted in a single election before.”33

**Recent Victory:** In the 2018 midterms, the Environmental Voter Project “persuaded 58,961 eco-conscious voters in six states — Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Massachusetts, Nevada and Pennsylvania — to cast ballots for the first-time last year.”34

**How to Take Action:** Sign up to volunteer https://www.environmentalvoter.org/get-involved, or attend an event or training https://www.environmentalvoter.org/events

Extinction Rebellion (https://rebellion.earth/): “Extinction Rebellion is an international movement that uses non-violent civil disobedience in an attempt to halt mass extinction and minimize the risk of social collapse.”35

**Recent Action:** In 2020, “Climate activists placed more than 2,000 pairs of children’s shoes in neat rows across London’s Trafalgar Square on Monday to demand the British government stop bailing out carbon-intensive industries that pollute the environment.”36
**Recent Victory:** “Extinction Rebellion are calling on the government to act on the climate crisis during the coronavirus recovery so children and young people aren’t left to suffer a deeper crisis,” the group said.  

**How to Get Involved:** Join a local chapter https://extinctionrebellion.us/local-groups; find an action event occurring soon near you, including ‘shoe protests’ and open houses: https://extinctionrebellion.us/upcoming-actions

**Food and Water Watch** (https://www.foodandwaterwatch.org): Since 2005. FWW “mobilizes regular people to build political power to move bold & uncompromised solutions to the most pressing food, water, and climate problems of our time. We work to protect people’s health, communities, and democracy from the growing destructive power of the most powerful economic interests.”

**Recent Action:** FWW helped spur outcry about Former Michigan Governor Rick Snyder’s upcoming fellowship at Harvard. It has been reported that Snyder lied about, and tried to cover up, Flint’s water crisis. Snyder later withdrew himself from the fellowship offer.  

**Recent Victory:** After years of grassroots campaigning for local bans of hydraulic fracturing, which has been successful in nearly 60 cities and towns, FWW finally won a statewide victory, with Connecticut’s resolution to ban fracking waste statewide.  

**How to Take Action:** Get involved https://www.foodandwaterwatch.org/about/get-active-where-you-live.

**Friends of the Earth** (https://foe.org/): “Together we speak truth to power and expose those who endanger the health of people and the planet for corporate profit. We organize to build long-term political power and campaign to change the rules of our economic and political systems that create injustice and destroy nature.”

**Recent Action:** “Since 2016, Friends of the Earth’s members have submitted roughly 35,000 public comments in support of turning Puget Sound into a No Discharge Zone, advocating for clean water and public health.”

**Recent Victory:** “More than 156,000 Friends of the Earth activists spoke out to Congress” and helped stop the Atlantic Coast Pipeline.  

**How to Get Involved:** Show your support by signing petitions https://foe.org/take-action/; find ways to donate to the organization https://foe.org/support-us/.

**Greenpeace** (https://www.greenpeace.org/usa/): “Greenpeace is a global, independent campaigning organization that uses peaceful protest and creative communication to expose global environmental problems and promote solutions that are essential to a green and peaceful future.”
**Recent Action:** Greenpeace embarked upon a campaign to defend Brazilian coral reefs from drilling by French company Total. They succeeded.  

**Recent Victory:** Greenpeace helped convince Trader Joes to cut down on single-use plastic use.  

**How to Get Involved:** Greenpeace engages in various campaigns and events where one can participate based upon how much free time they have to contribute  
https://www.greenpeace.org/usa/volunteer-platform/; find an event to join  
https://www.greenpeace.org/usa/volunteer-call-calendar/  

**Indigenous Environmental Network** (https://www.ienearth.org): Since 1990. “IEN was formed by grassroots Indigenous peoples and individuals to address environmental and economic justice issues (EJ). IEN’s activities include building the capacity of Indigenous communities and tribal governments to develop mechanisms to protect our sacred sites, land, water, air, natural resources, and the health of our people and all living things.”  

**Recent Action:** Along with partners, IEN developed a fundraising and mask donation effort that “has collected and organized the donation of 38,000 masks to Indigenous communities and aims to secure $200,000 in funding to enable the donation of tens of thousands of additional masks.”  

**Recent Victory:** In July, 400 protestors blocked the entrance to Fort Sill military post in Lawton, O.K., which served also as a detention center for immigrants being held by the Trump administration. Less than a week later it was announced the center would no longer serve this purpose.  

**How to Take Action:** Learn more and support their work https://www.ienearth.org  

**Indivisible** (https://indivisible.org): Since 2016. Beginning with the publication of a widely shared google doc on how to resist Donald Trump’s administration, Indivisible skyrocketed into a fully-fledged organization with thousands of local chapters within weeks. Indivisible hopes to “build a democracy that reflects a broad, multiracial ‘we the people,’ one that works for all of us and is sustained by all of us.”  

**Recent Action:** Indivisible “recently paired up with Stand Up America and [28+] other progressive organizations to form Protect the Results,” which created a plan to get millions of people into the streets in the case of a disputed election outcome.  

**Recent Victory:** Indivisible Action released a plan to conduct 20 million voter contact attempts through “recruiting and mobilizing 30,000 individual volunteers and supporting over 3,000 group-led virtual electoral events across the country.” Indivisible’s outreach was crucial for 2018’s “Blue Wave” of incoming democrats, and they quadrupled their outreach efforts for the 2020 election.
How to Take Action: Get involved in canvassing, phone-banking, and text-banking, https://indivisible.org/group-leader-resources; find a local group or event https://indivisible.org/events

League of Conservation Voters (https://www.lcv.org): Since 1970. LCV "advocates for sound environmental laws and policies, holds elected officials accountable for their votes and actions, and elects pro-environment candidates." They also maintain the National Environmental Scorecard, "the gold standard for the public to evaluate the environmental records of members of Congress."  
Recent Action: “LCV Victory Fund and affiliated entities invested a historic more than $115 million to help elect pro-environment leaders in the 2019/2020 election cycle.”
Recent Victory: Chispa, LCV’s Latino Organizing Program, successfully pressured state and local officials to transition polluting diesel school buses to zero-emission, electric models in AZ, CA, MD, NV, and NY through its Clean Buses for Healthy Niños campaign.
How to Take Action: See current projects and petitions here at https://www.lcv.org/take-action/; sign up to see volunteer opportunities: https://p2a.co/kJAR5bX?p2asource=C4ORWBVOLU01

Recent Action: LWV has announced a five-tiered campaign for achieving fair redistricting across the county, which includes passing ballot initiatives, lobbying and protesting state legislatures, as well as engaging with the public.
Recent Victory: The organization recently launched a Spanish-language version of their website, Vote411, which includes absentee ballot information, polling place locations, and factual data on candidates.
How to Take Action: Join your local league https://www.lwv.org/about-us/membership-local-leagues; visit their action page: https://www.lwv.org/take-action?_ga=2.112449476.1331788088.1599578559-1820519643.1599578559

March for Our Lives (https://marchforourlives.com): Since 2018. MFOL was founded by student activists in the aftermath of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas School shooting to rapidly change gun control laws. The activists quickly organized a march of between 1.2 to 2 million and have continued to “harness the power of young people to fight for sensible gun violence prevention policies that save lives.”
Recent Action: The documentary “Us Kids,” directed by Kim A. Snyder, which premiered at Sundance in 2020, follows “the March for Our Lives revolution as it stormed the country in the summer of 2018.” The documentary will be released across other platforms later this year.62

Recent Victory: In 2018 MFOL submitted a letter to the New York Attorney General highlighting corruption at the NRA; in August 2020 the AG filed a lawsuit calling for the dissolution of the NRA.63

How to Take Action: Join a local chapter https://marchforourlives.com/chapters/; take part in their campaign to register new voters https://marchforourlives.com/host-your-own-voter-registration-toolkits/

MoveOn (https://front.moveon.org): Since 1998. MoveOn was a pioneer in internet activism and created the first breakout digital intervention in American politics with their petition on the Clinton Impeachment. Today, “members are building progressive power through advocacy and elections and have been on the front lines of resistance to Trump and the GOP’s toxic agenda.”64

Recent Action: For the 2020 election, MoveOn members, “who live in each of the country’s 3,000+ counties, will...contact voters in key battleground states, drive creative and cultural interventions that inspire voter turnout, and work to protect the right to vote for those targeted by digital voter suppression online.”65

Recent Victory: When the Trump administration unlawfully declared a “national emergency” to use government funds for border wall construction, MoveOn “launched a major national mobilization opposing the #TrumpFakeEmergency and more than 50,000 of us marched for immigrants and refugees.”66

How to Take Action: Join a texting outreach or mobilizer team here at https://front.moveon.org/volunteer-with-moveon/ to sign up for other opportunities: https://front.moveon.org/#join

Nature Conservancy (https://www.nature.org/en-us/): Since 1951. “Our mission is to conserve the lands and waters on which all life depends. Our vision is a world where the diversity of life thrives, and people act to conserve nature for its own sake and its ability to fulfill our needs and enrich our lives.”67

Recent Action: The Nature Conservancy is currently working with McDonalds and Cargill to reduce greenhouse gases emitted from beef suppliers in Nebraska, which “could sequester 150,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide over the course of the project, or the equivalent to removing 32,000 cars from the road during the year.”68

Recent Victory: The Nature Conservancy is working with partner organizations and sports teams to “offset at least 50 percent of the carbon footprint associated with professional
sports team travel by 2025”; they recently added the Milwaukee Brewers as a new partner.69

**How to Take Action:** Become a member of the Nature Conservancy
https://www.nature.org/en-us/membership-and-giving/donate-to-our-mission/become-a-member/;
or find a local volunteer program https://www.nature.org/en-us/get-involved/how-to-help/volunteer-and-attend-events/

**Our Revolution** (https://www.ourrevolution.com): Since 2016. Founded by Bernie Sanders, Our Revolution is “building a national grassroots movement of local groups powerful enough to win progressive issue fights, elect progressive champions, transform the Democratic Party, and get big money out of politics.”70

**Recent Action:** Our Revolution has worked extensively to reform DNC operations and rules: Over 300 party activists helped pressure the DNC Rules & Bylaws Committee to “extend key party reforms — including limiting the power of Superdelegates in picking the nominee—to 2024.”71

**Recent Victory:** “Our Revolution Minnesota mobilized to help Squad member Ilhan Omar beat back an establishment challenger and proved that progressive power in Congress is here to stay! At the state level, we also helped political newcomers Omar Fateh and Jen McEwen claim victory against two incumbent state senators.”

**How to Take Action:** Find your local chapter https://www.mobilize.us/ourrevolution/; donate https://secure.actblue.com/contribute/page/ourrevolution?refcode=main-nav-upper&amount=27.00

**Project Drawdown** (https://drawdown.org/): Since 2014. Project Drawdown’s mission is “to help the world reach “Drawdown” — the point in the future when levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere stop climbing and start to steadily decline, thereby stopping catastrophic climate change — as quickly, safely, and equitably as possible.”

**Recent Action:** This March, Project Drawdown Released Climate Solutions 101 – the world’s first major educational resource about climate change that focuses solely on solutions. It is a free, 6-part video series that features conversations with climate experts, scientific research, and examples of real-world action. View it here: https://drawdown.org/climate-solutions-101

**Recent Victory:** Project Drawdown is partnering with Netflix, General Mills, LinkedIn, Aspiration, and R&DE Stanford Dining as part of Drawdown Labs. Project Drawdown will work with these companies to develop and scale global climate solutions.
How to Take Action: Educate yourself on climate solutions with Drawdown Learn and Climate Solutions 101: https://drawdown.org/programs/drawdown-learn; donate to the organization https://drawdown.org/donate.

Public Citizen (https://www.citizen.org): Since 1971. Public Citizen “is a nonprofit consumer advocacy organization that champions the public interest in the halls of power. We defend democracy, resist corporate power and work to ensure that government works for the people – not for big corporations.”

Recent Action: To prevent election tampering, the organization filed a lawsuit arguing “that recent changes by USPS were implemented in violation of federal law and have led to widespread disruptions in mail delivery that risk delaying the delivery of mail-in ballots.”

Recent Victory: Public Citizen lobbied successfully to prevent a roll-back of the revolving-door policies banning recently retired Pentagon officials from working as lobbyists and “using their connections to appeal to their former colleagues on behalf of their new corporate employers.”

How to Take Action: See current projects and petitions here at https://www.citizen.org/act/; sign up to see volunteer opportunities: https://publiccitizen.salsalabs.org/takeactionwithpc/index.html

Run for Something (https://runforsomething.net): Since 2017. RFS nominates and provides a “safety net for new and exciting progressive candidates — at all stages of their journey — to help them run efficient, grassroots & voter-contact driven campaigns and not feel alone in the process.”

Recent Action: “In March 2020 and through the rest of the year, the RFS team has built out a new system of support for candidates in the wake of COVID-19. This includes more intense one-on-one support from our regional team on methods and tactics candidates can utilize to make sure they are on the ballot, that they have the funding they need, and that they are able to mobilize supporters from home.”

Recent Victory: “In barely four years, 75,000 young diverse progressives have told us they want to run for office. We have already elected nearly 500 of them to local office in 45 states.”

How to Take Action: Nominate a friend or run for office yourself, https://runforsomething.net/run/; sign-up to help others run: https://runforsomething.net/help/

Sierra Club (https://www.sierraclub.org/): “The Sierra Club is the most enduring and influential grassroots environmental organization in the United States. We amplify the power of our 3.8 million members and supporters to defend everyone’s right to a healthy world.”
Recent Action: (2013) The Sierra Club has worked diligently to contribute to the retiring of 150 coal-fired power plants and have campaigned extensively to prevent the construction of further coal plants. This campaign has been fueled by participants reaching out to decision-makers and creating awareness on social media.\textsuperscript{79}

Recent Victory: (2017) “Membership and support surged with the election of Donald Trump. The Sierra Club helped organize the Peoples Climate March, which is attended by hundreds of thousands.”\textsuperscript{80}

How to Get Involved: Join an ongoing campaign https://www.sierraclub.org/take-action; find more ways to volunteer https://www.sierraclub.org/volunteer

Sunrise Movement (https://www.sunrisemovement.org): Since 2017. “Sunrise is...building an army of young people to make climate change an urgent priority across America, end the corrupting influence of fossil fuels, and elect leaders who stand up for the health and wellbeing of all people.”\textsuperscript{81}

Recent Action: In 2020, “150 middle and high school students from almost all 50 states held a teach-in at the U.S. Capitol to demand senators back the Green New Deal. 20 teens, one as young as 13, were arrested.”\textsuperscript{82}

Recent Victory: Sunrise just launched an online ‘Sunrise School’ with courses on “everything from the intricacies of the landmark policy proposal to graphic design for activists during the pandemic.”\textsuperscript{83}

How to Take Action: Find a local hub, where you can find ways to participate and elevate the issues of climate change: https://www.sunrisemovement.org/hub

About *Daring Democracy*, Booklist (the American Library Association's book review magazine) writes, “Countering what they call a well-entrenched ‘Anti-Democracy Movement,’ the authors offer numerous solutions for its antithesis, a democracy-proud confluence of grassroots efforts... With specific plans of action and encouraging words of support, Lappé and Eichen extend concrete hope to those who feel politically helpless.”

Other recent works include *World Hunger: 10 Myths* and *EcoMind*. The Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History describes *Diet for a Small Planet* as “one of the most influential political tracts of the times.” In 2008, it was selected as one of 75 Books by Women Whose Words Have Changed the World by members of the Women’s National Book Association. Frances was also named by *Gourmet Magazine* as one of 25 people (including Thomas Jefferson, Upton Sinclair, and Julia Child) whose work has changed the way America eats. Her books have been translated into 15 languages and are used widely in university courses.

Frances makes frequent media appearances. Most notably she has been featured on the *Today Show*, Hardball with Chris Matthews, Fox News' *Fox & Friends*, WSJ.com, The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's ‘The National,’ *Frost Over the World*, NPR, and the BBC, among other news outlets. Frances appears frequently as a public speaker and is a contributor to *Medium* and *Common Dreams*. She is also a contributing editor at *Yes! Magazine* and *Solutions Journal*. Articles featuring or written by Frances have also appeared in *O: The Oprah Magazine*, *Harper's*, *The New York Times*, *The Boston Globe*, *The Nation*, *People*, and more.
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We Need Your Feedback!

We are delighted you’ve chosen to read our book. We are eager for your input to make it stronger as well as your advice for sharing this edition ever-more widely.

Despair is humanity’s worst enemy, I believe, so we—the whole Small Planet team—have created an easy-to-digest tour of inspiring ways that US cities, states, and farms are stepping up to meet the climate crisis. Plus we explore key lessons from abroad. Knowing that hope has power—as it organizes our minds toward solutions—we focus on surprising, motivating actions already underway in both red and blue states, and often in bipartisan collaboration.

We prepared this initial, online-only edition of It’s Not Too Late!—for your review—during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our goal has been to make it easy for readers to weigh in to make it stronger. In the next few months, we will then incorporate all your feedback and choose how best to publish the result.

Our goal is to inspire determination to take these solutions, and more, to scale. Very simply, learning that so much more is happening than we’d known has fired us up, and we sure hope it will motivate you!

Plus, the moment is right. With a new administration in Washington committed to climate action, we hope all our readers will use these stories to push forward the most effective Green New Deal possible. It is not too late to prevent the worst, but every day we delay makes it harder.

Please follow THIS LINK to submit your feedback about the book. Or copy & paste this link into your browser: https://forms.gle/TFJSsfChtVRdZ5729

Thank you for your time, energy and feedback!

Onward,
Frances Moore Lappé and the Small Planet Team
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